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Abstract 

The historical developments of special education from 

pre-1944 to the 1981 Act are investigated. This is followed by a 
discussion of the reasons why some children may not achieve 

their full potential in mathematics. The implications for special 
education following the 1988 Education Reform Act are 

reviewed including the effect of the implementation of the 

National Curriculum. Chapter Four probes the topic of 

'readability' and whether mathematical text is harder to access 
than others using current examples from the 1990s. A checklist 

of points to bear in mind when assessing mathematical text is 
given. Finally, the present day situation is assessed, confirming 

the element of change in education throughout this period. 
The validity of the term 'special educational need' is 

questioned within the current climate as steps towards total non
segregation are embarked upon. Whether this will continue into 

the future remains to be seen. Will the National Curriculum really 
be a 'Curriculum for All?' - the present situation suggests not 

although the theory behind the concept of entitlement is to be 

lauded. 
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Introduction 

In order to establish the current position regarding mathematics and the special 
needs child, it is necessary to investigate as fully as possible the past influences on the 

development of special education which have led up to the si tuation as evidenced in the 
early 1990s. There is also the contentious issue of the term 'special needs' itself along 

with the notion of categories and whether to integrate children with special needs into 

mainstream schooling or not. In attempting to give a broad overview of some of these 

issues within this chapter one appreciates that this area of education is not one which 
has clearly defined boundaries and can involve many differing opinions with regard to 

each issue. 

1.1 Historical perspective of Special Education 
1.1.1 Events leading to the 1944 Education Act 

Two major themes have dominated the history of special education; first the 
belief that children with certain disorders and disabilities require distinct schools and the 

second that local education authorities have a legal duty to provide suitable education for 

these children. One way of looking at the history of special education is to divide it into 

time periods based around government legislation which began with the 1921 Education 
Act. Before this, during the earliest days of organised education, it was assumed that 

some children were 'special' and consequently segregated schools were set up during 

the eighteenth century by charitable organisations only. These included the first school 

for the deaf in the 1760s - Thomas Braidwood's Academy for the Deaf and Dumb in 
Edinburgh, the first school for the blind established in Liverpool by Henry Dannett in 

1791 followed in each case by other private ventures providing vocational training. By 

the end of the nineteenth century there was local provision for the deaf, blind, 

physically and 'mentally defective' children as categorised at that time. Epilepsy was 
also recognised during this period and therefore the 1921 Act contained five categories 

of officially accepted handicap. The 1896 Act had stated that all 'defective' children 

should be given access to education and the 1918 Act that it was to be obligatory for 

physically handicapped and epileptics - the 1921 Act ensured that there was now to be 
statutory provision albeit in a segregated setting. By the end of the 1930s one can see 

that the idea of a range of special educational needs had become acceptable. 

The 1944 Education Act extended provision by making it the legal duty of the 

Local Education Authority (LEA) to provide education for childrcn of varying age, 
ability and aptitude, and special educational treatment for children with a 'disability of 

mind or body' in 'special schools or otherwise'. 

The regulations that followed distinguished eleven categories of handicap 

(Fig.1.1). It was thought that the Act was produced because of the need to extend 

educational opportunities for all. One observes that this is possibly the first hint of a 
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Figure 1.1 

Categories of handicapped children as cited by the 1944 Education Act 

BLIND 

PARTIALLY SIGHTED 

DEAF 

PARTIALLY DEAF 

DELICATE 

DIABErIC 

EDUCATIONALLY SUBNORMAL 

EPILEPTIC 

MALADJUSTED 

PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED 

CHILDREN WITH SPEECH DEFECTS 

Detailed guidance of the Act stipulated day or boarding, special or ordinary school 
provIsIOn. 
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move towards integration because it recognised that up to 17% of the school population 

might require special educational help. The 1934 Board of Education inquiry into 
education of the partially sighted had also recommended education in ordinary schools, 

not alongside the blind, and the 1937 Education (Deaf Children) Act had already 
brought the starting date for schooling down from seven to five. Other regulations 

which followed involved combining 'delicate' and 'diabetic' in 1953 and the term 
'partially deaf' was changed to 'partially hearing' in 1962. 

Hence as Wedell (1990) observes, the 1944 Education Act greatly extended the 
range of children's special needs for which authorities made provision in special or 

ordinary schools. However, it maintained that some children were too handicapped and 
thus 'ineducable'. There was provision provided the child fell into one of the stipulated 

categories and a lot of medical personnel were involved in making decisions about 
which category the child should be allocated to. The Act is based on the 'medical model' 

of causation whereby the individual child is viewed as having a deficit. The modes of 
assessment are normative, that is they are based on a population of children. Certainly 

the organisation of the special needs child was entirely dependent on which 'category' 
s/he fell into and the curriculum was designed to meet the needs of the categorised child. 

The implications of location and provision were such that different schools delivered 
specialist forms of instruction and thus the special needs child was segregated. 

1. 1.2 From 1944 Education Act to the Wamock Report 

It is important to realise that since the 1944 Education Act the number of pupils 
in special schools had risen from 38,499 to 58,034 and the number of schools from 528 

to 743 showing an increasing recognition of these pupils rights. The 1959 Mental 
Health Act gave parents extra time to appeal against the authority's decision that a child 

was incapable of being educated at school and a right to review after one year. The 
Child Guidance Council had already been formed in 1927 and the concept had 

developed gradually from America; by 1939 over 22 child guidance clinics had been 
established which were maintained wholly or partly by the local authority. The fact that 

the 1944 Act categorised children so definitely led to a mushrooming of special schools 
and each LEA differed in how it set up their schools depending on available resources. 

The need for Educational Psychologists greatly increased as did the idea of 'remedial' 
teaching because of the distinction between 'backward' and 'retarded' children. The 

first teacher training course for special education was set up at Birmingham University 
by Ronald Gulliford. After the second World War there was a burgeoning of research 

in the USA investigating the differentiation of needs especially for mentally 
handicapped and cerebral palsied children. When these children made significant 

progress through special education methods it was realised that assessment should be 
directed at identifying a child's educational needs so that appropriate educational help 
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could be given. 

The effect of social deprivation was observed especially in the USA - the child's 
environment was therefore acknowledged as being a significant factor in affecting 
educational progress. This led to the HEADSTART programme in America and 
educational priority areas in the United Kingdom. Another development was the right of 

minorities to be educated in mainstream. The 'ineducable' were also admitted into the 
educational setting by the 1970 Education Act which brought children who were 

formerly under the responsibility of the health service into that of the LEAs 
responsibility. The 1970 Act took effect in 1971 and led to hospital education being 

initiated. 
In the 1960s and 70s, there seemed to be an increasing unease about the growth 

of special education and the allocation of scarce resources. In particular the fundamental 
tenet of segregation for certain groups of pupils was questioned and it was generally felt 

to be wrong as a matter of principle to do this. The categories of handicap were also felt 
to be unhelpful in practice because a medical condition does not of necessity have 

educational implications. All of these developments led to a climate of pressured opinion 
to review provision for special education and the Warnock Committee was set up in 

1974 by the Minister of Education in order to look into the provision, 

'for children and young people handicapped by disabilities of body or 
mind' Wamock (1978) 

1.1.3 The Warnock Reoort 

The committee's terms of reference were wide enabling them to make far 
reaching suggestions, all children between the ages of 2 and 19 were included. Their 

prime task was to consider the organisation of resources for this group of children. 
They made over 200 recommendations and the report has been highly influential in 

restructuring thinking about special needs children and the provision required. There are 
five main recommendations. 

Firstly the idea of categories as laid out in the 1944 Education Act was abolished 
and instead the concept of 'special educational needs' was instated. It was hoped that 

this would take into account both the child's strengths and weaknesses and the focus 
would be on their educational requirements. The committee proposed the terms 'mild', 

'moderate' and 'severe' learning difficulties should replace the old categorisations of 
remedial and educationally subnormal. 

Norwich (1990) talks of the 'false emphasis' on categorisation as the main 
difficulty with the 1944 Education Act and a basic confusion over the role and 

significance of categorisation. The Wamock report cites four reasons against the notion 
of categorisation saying that children often suffer from one or more disability and thus 
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school provision is affected. The idea of categories could promote the feeling that all 

children in the same category have similar educational needs and also it draws resources 
away from children not covered by the statutory categories. Lastly categorisation has the 

effect of labelling children and schools, which persists beyond school and can 
stigmatise unnecessarily. However, categories can help to focus attention on the needs 

of different groups of children with difficulties and can offer a valuable safeguard for 
the rights of handicapped children to an education suitable to their individual needs. 

Norwich says that there were two distinct meanings to the concept of handicap before 
Wamock: 

i) having a disability, disorder of difficulty which required 
educational methods other than those normally used in 

ordinary schools - special educational treatment. 
or ii) having a disability, disorder of difficulty sufficiently 

marked or prolonged to adversely affect life activities. 

The former comprises of 2% of the population requiring special educational provision 
and the latter 18% according to Wamock. Norwich feels that in arguing for abandoning 

the distinction between the more severe 2% and the less severe instances of special 
educational needs, a scheme of categorisation was nonetheless being used. 

The above discussion leads on to the second recommendation which defined 

special education more broadly than in the past. The committee concluded that about one 

child in five is likely at some time to require some form of special educational provision. 
Therefore a more flexible system of provision would be required to meet the variety of 

individual needs, special education was no longer synonymous with special schooling. 
There was basically a change in emphasis from the educational setting to the form of 

education a child should receive and hence the 20% mentioned previously who need 
special educational resources at some point in their school careers. 

The recommendation with regard to integration has had major implications in the 
90s but during the mid-seventies was a new idea which proposed different forms of 

integration such as units attached to mainstream schools, teaching with ordinary 
children on a part-time or full-time basis according to need and available resources -

working within a framework of locational, social and functional or academic 
integration. The committee recommended that special schools would still be 

required for some children where integration was impractical. 
The committee also recommended a greater partnership with parents and the 

school as parents were seen to be the prime educators of their children. They stressed 
that parents should be fully informed of available facilities and supporting services, and 

have a 'named person' with whom they can contact and be advised by about local 
servIces. 
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Figure 1.2 

Stages of Assessment proposed by the Warnock Report (1978) 

Stage 1 

The child is identified and relevant infonnation is collected by the 

class teacher using observation and records of progress. 

Early consultation with the headteacher and parents is 

recommended. 

Stage 2 

Discussions are held between the class teacher and the teacher 
with responsibility for special educational needs/or support 

teachers who vi si t the school. 

Suggestions are made for work with the child. 

Stage 3 

A referral is made to other agencies such as the Educational 

Psychology Service or teachers from specialist services such as 
teachers for the hearing impaired. 

Stage 4 

Information is collected from all these professionals and 
considered. 

Stage 5 

If the problem is extremely complex or unusual, referral can 

sometimes be made to specialist centres which are frequently in 

hospital settings. 
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Finally, the report stressed the early identification of children's special needs so that 

appropriate help could be provided. Parents could request an assessment and local 
authorities be empowered to conduct one if it was felt to be in the child's interests. The 

proposed five-stage model is shown in Fig. 1.2. The stages were supposed to describe a 
progressive sequence but not necessarily all had to be passed through. In many 

instances, assessment would not go further than Stage 1, or Stage 4 could be initiated 
straightaway if the child's difficulties were clearly profound. 

1.1.4 The 1981 Education Act 

The Warnock Committee's recommendations were published in 1978 and 
formed the basis of the 1981 Education Act which changed the law on special education 

moving away from the emphasis on the 2% of children who were educated in special 
schools, units or classes. It adopted a wider view drawing on the fact that one in six 

children at any time and up to one in five at some time in their school careers would 
require some form of special educational provision. Most of these children would be in 

ordinary schools. A few however would need particular attention, and the Act gave 
them protection of a 'statement of special educational needs' which formalised the 

process as in Fig. 1.3. The general layout of the legal document is shown in Fig. lA. 

The Act implied that provided certain conditions were fulfilled, special needs should be 

met in an integrated setting and it gave parents extensive rights to consul tation, and 
access to the appeal committees set up under the Education Act 1980. It is interesting to 

note that although the Act received approval on 30 October 1981 it did not come into 
force until 1 April 1983 - which indicates the complexity of the legislation involved. The 

main change occurring with this Act was to loosen the connection between special 
educational provision and special schools or units. Obviously one of the inherent 

problems arising from this is just how the phrase "generally made provision" should be 
interpreted since this implies an element of choice between those who can 'fit' into the 

'normal' majority and those who cannot. One observes that this is very much a question 
of degree based on subjective premises. 

The Act supports the principle of integration whenever possible providing the 
child can receive the special educational provision slhe requires, that it is compatible 

with the efficient education of the other children and that it makes efficient use of 
resources. It defines 'special educational needs' in terms of 'having a learning difficulty 

which calls for special educational provision to be made for them'. Children have 
'learning difficulties' according to the 1981 Education Act if: 

i) they have significantly greater difficulties in learning than the majority 

of children of their age; or 
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Figure 1.3 

Fonnal Assessment of Special Educational Need under the 1981 Education Act 

The Act fonnalized the concept of Special Educational Need. In the Act, the 

parents are recognised as "partners" with whom professionals must fully 
collaborate. The Act led to the Fonnal Assessment procedure which has the 

foil owi ng stages : 

1. LocaI authority decides assessment is required. 

2. LocaI education authori ty writes to parents to say it wishes to carry out 

an assessment. 

Parents have 29 days in which to respond. They may object/appeal. 

3. a) LEA writes to parents to say assessment is going ahead. 

b) LEA simultaneously requests advice from professionals. 

Professionals are asked to discuss their advice with parents. 

4. LEA considers advice and either: 

a) Issues a Draft Statement, 

or 

b) Writes to parents to say a Statement is not required. 

Parents have 15 days in which to respond. They can : 

a) . Accept the Draft Statement, 

b) Ask for an amendment, 

c) Request a meeting with an LEA officer (can lead to appeals). 

5. Final Statement issued by LEA which is legally obliged to fulfil 

provision stated. 
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Figure 1.4 

General Fonnat of the Statement of Special Educational Needs 

SECTION 1 

Details relating to the child. 

SECTION 11 

Special Educational Needs. 

SECTION III 

Special Educational Provision. 

SECTION IV 

Appropriate school or other arrangements. 

SECTION V 

Additional non-educational provision. 

Appendices to the Statement 

Appendix A Parental Representations 

8 Evidence 

C Educational Advice 

D Medical Advice 

E Psychological Advice 

F Other Advice 

G Social Services Advice 
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ii) they have a disability which either prevents or hinders them fonn making 

use of school facilities in the area for children of their age provided by 
the LEA concerned; or 

iii) they are under 5 years old but would be likely to fall under i) or ii) above 
if special educational provision were not made for them. 

1.1.5 Overview of historical changes observed 

In detailing the historical perspective up to the 1981 Education Act one observes 
the change in attitudes from the 1944 Act and before. There has been a major shift in the 

direction of integration, parental roles and involvement coupled with the 
acknowledgement of the need for extra resources. These areas were specifically 

commented on in a later government committee in 1987 and will be discussed in 
Chapter 3 which looks at current legislation in the light of the 1988 Education Refonn 
Act. The 1944 Act and 1981 Act are compared in Fig. 1.5 indicating a move towards 
the majority of special needs children in mainstream schools at the start of the 80s. 

There is also a model of interactive causation rather than viewing the individual as 
having some fonn of deficit which has to be 'remediated' and the formal assessment 

procedures show an appreciation of the idea of mixed modes of assessment as opposed 
to purely medical. Previously the model of the curriculum had been designed to be 

appropriate to the needs of the categorised child, the 1981 Act changed this to making 
the curriculum experiences accessible to all with minimal modifications as required. 
Certainly the implications for location of provision were greatly affected from 
segregation to integration having community schools to deliver a curriculum appropriate 

to individual needs. Finally there seems to be a change from institution-based 
withdrawal to in-school support for the child who has become the focus on which to 

base provision within school rather than an isolate to be categorised and segregated 
accordingly. 

1.2 Issues in Special Education 

1.2.1 Why 'special education' and what are 'special needs'? 
It is important to be aware of the controversy surrounding these areas. The 

notion of a distinct type of 'special' education which is different from education other 
children receive and takes place in a separate establishment has come under scrutiny 

over the past ten years. The distinction between 'nonnal' and 'special' as mentioned 
previously seem to be subjectively based. However Fish (1987) said that although local 

interpretations vary and there is a lack of precision and unifonnity in practice, the 
definitions of the 1981 Education Act are generally accepted as a considerable advance 

on the categorical ones they replaced. He observes that a major consequence of the 
change is the increased importance of contexts to the definition of 'special educational 
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Figure 1.5 

* 

* 

Comparison between the 1944 and 1981 Education Acts 

1944 

Used the teITIlinology of 'educational handicap'. 

Had specific categories of educational handicap such as maladjusted and 

educationally subnoITIlal. 

* Individual cases comprised about 2% of children. 

1981 

* Talked in teITIlS of 'special educational needs'. 

* Recognised two branches of educational provision: 

Special Educational Provision Special Educational Provision 

determined not determined 

by LEA statement by LEA statement 

2% 16 - 18 % 

approxi matel y approxi matel y 
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needs'. Warnock highlighted the lack of distinction between children who have special 

needs and those who do not, and proposed the idea of a continuum of needs, matched 

by a range of flexible educational provision. Fish (1987) reminds us of the traditions 

where it was thought that everyone with the same disability had the same handicap. 

Since the 1970s the World Health Organisation has recognised the important and 

significant differences between the definitions of impairment, disability and handicap. 

Social scientists have made it clear that the handicaps which may accompany disabilities 

and learning difficulties arise from the environment, not solely from individual 

limitations. Situations, attitudes and administrative procedures cause disabilities to 

become more or less handicapping. A very important point is brought out by people 

with disabilities who have stressed that the degree to which they are handicapped 

depends on other people. 

1.2.2 Integration 

This is a major issue in the field of special education. The 1981 Act 

recommended that children with special needs should be educated with ordinary pupils. 

Integration implies that children should be with their mainstream peers rather than 

segregated in a special school. There can be variations of this where children receive 

their curriculum in a unit attached to the school and their social activities within the 

school. This is known as locational integration. Another variation is where the children 

mix socially and some may spend time in ordinary classes for some lessons. This is 

known as social integration. Functional integration occurs when the child has in class 

support from a specialist teacher. 

There is a long history of debate about integration. In Scandinavia, 

'normalisation' has been educational philosophy for a long time and 'mainstreaming' is 

embodied within USA legislation so that the education authorities must prove that the 

child with special needs would be better off in a segregated special school before s/he 

can be placed there. The law was passed in 1975 so that all people with disabilities have 

a right to share in community life. 

In Britain it was regarded as wrong to separate children from their peers and 

stigmatising to send them to separate educational establishments. The Spastics' Society 

factsheet on integration talks about 'barriers of fear, ignorance and prejudice'. If these 

are not addressed, handicapped people will not be accepted as members of the 

community. Residential education fits individuals for institutional life and deprives 

them of vital experiences in the community and social cells. One of the strong 

arguments for integration is that peers and people within the locality are likely to be 

more accepting and sympathetic is they have grown up with handicapped people. 

Pidgeon (1970) has shown that expectations of teachers, peers and parents can affect 

the academic performance children. Contacts with normal children tend to stimulate less 
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able children especially with regard to language development 

Against these views is the argument that segregated schools can offer specialist 
teachers, a fully appropriate curriculum and specialised resources and facilities, such as 

sound-proof rooms and hydrotherapy. It is argued that children within mainstream 
sometimes feel isolated, lonely and vulnerable. There is also a group of children who 

will need constant supervision and support throughout their lives and for them 
segregated specialist educational provision can be regarded as a suitable preparation for 

life. 
Bookbinder (1983) makes the point that : 

'the concept of special educational need with its accompanying 

assumption that such needs can be adequately met in our present 
educational system, is thoroughly unrealistic and is likely to lead us 

astray'. Bookbinder (1983) 

The fear is that the policy of integration could lead to the dismantling of some excellent 
special schools whilst special needs' children are reintegrated into the classes of 

frequently ill-prepared, overworked staff in ordinary schools with a minimum of 
additional resources. One observes that this issue has not yet been resolved, as will 

be commented on in more detail in Chapter 3. 

A government select committee report on the implementation of the 1981 Act 

also revealed anxiety over this issue and asked that the principle of integration should 
not override the individual child's best interests. Others maintain that better resourcing 

will inevitably follow integration. 
LEAs have differed in their response to recent legislation largely due to the pre

existing provision. The Fish Report (1985) called for the closure of special schools and 
the reorganisation of special provision in London. There is still considerable concern 

that although integration may be established as the 'norm' the resources for its 

successful implementation are not available. 

1. 2.3 Categorisation 

Warnock looked at the problem of categorising children in terms of their 
handicapping conditions. Difficulties arose however when a child could be fitted into 

more than one category. The idca that once handicapped a child has a permanent 
disorder which cannot be retrieved pervaded thinlcing - children with moderate learning 

difficulties may simply require more time to regain ground with their peers as opposed 
to being labelled for the rest of their life. Also children with similar difficulties may 

require different provision and those with different handicaps could require similar 
provision. 
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The notion of 'handicap' is relative since children with support and poslltve 

attitudes from the community and home often integrate well. This is why the emphasis 
is towards assessing the child's individual needs rather than 'handicap'. There is also 

the problem of 'labelling' which can lead to a self-fulfilling prophecy. Norwich (1990) 
argues however that a handicap category gives little indication of how best to help the 

individual child. Perhaps the category may indicate what the general provision of needs 
is but this provides no more than a broad summary of what is required. There is also the 

argument that categorisation draws resources away from children who need help (the 
16-18% in mainstream) but who do not fit the statutory category. This, says Norwich 

is about the form, extent and thresholds of allocation of resources and not about 
categories. He condemns the labelling /stigmatising notion as being associated with 

pejorative connotations saying that there are informal and interpersonal sources of 
prejudice as well. Conversely there is the belief that categories are needed to promote 

positive action and that the 1981 Act only changed the terminology and way in which 
the category was used in the context of integration within the Act. Is the use of 

categories an inherent part of the practical advantages for meeting special educational 
needs? 

One observes that there is the need to modify the curriculum for individual 
children and to be able to summarise differences and similarities. If there is to be a 

degree of uniformity of conditions in LEA schools then there should be broad 
guidelines which are not overgeneralised due to the reluctance of making them as 

specific as those cited in the 1944 Act. In order for the child to be provided for, there is 
the need for proper identification and assessment, which leads to the next issue. 

1.2.4 Identification and Assessment 

Recent changes in the emphasis of special education have had considerable 
consequences for the type of assessments undertaken by professionals. Many 

educationalists believe that assessment of skills should have direct significance for the 
child. There has been a change in emphasis from diagnosis to prescription - overcoming 

problems rather than analysing their cause. Therefore, criterion-referenced assessment 
is taking over from norm-referencing - looking at what the child can do in various 

learning situations rather than direct comparison with their peers. The assumption 
underlying identification is that all children can benefit from teaching and that progress 

can be accelerated by optimising all the conditions for learning. In the USA prescriptive 
assessment has been embodied in legislation and any child with learning difficulties 

must have a prescribed curriculum which has been determined by all the professionals 
involved with the child in conjunction with the parents. 

The responsibility for educational failure has also shifted in that if the child is 
not attaining then it is the teacher who is obliged to change their programme to suit the 
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child's needs rather than being laid on the child. 

The format of the statement of special educational needs as cited previously in 
Fig.1.4 under the 1981 Act shows how a multi-professional approach towards a 

detailed assessment of the child has been developed. The area of identification and 

assessment appears to be moving forwards although there are some who would say that 

there is no need for a formal assessment if the child is in mainstream, simply the notion 

of supporting them adequately with a modified curriculum if necessary and coping with 

with problems through developing positive attitudes within the school and community 

so that a special needs child is no longer a special needs child since all the needs are 

being met through a modified, differentiated curriculum. As Ainscow (1991) says: 

Teaching should not be seen in terms of experts and solutions but 
as an ongoing problem solving enterprise in which teachers develop 

their own working practices by monitoring the learning successes of 
their students.' Ainscow (1991) 

1. 2.5 Medical versus social model 

Historically children with special educational needs were primarily seen as the 
concern of the medical profession so that, under the 1944 Education Act, they were 

ascertained by school medical officers as being in need of special educational provision. 
As mentioned above, before the Warnock Report, the emphasis was on the cause of a 

particular condition, rather than on its remedy. For example, a very active child may 

have been diagnosed as hyperactive and explanations for their medical behaviour sought 

in medical history, such as birth injury, lead poisoning or food additives. Social 

circumstances may have been overlooked and medical solutions involving drugs may 

have been prescribed. This could have led to inappropriate and ineffective treatment as 
the social factors could have been the important ones. The medical model detracts from 

the purpose of assessment by dwelling on causation - educationalists deal with the 

presenting symptoms rather than the condition. A good example is that of 'dyslexic' 

children where the diagnosis makes no difference to the actual treatment of the child 
with reading problems who still requires a modified teaching approach. 

Since the 1981 Education Act it is no longer sufficient to say that a child is blind 

and therefore should attend a school for the blind. What the child needs in educational 

terms is what determines LEA provision. 

1.2.6 Partnership with parents/carers 

In recent years, there has been a growing acknowledgment of the influence of 

parents in the educational process. Under the 1980 Education Act, parents now have the 

right to choose their child's school if a place is available. The 1981 Act made schools 
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more accountable to parents. It was pointed out that parents should be aware that their 

child had learning difficulties before receiving formal notice from the authority. Parents 
have the right to be present at assessments and annual reviews. 

Some educationalists have voiced reservations about the involvement of parents 
although they welcome the general move towards the multi-professional decision 

making within education. The reason is that parents may lack objectivity when 
discussing their child's needs. A second concern is that it could be the more articulate 

parents who access the scarce resources for their child and the less articulate parents, 
who perhaps are already disadvantaged, lose out again. 

1.3 Conclusions 

As has been demonstrated there has been a great deal of change both in 
legislation and attitudes to children with special educational needs from the 1944 Act to 

the 1981 Education Act. The basic move has been away from the model of deficit to 
that of criterion-referenced assessment founded on the child's individual performance. 

This forms the pivot of deciding what kind of placement would be appropriate for the 
child's needs. The medical model of causation has been replaced with one where the 

presenting symptoms are dealt with in an educational setting rather than in a hospital or 
special school, and need is formulated in terms of provision required for the 

child to progress. The curriculum has altered from being designed to be appropriate to 
the needs of categorised children to making curriculum experiences accessible to all with 

minimal modifications as required. 
There are many contentious issues surrounding the area, indeed, even the term 

'special education' causes disagreement - if children are integrating successfully with an 
appropriate curriculum both socially and academically and are properly resourced then 

they are no different from their peers since their needs are being met. Others argue that 
there should be strong categorisation - for example, groups such as the British Deaf 

Association lobbying the government for all television programmes to be subtitled, 
keyboard telephones to be available in all offices and so on. In the USA it is not unusual 

to flOd 'differently-abled' people in all professions. Britain appears to have a long way 
to go before this can be achieved although many public buildings are being built with 

wheelchair access as a matter of course which was not the case ten years ago. 
The next chapter investigates aspects of mathematical education for special 

needs children within the mainstream environment up to the Education Reform Act 
of 1988 and questions whether mathematics for children with learning difficulties is 

simply a case of 'practical' mathematics or is there a balance between theory and 
action? 

***************** 
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This chapter explores some of the aspects of the teaching of 'Iow-attainers' before the 

Education Reform Act including the influence of Piagetian thinking on learning and the 
effect of the report 'Mathematics Counts' chaired by Dr. Cockcroft which came out in 

1982. The question of assessment for low attainers is also raised and reasons are 
postulated as to why mathematics appears difficult for certain children. The concluding 

remarks attempt to capture the mood and attitude towards the teaching of mathematics 

based on papers written during the eighties. 

2.1 'Low aUainers' 

2.1.1 What do people mean when they use this term? 
Possibly most people would say that a low-attainer was someone who was 'not 

very good at maths'. This may be the only common characteristic between the children 
involved. Denvir (1982) points out that many terms have been applied to children who 

have difficulty with their school work such as 'remedial', 'under-achievers', 'slow
learners' and 'disadvantaged'. The term 'Iow-attainer' has been chosen because it 

describes observable performance of the child without implying a cause. There have 
been two surveys which relate to the definition of these children - the first was Schools 

Council Curricular Needs of Slow-learning Pupils Project (1979) which looked at the 
least successful 15-20% of the school population and the second was the work of 

Warnock (1978) suggesting that one child in six was likely to require some kind of 
special educational provision. Both these surveys supported the decision that a low

attainer for whatever reason fell into the bottom 20% of mathematical performance in 
their age group over the country as a whole. It is worthwhile remembering that the 

proportion of low-attainers in mathematics in a school as defined above will depend on 
the school's circumstances. Schools in affluent areas may have few children in the 

lowest 20% of mathematical attainment taken nationally whereas some schools in 
deprived areas may have the majority of children within this category. This leads on to 

the next point as to the causes of low attainment 

2.1.2 Causes of low-attainment 
It is not usually possible to say with certainty what causes low attainment for an 

individual child. Fig.2.1 as cited by Denvir (1982) indicates many problems which may 

be encountered. For some low-attainers several factors may contribute and sometimes 

secondary ones may even overshadow the primary cause making it difficult to detect 
(for example inattentiveness due to partial hearing loss). Causes may be within the 

control of the school such as those evolving around teaching or specialist knowledge, 

they can be partly within the control of the school such as interactions between home 

and school or they may be beyond the control of the school as wi th physical/sensory 
difficulties of the individual. The quicker the dominant reasons for a child's low 
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Figure 2.1 

Possible causes of low-attainment 

Physical, physiological or sensory problems 

Emotional or behavioural problems 

Impaired perfonnance due to physical causes, such as 

tiredness, drugs, general ill-health; 

Attitude: anxiety, lack of motivation 

I nappropriate teaching 

Too many changes of teachers, lack of continui ty 

General slowness in grasping ideas 

Cultural differences, English as a second language 

Home/school mismatch 

Problems with oracy and literacy 

Gaps in education, absence from school, frequent transfer from one school to another 

Immaturity, late development, youngest in year group 

Low self-esteem leading to lack of confidence 

Adapted from Denvir (1982) 
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attainment are identified the more likely that some sort of help can be provided or at least 

there will be an increase in awareness of the class teacher. This may lead to investigating 
the best approach for the child although there is not usually a simple 'remedy' to the 

situation. Haylock (1986) prepared a checklist of 24 statements derived from 
descriptions of low attainers in mathematics provided by the Schools Council (1982). 

He circulated this to middle schools in the Norwich area and asked teachers to rank the 
statements pertaining to their children who had previously obtained low scores in a 

standardised test (NFER Basic Mathematics). The emergent picture showed that a low 
attaining 10 year old in mathematics will have been considered a low attainer for some 

time and will experience difficulties in most areas of the curriculum and all aspects of 
mathematics. Haylock particularly draws attention to the frequency with which language 

difficulties are associated with low attainment in mathematics. The first five of his 
statements (Fig. 2.2) are considerably more frequently judged to be true about low 

attainers in mathematics than are the rest 

Fig. 2.2 
Haylock's first five statements 

* The child has been considered low attaining in mathematics from the first year in this 
school 

* The child is low attaining in most areas of the curriculum 
* The child's reading skills are poorly developed 

* The child is equally poor in all aspects of mathematics 
* The child's language skills are poorly developed 

Haylock (1986) p.206 

In general, when looking through the literature of this time period terms such as 'slow', 

'deprived' and 'poor' in relation to the child or home background seem to occur 
regularly. It is interesting that the authors feel that they are qualified to make what 

appear to be social judgments on the child or the child's family and home 
circumstances. As cited in chapter 1, the emphasis surely has to be on the presenting 

'symptoms' as opposed to the 'causes'. 'Low attainers' are labelled in relation to their 
mathematical performance being in the lowest 20% nationwide as shown on 

standardised assessments. The question of assessment is addressed later in this chapter. 

2.2 Learning 
2.2.1 'Readiness' 

As indicated in Fig.2.3, Piagetian learning theory seems to have a profound 
effect in the teaching strategies of young children and, by inference, low attainers. 
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Essentially, Piaget maintained that a child could not learn logical concepts until s/he had 

reached a certain stage of readiness. He considered that each child goes through three 
stages of development as follows: 

* 

* 

* 

Pre-operational or intuitive 

[age one and a half to seven] 

Concrete operational 
[age seven to twelve] 

Formal operational 

[age twelve onwards] 

No real understanding 

Inconsistent reasoning 

Complete understanding at a 
concrete level, consistent 

reasoning but always with respect 
to real objects 

Complete understanding at an 

abstract level, able to reason wi th 
reference to logical definitions 

Therefore a child who is pre-operational may think that changes in the shape of a lump 

of clay directly affect the amount that is present, even though it is the same. Piaget 
believed that activities are vital - children learnt through physical experience to discover 

the properties of the objects themselves. He talks of logico-mathematical experience 
where the childs mental activity in relation to the physical activity they were imposing 

on the objects is important. 
Several books for low-attainers or special needs children have been written 

which view the process of learning mathematics as : 

, a steady gradient the low attainer can benefit from teaching being 
broken down into smaller steps, probably starting at a stage of 

cognitive growth earlier than that to which most teachers outside 
nursery education are accustomed. ' 

Robbins (1989) p.75 

In addition to this view, many such children have, according to various authors in the 
field of mathematical conceptual research, been found to be unable to achieve the 

Piagetian criteria of "Number Readiness". Studies by Shayer (1978) indicated that the 
stages of development occurred much later in a majority of children. Low attainers 

according to Denvir (1982) are likely, during the whole course of their school career, to 
be progressing gradually from pre-operational to early concrete operational in Piagetian 

terms. 
Therefore the 'readiness' view can be summarised with regard to the effective 
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Figure 2.3 

Typical Piagetian based progression 

ARBITRARY ASSOCIATION 

BASIC RELATIONSHIPS 

LOWER LEVEL 

GENERALISATIONS 

CONCEPTS 

'readiness' stage 

HIGHER LEVEL 

RELATIONSHIPS 

HIGHER LEVEL 

GENERALISATIONS 

symbols, digits, words 

one to one correspondence 

sequencing, succession 

topological relationships 

sorting, seriation, greaterlless than 

many-to-one correspondence 

equivalent sets, judging/estimating 

number, weight, shape 

colour, age, time 

mathematical language, cause/eff eet 

equivalence relations, inequalities 

number operations, conservation 

set operations & relationships 

rigid transformations 

word problems, applied mathematics 

place values, probability, axioms 

basic facts, statistics, graphs, geometries 

These are the prerequisites for more advanced mathematics as suggested by 

Bartel (1986). She provides a set of tasks for the teacher to engage the 

student in order for them to assess the student's 'readiness' for formal 

instruction in mathematics. 
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teaching of mathematics as having plenty of opportunities to use concrete materials from 

which to abstract a common mathematical structure. Children should be offered many 

types of apparatus and a variety of approaches because individuals differ in their mental 

imagery and thus in the ways that they can most easily understand and learn. Finally the 

teacher should analyse precisely what they want the child to do and then take them 

through a series of subordinate tasks which will help them to acquire the abilities. Even 

as late as 1987, Harper rei terates the notion that in terms of actual understanding there is 

too much emphasis at the early secondary stage on abstract ideas without first checking 

that the concrete stages of conceptualisation (as defined by Piaget, 1965) have been 

reached. 

2.2.2 A broader perspective 

Boden (1979) observes that experimental research has shown Piaget to be 

wrong on many points, such as the inability of children at a given age to carry out 
certain types of 'more advanced' thinking or precursors thereof. Adults, by contrast, are 

considerably less logical in much of their reasoning than Piaget's theory would lead one 

to expect. Boden says that more important than his errors on specific points is Piaget's 

general failure to appreciate the possibility of alternative theoretical explanations, and 

then to plan his experiments carefully enough to exclude them. Boden observes that 

even with his later research, Piaget relied on evidence that was so informally presented 

as to be almost anecdotal in character. Gelman & Gallistel (1983) described what 

children seemed to know about number and counting operations from age two years 
onwards. The development of number knowledge and counting skill involves complex 

interactions and coordinations between several component skills including conceptual, 

verbal and gestural. Their findings of how these processes develop in two, three and 

four year old children show that preschoolers do not totally lack appreciation of 

invariance of number and are by no means as 'ignorant' of counting procedures as 

postulated by Piaget. 

Similarly, McGarrigle, Grieve & Hughes (1983) found that it could be seen that 

if children understand what comparison the adult is requiring them to make, most four 

year olds can handle inclusion problems successfully. For example given a bunch of 

primulas and daisies, when do children know that there are more flowers than primulas 

and that there are more flowers than daisies? That is, when do children appreciate that 

any class is greater than any proper subclass included within it ? Piaget assumed that 

children could not solve such problems until about seven or eight years old and in some 

contexts considerably older. 

Hughes (1983) reiterates Piaget's ideas about the belief that teaching children 

before they are conceptually 'ready' is likely to produce only superficialleaming and 

that true learning comes only with the child's mental growth and that mathematical 
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concepts cannot be taught. There is also the underlying implication that learning 

mathematics is not essentially difficult, for it is something which children can, for the 
most part acquire 'independently and spontaneously'. 

The centre of Piaget's argument is the idea of conservation. If children 
cannot conserve number (not understand that the number of objects is invariant no 

matter how they are arranged) then they are not yet ready to start on school arithmetic. 
The majority of infant school mathematics schemes start off with very concrete activities 

- Piaget's inOuence is taken as virtually axiomatic at the primary level and generally 
starts with matching on a one-ta-one basis or sorting objects into sets. Hughes' findings 
supported Gelman's claim that preschool children have a 'coherent set of principles for 
reasoning about number' especially if the numbers are small. It would therefore seem 

that most children approaching school age understand the invariance of number and can 
carry out simple additions and subtractions when the numbers involved are small. 

Further, a sizeable proportion of children have similar competence with slightly larger 
numbers. Hughes says that while the abilities involved are obviously not as 

sophisticated as those possessed by older children or adults, they still reveal a striking 
degree of competence in very young children. 

Therefore, from the evidence above it seems to be the case that childs are not so 
limited in ability to reason deductively as Piaget and others have claimed. Donaldson 

(1983) indicates that this is shown most markedly in aspects of spontaneous behaviour 
but can be demonstrated in the contrived situation of an experiment from about the age 

of four, if not sooner. 
This section was included to show that perhaps the same prevailing attitude 

about the nature of learning mathematics pervades the world of the low-attainer. As 
observed by Gordon (1987), the supposition that 'going back to basics' will necessarily 

be the best answer for children who are failing, that repetition of the same process 
should ensure insecure concepts are more positively established (in true Piagetian 

fashion), and that progress can only ensue from such practice must surely be disputed. 

2.3 Aspects of Teaching 
2.3.1 The Curriculum 

The Cockcroft Report (1982) highlighted the problems in mathematical teaching 
and learning in general, with some specific reference to those children identified as low

attainers. Paragraph 228 states: 

'Mathematics is a difficult subject both to teach and learn. 
One of the reasons why this is so is that mathematics is a 

hierarchical subject. This does not mean that there is an 
absolute order in which it is necessary to study the subject 
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but that the ability to proceed to new work is very often 

dependent on a sufficient understanding of one or more 
pieces of work which has gone before'. 

Mathematics counts (1982) para. 228 

As remarked on previously, the problem with this statement is that it continues the chain 
of thought that concentration upon the skills of numeracy is the path for optimal 

understanding and use of mathematical thinking. 
The Cuniculum Development Study 'Better Mathematics' (1987) observes that 

it is often the case that the mathematical diet for low attaining children consists of little 
more than basic arithmetic, presented in simple step by step learning sequences. and 

repeated frequently. This is usually because it is felt that they cannot cope with anything 
at a higher level or with more demanding work. Statement 3 says: 

'In many cases low attainment is a direct result of the 

restricted and unfulfilling nature of the work students are 
given. They need challenges to get their teeth into.' 

Better Mathematics (1987) p.14 

Denvir (1982) comments that it seems likely that some children who are unable to 
master arithmetic skills at the primary stage spend most of their time in mathematics 

lessons in the secondary school repeating this computation with very little success, for, 
despite this emphasis on skills, there are indications that children show little 

improvement in performance in 'arithmetic skills' over the 12 to 15 age range. An 
interesting point observed when reading this book is the idea that the onus is very much 

on 'the child' in their commitment to learning, having to make an effort and make 
themselves 'actively involved'. Denvir also remarks that many low attainers lack 

interest in their work - in stark contrast to the notion that perhaps the teacher ought to be 
making the work more attractive to the child. Also, even though Denvir notes that 

repetition might not be the best way, low attainers willleam less mathematics while they 
are at school than other children because they usually require more varied experience to 

acquire concepts and more frequent reinforcement and application to retain them. There 
are different ways in which low attainers may attempt to follow their peers, possibly 

following the same cuniculum but at a slower rate, covering the same topics as others 
leaving each topic when it gets too difficult or when the rest of the class has finished. 

Maybe the low attainers might follow a modified cuniculum, missing out some of the 
topics or even covering the same breadth but going less deeply into each. An alternative 

to all these is a separate specifically designed cuniculum. 
During the eighties there appears to have been a theoretical emphasis of 
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matching the course to the child's needs trying to ensure that a variety of experiences 

was involved, choosing and presenting activities which were likely to be relevant and 
motivating and taking care to be aware of the fact that the child was not ending up being 

concerned with low-level tasks/skills which were well within their existing capabilities. 
A central feature in this was the expectations and the skill of the teacher. Ahmed (1989) 

observed that it is often beliefs about what low attainers 'cannot do' which dictate 
and reflect the kind of learning these children experience. If teachers do not feel that the 

children are able to be more responsible for their own mathematical learning, then they 
are not likely to give them the opportunity to be independent. 

In attempting to make things 'easier' for children (with a modified curriculum 
perhaps as mentioned above) the children may be restricted in their mathematical 

development. This occurs as the subject is broken down into 'easily digestible topics' 

which leads to the child's view of mathematics as a series of discrete, unrelated areas. 

There is sometimes an over-concern to simplify by breaking general ideas into 
seemingly unrelated stages. The point of the overall task is often obscured when step by 

step instruction is provided. Another situation which occurs is when difficulties are 

smoothed out for children so that awkward cases simply do not impinge on their 

mathematical experiences as when estimating or dealing with the string of decimals after 
the point on a calculator for example. This leads to a false view of the subject. Further, 

it is often assumed that techniques must be learned and practised before problems are 

mentioned. This can cause confusion when children are 'fobbed off' with justifying 

reasons as to why a technique must be practiced. For example needing the skill in the 
fourth year when equations are introduced. There are still books which insist on the 

following type of approach: 

'Once the students have correctly demonstrated the use of the 
strategy for several consecutive problems, they are allowed 

to work independently to consolidate the strategy. 

Increasingly more difficult examples of the multiplication 

computation paradigm are employed until the student 
regularly achieve mastery of at least 90% of the criterion 

level. They are then ready to acquire a new strategy for a 
new task.' 

Bartel (1986) p.21 I 

Once again there is that ubiquitous word 'ready' - it is not surprising that some children 

in the past never moved away from computational activities suggested above - they must 

have regarded themselves as total failures because in the teacher's eyes, they did not 
satisfy that single criterion throughout their school career. 
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The Cockcroft committee appeared to confinn the hierarchical approach during 

the early eighties, saying that failure to understand a mathematical topic can result from 
the fact that the mathematical concepts involved are too difficult for the stage of 

mathematical development which a child has reached. It continued by noting that it can 
also result from teaching which pays too little attention to practical experience or moves 

ahead too quickly so that understanding does not have time to develop. The emphasis 
has been on the teaching rather than on the learning. The committee believed that: 

'when designing a curriculum which is suitable for lower

attaining students, the syllabus should not be too large so 
that there is time to cover the topics which it contains in a 

variety of ways and in a range of applications. ' 
Mathematics counts (1982) para.454 

In other words a 'watered down' curriculum approach. Robbins (1989) would disagree 

saying it is not a case of this nor of lowering expectations, but creating circumstances in 
which the child has some chance of success and it is success upon which teachers can 

build most effectively. 
Haylock (1987) summarises the position towards the late eighties by calling for 

a fresh start, a new approach rather than mere reapplication of methods which have 

failed for the children already. He says that there is a need to identify realistic, 

meaningful and relevant mathematical tasks through which the child can experience 
success as opposed to failure, and which will contribute to a lowering of anxiety about 

mathematical activities. 

2.3.2 Overview of selected projects and schemes 

This section attempts to give a broad view of selected projects and schemes 

followed by a discussion as to the relative value of using published texts in the 

classroom. 

After a one year feasibility study, the Schools Council set up the Mathematics 
for the Majority (MMP) project in May 1967. This is one of the earlier examples of a 

mathematics project set up to provide teachers with guidance and source materials to 
help them construct courses in mathematics up to the then CSE Grade 4 for children 

aged 13-16 of average and below-average ability. The writings included applications of 
mathematics relevant to the child's experience and were intended to provide insight into 

the processes that lie behind the use of mathematics as the language of science and as a 

source of interest in everyday things. The MMP generated a follow-up project called the 

Mathematics for the Majority Continuation Project (MMCP) from 1971-74. This 
developed a range of multi-media materials for use in the classroom. 
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An example of an early individualised scheme, the Secondary Mathematics 
Individualised Learning Experience (SMILE) started in 1972 when a small group of 
Inner London Education Authority (ILEA) schools decided to work together on 

producing teaching materials for mixed-abili ty classes. SMILE workcards are constantly 
reviewed by working groups open to all teachers who update, delete or add to the cards. 

SMILE has been used in a variety of settings including special schools and other non
mainstream settings. Archer (1987) observed that children had got to learn and to be 

responsible to a degree for their own learning. One of the attractions of SMILE was that 
it used an assortment of materials and working methods and allowing the teacher to set 

each child's tasks appropriate to their needs. 
The Kent Mathematics Project 'L' materials formed a small part of the whole 

Kent Mathematics Project (KMP) scheme. The development of this part of the project 
was financed by a grant from the Schools Council form 1975-77. The 'L' materials 

(limited language) are intended for children in the lowest 15-20% ability range age 11 to 

16 years and contain learning tasks in workcards, casette-based tape lessons and 

practice booklets. KMP aims to provide a unique course in mathematics for the 
individual and to give the teacher a flexible system where they can use their own 

materials or introduce their own skill areas. It is a principle of the scheme that as little 
verbiage as possible is used, and that it is thoughtfully arranged and supported by clear 

teaching diagrams. According to Cole (1984) the skills required of a child before use of 
the materials are very basic - for example counting up to one hundred. However, many 

would disagree that this is a 'basic' skill for some children with special needs. Cole 
concludes that the 'L' materials are worth considering by teachers who favour 

individualised instruction methods as a means of instigating a positive change of 
attitude and success in mathematics. He also advocates that the best use of the material 

is in a small group situation. Since the special needs groups have increased in size the 
KMP approach has gradually had to be abandoned as the groups became too big for 

effective usage. The Low Attainers in Mathematics Project (LAMP) was one of three 
post-Cockcroft Department of Education and Science (DES) studies related to low 

attainers. The six authorities who were involved were enthusiastic to develop the 
initiative as a powerful means of implementing the ideas and proposals set out in the 

Cockcroft Report. One of the aims was to help teachers to interpret the 'foundation list' 
(para 458) in the spirit suggested by the Committee, that is to access activities which 

involve low attaining children in a wider range of mathematics than the usual restrictive 
diet of 'basics'. 

The recommendations included getting classroom teachers actively involved in 
their own in-service provision, which requires ensuring sufficient time for teachers to 

'pool' their expertise and releasing teachers for professional development. LAMP 
(1987) led to another DES-funded Project RAMP (Raising Achievement in Mathematics 
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Project) from 1986-9. In essence, LAMP appears to have been based around 

changing teacher's behaviour through the teachers themselves challenging their own 

beliefs and assumptions. 

According to Ahmed (1989), RAMP found a1tematives to the endless repetition 

of the four rules of fractions. The Project said that children thrive when they become 

involved in decision making, experimenting, hypothesising and other mathematical 

activities. Both projects involved children writing and talking about their own situations 

and experiences in a personal and uninhibited way. It has ~en stated that remarkable 

results have been achieved with children from mainstream and special schools when the 

teaching of mathematics has been opened up in order to allow children to find their own 

strategies and solutions to problems. The two major outcomes of the project were that 

low attainers were able to achieve more in mathematics than they could previously, and 

that teachers were able to revise their ideas about mathematics and to change their 

classroom methods. Again, Ahmed emphasises that children's mathematical attainment 

and experience should not be limited by teacher's restricted expectations. One other 

point worth noting here is that apparently the influence of assessment methods in 

classroom teaching was so ingrained that the project had to bring them into 

consideration. 

From the above selection one can see that in reality, there appear to be few viable 

alternatives (if that was what was required) for the teacher of low-attainers within the 

context of a mathematics lesson during the 70s and 80s. They could refer to the project 

materials and probably had been trained to have plenty of 'concrete' apparatus-type 

experiences available for the children - but how to teach? Does one withdraw small 

groups thus depriving the child of positive group interactions with their peers, does one 

keep the class mixed ability and put everyone on an individualised scheme, or teach to a 

published scheme rather than have everyone concentrating on dealing with their own 

workcards? The Better Mathematics study (1987) found cause for concern in the 

adverse effects that a close adherence to a published scheme can have on both children's 

learning of mathematics and teachers' professional development. 

Amongst the problems cited were factors such as the investigatory elements of 
schemes being omitted by teachers because of 'syllabus pressures' since by their nature, 

most schemes are answer-orientated. The teacher's role can also be undermined by a 

close adherence to a published scheme - some may feel too comfortable to be open 

minded about change and become bound by the structure imposed by the scheme. 
Interestingly, Ahmed (1987) observed that frequently an adherence to a scheme is seen 

as a necessary support for so-called 'weak teachers'. Statement 22 says: 

'No mathematics scheme alone can meet the needs of pupils 

and an adherence to any scheme may prove detrimental to 
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their mathematics. The mathematical development of students 

can only be encouraged, sustained, evaluated and assessed 
by the personal involvement of their teachers. It is not 

possible to produce a definitive scheme which will apply to 
all pupils or situations, even within specific ability ranges.' 

Better Mathematics (1987) p.Sl 

Barthorpe (1987) wrote that the Cockcroft Report did not accept that by reducing the 
already over-burdened curriculum for low attainers that this would result in a narrowing 

of the same. In the spirit of the eighties the door was therefore partially opened for 
special needs children and the mathematics teacher was freed from the pressure of the 

crowded syllabus which allowed staff to devote more time to developing different 
methods of teaching and learning. A point previously touched upon is reiterated here -

many large mathematics schemes have produced separate levels for low ability children, 
but on investigation they are a diluted version of the main scheme. 

Barthorpe believes that one of the better approaches could be to extend the range 
of work as the level of attainment increases, rather than repeatedly deleting the work 

which is not being attained. She cites an example of teachers creating their own scheme 
rather than purchasing resources that are unsuitable packs, schemes or textbooks. Many 

secondary schools have spent large sums of money purchasing a complete mathematics 
scheme, using it unselectively and uncritically to the detriment of both the teaching and 

learning process. 
The attitude towards the use of schemes in the eighties for low attainers seems 

to have been one of 'apply with caution'. Ensure that an individualised scheme does not 
become the panacea for all problems, try to mix other approaches alongside the 

published scheme, beware of the 'homemade' scheme and take note of the examples of 
'good practice' as shown in the project reports available. One concurs with Gordon 

(1987) when she comments that allowing children to spend long periods of time 
working through 'the scheme' (of whatever form) individually is not a useful activity 

either to them or the teacher. This may still occur in many schools in the belief that it is 
the best approach to mathematical education, particularly for children with learning 

difficulties for it allows children to work at their own pace. 

2.2.3 School organisation and other aspects of teaching 
Some of the problems of school organisation have been briefly discussed. 

Denvir (1982) gives a clear account of the various implications of different approaches 
ranging from individual withdrawal, setting, streaming, team teaching to total 

integration in a mixed ability grouping. The consensus of opinion again seems to fall 
very much on the specific circumstances of the school. Denvir suggests in essence that 
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the child's need to work at an appropriate level, have access to material based learning, 

opportuni ties, problem solving and a wide range of mathematical ideas. This, it is 
said, gives some idea of what children will be doing in the classroom and as such has 

implications for the way in which the teacher plans lessons and uses the teaching time. 
Haylock (1987) gives a practical example of abandoning the Nuffield Maths 5-

11 text book scheme and changing to small group teaching activities on a variety of 
mathematical tasks. This varied the demands on the class teacher and allowed for the 

pulling together of the whole class for occasional discussions about major concepts. He 
provided a set of realistic targets and then designed activities to contribute to the 

achievement of them. He also wanted to provide an appropriate range of experiences for 
the children including problem-solving, investigations, worksheets for practice of 

important skills, games and computer/calculator based activities. Haylock found that 
one of the advantages in the use of a small group approach was that it inevitably 

stimulated children to talk about mathematical operations and concepts. He also found 
that many children who have difficulties with mathematics showed a paucity of 

language skills which contributed to their problems. 
It has already been acknowledged by all the examination boards that children 

may need to have the conditions under which they take their examinations modified in 
order to give them an equal opportunity to show their ability. For example, some pupils 

with physical restrictions may be given an additional time allowance to compensate for 
their restricted movement. Dyslexic pupils may have minor allowances made for 

inaccuracies in spelling if an educational psychologist will certify them as dyslexic. 
Children using the medium of braille may also be allocated extra time as an 

acknowledgement of the additional processing time required. Simmons (1987) notes 
that there is confusion not only for potential candidates but also in the minds of staff and 

some examining boards all of whom require guidance on what provision it is reasonable 

to make. 

Perry & Simmons (1987) commented on the Cockcroft Report's emphasis on 

parental involvement in the mathematics saying that although parents had been seen to 

be enthusiastic about reading, they had been less keen to be involved in their children's 
mathematics work. Cockcroft pointed out that parents often refer to difficulties they 

themselves experienced at school. The writers of this paper activated a 'Shared Maths' 
project where for ten weeks constant contact was maintained with parents - the majority 

of parents found the activities had been enjoyable and much more relaxed than when 
they had previously tried to help their children. 

2.3.4 General observations concerning aspects of teaching 

The Cockcroft Report (1982) seems to have had a profound effect in many 
aspects of mathematics teaching - especially for children with special educational needs 
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in mainstream schools. It coincided with the implementation of the 1981 Education 

Act and a move away from conventional withdrawal provision to support teaching. 
The report argued that low-attainment in mathematics was not always concurrent with 

low general ability, but that when the two were associated, mathematics courses for 
those pupils needed to be specifically designed to ensure confidence in daily life. It was 

suggested that this was done by building up frameworks using simple related ideas and 
applying them to everyday situations. 

Cockcroft appeared to assume that by reducing the curriculum for low-attainers 
this automatically improved the teaching success. The report recognised that there 

would be a need for in-service training, additional classroom materials, support, 
resources and assessment. There was also the question of the number of unqualified 

mathematics teaching having to lean on a scheme too heavily. This approach, coupled 
with low-attaining teenagers did not necessarily enhance their enjoyment of the subject. 

Barthorpe (1987) comments that possibly what did emerge in the field of special 
educational needs and mathematics provision was the need for a rethink. 

2.4 Assessment 

2.4.1 Mathematical activities 
Schwarzenberger (1988) investigated the nature of mathematics and argued that 

a feature of the subject was that every concept was an abstraction since statements could 
be made which were entirely context-free and separated from everyday life. This is a 

distinguishing characteristic of mathematics. He continues that it is the understanding of 
the relationships between concepts rather than the formal knowledge of the concepts 

themselves which is the essence of mathematics. Jones & Haylock (1985) appeared to 
support this view when they were involved in discussing strategies with teachers for 

helping children who 'perform poorly in mathematics' and adopted the slogan 
"understanding means making connections". If the learner fails to make connections 

then only rote learning can take place, and as such it is easily forgotten and limited in its 
application. It is the relational understanding which Cockcroft and other curriculum 

developers have endorsed as important but which can only be inferred from the 
successful use of concepts in a wide variety of mathematical activity. Therefore 

assessment on the basis of set goals which can be measured empirically is virtually 
impossible. The more accurately the goal is stated the less likely that it will reflect true 

relational understanding. 
In order to assess a mathematical activity one is not just looking for the ability to 

perform an operation but to first select the appropriate concept and the correct form of a 
suitable operation. This involves knowledge about other concepts and sufficient 

familiarity with the relationships to determine how precisely the concept applies to 

the information given. Research has indicated that learning takes place in a fragmented 
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fashion and even if concepts are taught in a hierarchical order they are not necessarily 

learnt that way. One is saddened by Schwarzenberger's claim that goals must draw upon 
cultural understanding of contexts as well as on linguistic understanding. He says that 

it is not possible to make mathematics goals more accessible than targets in other 

subjects to the child with reading or writing difficulties or to the child for whom 

English is a second language. He reasons that no goals should be altered for the 'pupil 
who is disadvantaged by a lack of relevant home experience'. Again, as mentioned 

previously, this appears to be highly judgmental and irrelevant - it is up to schools to 
enrich and provide for special needs children in order that they may participate fully in 

an integrated environment on an equal footing rather than be told that, for example, a 
child's home experiences are not valued in relation to the mathematics taught in school. 

In essence, a mathematical activity should be more than 'number crunching' -
learning processes by rote without deeper understanding of the reasons behind them. 

This does not appear to be a positive way to assess children capabilities. 

2.4.2 Puroose of assessment 

Denvir (1982) claims that the value of assessment lies in the use which is made 

of the information it reveals. Therefore it is important to decide why the assessment is 

being made and then to consider what adjustments should be made to teaching 

approaches. Cockcroft (1982) asserts that testing, whether written, oral or practical 
should never be an end in itself but should be a means of providing information which 

can be used as a basis for further action. Larcombe (1985) questions whether the 

information gained by the assessment procedure will lead to any change in what the 

child is actually required to do in a mathematics lesson. 

A dilemma which teachers of low-attaining children in mainstream may find 

themselves in is whether to assess what the child can do in terms of individual progress, 
or to assess on the basis of the work which their mainstream peers are doing. With the 

move towards total integration of special needs children in the wake of the 1981 
Education Act the comparative element of assessment was and is problematic. The next 

chapter explores the impact of the 1988 Education Reform Act, which had a profound 

effect on education, particularly assessment procedures for all children .. 

Aside from the element of comparison, there is also the idea that childrens' 

errors can be identified and areas of misunderstanding recognised for remediation 

purposes presumably. When it gets to the point however where Brown & Burton 
(1978) analysed that there were over 60 different 'bugs' possible in performing the 

normal subtraction algorithm then perhaps it might be better to concentrate on being 

positive (for example allowing children to use calculators) rather than dwell on intense 

diagnosis of errors. What is surely more important to assess is if the children can' 
decide whether an exact answer or an estimate is required, and if they can use their own 
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methods of calculations to obtain appropriate estimates. If an exact answer is needed 

they can then decide what type of calculation should be done - 'relational' 
understanding as cited by many curriculum innovators. 

Sometimes assessment is used to determine whether the mathematics previously 
encountered has been understood. Examples are schemes such as KMP and SMILE 

where in both cases an individualised approach to learning incorporated regular 
monitoring of children's progress which in turn influenced the teacher's subsequent 

choice of work. Larcombe argues that in practice it is the failure to monitor successful 
learning and achievement on the part of the individual child which is the most significant 

contributory factor to their 'failure'. This is probably the case for many low attainers in 
a class teaching situation where the judgment on when to move on to the next topic is 

based on the majority understanding it. The fact that partial or total confusion exists in 
the minds of the low-attainers can be hidden or ignored. There is also the ignominy of 

having to use concrete objects within the classroom when most of the child's peers 
appear to be managing without them. This does nothing to improve the confidence or 

enjoyment of the low-attaining child - Piaget probably did not envisage his ideas being 
adopted in such a difficult situation for the individual. 

2.4.3 Effects of forma! assessment procedures 

Formal Assessment procedures can be devastating for the low-attaining child 
who is sufficientl y aware of the hierarchal world of secondary school to know that 

respectability and acceptability can be ascribed to particular mathematical activities such 
as examinations. The influence of examinations in giving credence to courses is a factor 

used to encourage children to perform well. Conversely, the inclusion in a non
examination group can be viewed as an indictment for possible poor performance, poor 

effort and a general feeling of worthlessness. If it is further implied that the reason for 
doing mathematics is enmeshed with the examination reward at the end then it is 

reasonable to feel that there is no point in doing mathematics. 
If the assessment can be relevant to the children, discovering what they can do 

in terms of mathematics whilst maintaining a high interest level, then it would be 
worthwhile and meaningful. Forma! examinations before the 1988 Education Act, and 

some would argue after it was passed, did not appear to fulfil this criterion. Too often, 
assessment was based on tests which low-attainers achieve 'low' marks rather than 

designing methods of assessment where children can experience success. Whatever the 
reason for the assessment or the method by which it is carried out, there is no doubt that 

it is a very powerful area of educational practice, it will always be there and it presents 
numerous difficulties both in practical and theoretical terms for low-attaining children of 

mathematics. 
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2.5 Is mathematics a 'difficult' subject ? 

As observed earlier, Schwarzenberger (1988) says that mathematics involves 
relatively few concepts but very many relationships between concepts. Hughes (1983) 

comments that the Piagetian explanation would be that children are being introduced to 

formal arithmetic too early, at an age when they lack a coherent concept of number. 

However his research showed that children were not as incompetent as Piaget has made 
out. Why, therefore do many low-attainers appear to have difficulty in mathematics 

taught in schools? . 
Hughes puts forward the theory that it is the way in which mathematics is 

presented in a formal code which is problematic. For example when a child is asked 
'what does one and two make?' it forms part of a very restricted discourse. This 

question is also context-free making no reference to particular objects. This appears to 

make mathematics a powerful tool for thinking and problem-solving. When children are 

faced with this kind of representative system they have to start learning how to 
manipulate it and at the same time develop understandings about relations between 

concepts. Jones & Haylock (1985) say that one of the reasons why many children fail 
to understand much of the mathematics they are required to leam is that teachers can too 

easily encourage a 'rote learning set' by rewarding glib responses in mathematics which 
are no more than repetitions of verbal recipes, rather than looking for and encouraging 

behaviours which indicate that the child is making connections between their learning 
experiences. Some children with different language skills may require specific help in 

developing the links between language and mathematical activity. 
Nesher & Teubal (1975) highlighted one particular area of difficulty associated 

with language. They demonstrated that children show a significant tendency to interpret 
a verbal problem as a subtraction if it contained a verbal cue with a subtraction 

connotation (such as losing) and likewise to interpret it as an addition if the verbal cue 
had an addition implication (such as buying). Therefore, they argue, 'more' signals 

'add' and 'less' signals 'subtract' even when opposite operations are required. Solving 
problems such as these is not just a matter of translation from the verbal formulation of 

the problem to the symbolic formulation, as the verbal cues may signal inappropriate 
symbols if the mathematical structure is not perceived. . 

Hutchcroft (1981) suggests that: 

'too much early learning takes place through the medium of 
words unrelated to experience and that for children for whom 

language is not well developed this excessive use of 
language as a means of learning is one of the greatest 

hindrances to learning taking place. ' 
Hutchcroft (1981) p.2 
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Many more examples abound linking difficulty in mathematics with problems of 

reading, language and making connections between concepts. The abstract nature of the 
subject is often mentioned as a source of difficulty. 

One perceives that perhaps ingrained attitudes towards mathematics teaching 

may be another reason why it is regarded as 'difficult'. The teaching of mathematics by 

staff who may not be qualified in the subject or male staff who have a strong bias 
against girls learning mathematics may all hinder development of a positive image of 

mathematics. This can lead to a self-fulfilling prophecy of "it's hard so I can't do it" 

which is often heard in secondary schools. Low-attainers have to cope with social 

pressures surrounding the taking of examinations. Possibly the issue is not whether 
they should take examinations but how one might assess mathematical competence - the 

decline of traditional norm-referenced methods of assessment and the increased use of 

criterion-referencing has appeared to improve the confidence of many low-attainers as 

the emphasis is then on looking at what they can do rather than recording what they 

cannot do. 

Why some children 'fail to attain' in mathematics when they may succeed in 

other areas is a matter of conjecture. It may be that indeed mathematics is a different 

kind of subject requiring 'conceptual, context-free leaps'. Other reasons are as cited in 
section 2.1.2 for children's low attainment in mathematics. A major factor amongst 

all these explanations is the teacher - a powerful force - does she expect children to be 
able to perform well, is their work exciting, relevant and interesting? Or is mathematics 

'something they always had problems with when they were at school l' 

2.6 Overview of the situation prior to the 1988 Education Reform Act 

Towards the end of the eighties, there seemed to be a positive reaction towards 

low-attainers in mathematics. The effect of the Cockcroft Report was profound and had 
a far-reaching influence on mathematics curricula for children of all ages and abilities 

including those with learning difficulties. Lists of behavioural objectives in the seventies 
such as those by Haylock (1977178) were based on the philosophy that mastery of a 

smaller number of skills is of more use to a child than a fleeting acquaintance with a 
larger number. 

The term 'mastery' appears to be used frequently as in Turnbull's enthusiastic 

article asking how can teachers best help low attaining children to enjoy and gain 

increasing competence and confidence in mathematics. She notes that there is the 

temptation to class teach or match all children to their approximate level in a single 

published scheme and at the same time recognise the fundamental inefficiency of such 

strategies which cannot claim to meet the precise needs of individual children. This idea 

of making mathematics 'fun' and turning it into a source of interest and success seems 
to have encapsulated the attitude towards low-attainers and mathematics at that time. 
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There appeared to be a shift away from formal teaching methods towards 

individual or small group work based on careful assessment of the child's progress 
through a particular topic and the ideal of matching the curriculum to the child's needs 

as opposed to having a curriculum which had to be followed. Assessment was not 
really tackled and appeared to be an inconvenience when a low-attaining child was 

involved. The advent of the 1988 Education Reform Act was to dramatically change this 
situation. 

**************** 
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The aim of this chapter is to outline the Education Reform Act followed by a discussion 

of its impact on special educational needs. The implementation of the new approach to 
structuring the mathematics curriculum in relation to low-attaining children is then 

explored in an attempt to gain a broad overview of the situation at the end of the decade. 

3. 1 The Education Reform Act 
3. 1. 1 General comments 

Changes in the ideological context of schooling appear to have exerted a major 

influence in restructuring educational priorities. Signs of this can be found in the Black 

Papers of the 1960's and 1970's. Callaghan's Ruskin College speech of 1976 and the 
'Great Debate' of the mid-70's. Shifts in the political agenda for state schooling 

intensified with the return of the Conservative government in 1979, although 
educational reform was not prioritised seemingly until the mid-80's. The 1988 Act is the 

fourth and most dramatic piece of education legislation introduced during the 1980's. 
Extending and developing the ideas behind earlier legislation this Act introduced for the 

first time in England, the concept of a national curriculum. 
Curriculum subjects for each stage of education are now more closely defined 

and all children are assessed at age 7, 11, 14 and 16. Schools are allowed to fill to 
capacity and competition is therefore heightened. These two most significant aspects of 

the Act have enormous implications for the role of local education authorities. The 
Sections on Finance and Staff give each governing body almost total control over how 

the running costs of the school are to be allocated. Governors decide with the 
headteacher how many teachers are to be employed, how many books can be bought 

and when building maintenance occurs, for example. 
The section on Grant Maintained Schools gives schools the opportunity to "opt 

out" of the LEA altogether and receive all funding from central government (although 
the funding can be reclaimed by central government from the LEA). If a majority of 

governors (or a sufficient number of parents) decide to ballot parents, and a majority of 
parents voting wish to "opt out" the school will effectively sever all links with the LEA 

and will be directly accountable to central government. Figure 3.1 shows the various 
groups involved in policy formulation and implementation at national, local and school 

levels. The trend would seem to follow the notion that as central government becomes 
more prescriptive and more powers are given to governing bodies, the policy-making 

role of the local education authority will decline. 
During the late 80s, central government started to send copies of education 

circulars direct to ?overnors and head teachers. The Department of Education and 
Science has produced a range of handbooks and pamphlets for distribution to parents, 

teachers and governors informing them of their role in the education system. The 
Education Reform Act 1988 marked a significant shift in the way in which education is 
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to be provided in England and Wales. The Act changes dramatically the relationship 

between central and local government and redefines the powers and responsibilities of 

the local education authority, the headteacher and the governing body. 

The full impact of the legislation will probably not be felt for a number of years

however, many sections of the Act came into force immediately and the government is 

committed to a tight schedule for the full introduction of these far-reaching changes. 

3.1. 2 The Curriculum 

The LEA, governing body and head teacher of every maintained school has a 

duty to ensure that the school provides a curriculum which is broad and balanced. The 
curriculum should promote the 'spiritual, moral, cultural, mental and physical 

development' of all children and prepare them for the 'opportunities and responsibilities 

of adult life'. 

The curriculum must include religious education and the National Curriculum. 

Detailed guidelines setting out the Programmes of Study, Attainment Targets and 

assessment arrangements for children in each subject and for each of the four Key 

Stages have been laid down. Throughout the primary and secondary phase, each child 

must study: 

* Core Subjects 

* Religious Education 

* Foundation Subjects 

Mathematics 

English 

Science 

History 

Technology 

Art 

(Secondary 

only) 

Geography 

Music 
Physical Education 

- Modem Foreign 

Language 

Compulsory schooling is divided into four Key Stages, as indicated on Figure 3.2. The 

terminology used by teachers to describe year groups has also changed. Previously, 

different systems are used in different parts of the country. For example, where middle 

schools exist, a child could move from year 5 in the middle school to year 3 in 

secondary or upper school. Schools are being recommended (although it is not 

obligatory) to describe the first infant year where by the summer term the majority of 
/ 

children are 6 as year 1, and then number through to the end of secondary schooling. 
I 

~Year 11 would describe the secondary school fifth form. The two sixth form years 

( become years 12 and 13. 
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Figure 3.2 
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Nine subjects must be taught through the compulsory years of schooling with 
a modern language being introduced at secondary level. 

Key Stages 

Key Stage 1 5·7 year olds Levels 1-3 

Key Stage 2 9-11 year olds Levels 2-6 

Key Stage 3 11-14 year olds Levels 3-7 

Key Stage 4 14-16 year olds Levels 4-10 

The Key Stages are structures rather than ages or years in the National Curriculum, 
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From September 1989, all schools have been expected to ensure that all children 

in Key Stages 1,2 and 3 study the core and foundation subjects. The 'Complete 
National Curriculum' has to be introduced by the Secretary of State "as soon as is 

reasonably practicable", starting with the core subjects. For each subject Attainment 
Targets have been set which establish what children of different abilities should be 

expected to know and do at the end of each Key Stage. Further, for each subject a 
Programme of Study has been produced to set out what children must be taught in order 

to reach the Attainment Targets. 
Nationally moderated assessment arrangements have been made to establish 

how well children have managed to achieve the attainments targets set. At the end of 
each Key Stage parents receive a clear and simple statement about the progress made by 

their child. Individual results will not be published but each school must publish the 
overall results for the school at the end of the Key Stages 2,3 and 4. A school can also 

decide to publish the results at the end of Key Stage 1. The publication of the results 
will it is proposed enable governors, parents and the community to make informed 

judgments about the attainments of one school or the schools in one LEA. 
Local school advisers and inspectors will have a vital role in monitoring the 

implementation and delivery of the National Curriculum. The National Curriculum 
Council has been set up to advise the Secretary of State on all aspects of the curriculum, 

including the development of Programmes of Study and Attainment Targets. The School 
Examination and Assessment Council (SEAC) is responsible for reviewing the 

arrangements for all assessments and examinations. 

3.1.3 Religious Education and Collective Worship 
The Act reaffirms the sections of the Education Act 1944 which state that all 

children must receive religious education and all children must take part in a daily act of 
collective worship. Each LEA must set up a Standing Advisory Council on Religious 

Education to monitor and review the syllabus for religious education. Any syllabus 
must reflect the fact that the religious traditions of the country are, in the main, Christian 

whilst taking account of other principal religions. Collective worship must be wholly or 
mainly of a broadly Christian character. 

3.1.4 Provision of Information 

New regulations have required LEAs, head teachers and governors to publish a 
range of information about the curriculum, provision for individual children and their 

educational achievements. This information informs parents of the progress of their 
children and enables judgments to be made about each school and local education 

authority. 
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3.1.5 Consideration of Complaints 

Each LEA must set up a formal complaints procedure to consider complaints by 

parents who believe that the LEA or governing body has failed to comply with the 

requirements in relation to the provisions of the National Curriculum, the provision of 

religious education or daily collective worship and the provision of information. 

3.1.6 Loca! Management of Schools 

The Act requires each LEA to produce a scheme which will give the governing 

body of all schools with two hundred or more children a "delegated budget". Funds , 
are allocated to schools by using a formula based on pupil numbers and special factors. 

After receiving its 'budget share', the governing body and headteacher will decide how 

to spend the money allocated to the school. 

In addition to decisions about furniture, apparatus and equipment, which 

schools have traditionally made, the new scheme gives each school the responsibility 
for deciding how much to spend on: 

* teaching staff 

* support staff 

* building maintenance 

* grounds maintenance 

* heating and lighting 

Each LEA may retain a maximum of 7% of the total schools' budget for the authority to 

provide the following services centrally: child guidance, education welfare services and 
special needs provision. 

Under schemes of local management, governors are involved in the selection 

and appointment of staff, including heads and deputies. Governors are also responsible 

for discipline and grievance procedures. 

3.1.7 Admission of Children 

Under the Act no child can be refused admission to a school unless the school is 

physically full. This means that LEAs will no longer be able to limit the number of 
children in popular schools in order to ensure that a reasonable number of children 

attend other less popular schools. In the short term this means that the variation in the 
size of schools will increase. 

3. 1. 8 Charges 

The Education Reform Act sets out to establish that education during school 

hours in maintained schools must be free. It also defines activities which are not strictly 
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part of education during school hours (optional extras) and for which a charge to 

children may be made. 
Parents may also be invited by the LEA or the governing body to make a 

'voluntary contribution' towards the cost of certain school activities (including day trips 
or visits from theatre groups). Each LEA and governing body must draft a policy for 

families in receipt of income support 

3.1.9 Grant maintained Schools and City Colleges 
A new category of schools with 'grant maintained' status has been created. Any 

primary or secondary school with over 300 children can seek to become' grant 
maintained' if: 

• 

* 

the governors or parents (representing 20% of children on roll) 

decide to ballot parents 
a majority of parents voting in the ballot wish a school to 'opt 

out' of that LEA and the Secretary of State agrees to give such a 
school grant maintained status, the school will receive funding 

direct from central government and will have no formal links 
with the LEA. 

City Technology Colleges or City Colleges for Technology and the Arts are new types 

of schools which are already being established, mostly in urban areas for local children 
of all abilities aged 11-19. They are jointly funded by sponsorship from industry and 

grants from central government. 

3.2 Implications for Special Educational Needs 
The Education Reform Act sets the scene for the educational programme for 

decades to come. One of the most complex pieces of legislation in recent years, it aims 
to 'promote the spiritual, moral, cultural, mental and physical development of pupils' -

aspirations which are very high. The strategies for achieving these global aims are less 
clear, more centralised and imply a new competitiveness within a 'market place' 

approach to education in the United Kingdom. 
The 1981 Act gave LEAs new strategic roles in orchestrating a complex range of 

services in meeting individual special educational needs, acknowledging the changing 
context and concepts of disability and learning difficulties. But the Education Reform 

Act weakens the powers of LEAs, and according to Russell (1990), many parents and 
professionals fear that children with special needs may seem less attractive to 

mainstream schools without the advocacy and support of coherent whole-authority 
policies and relevant support and advisory services. Kenneth Baker (Education 
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Minister 1988) in an interview with Margaret Peter, editor of Special Education 

forecasted the existence of a small group of very specialised special schools by the end 
of the century as the move towards integration increased. Many might predict the 

opposite - a return to special schools as sanctuaries for resources and serious back
tracking in mainstream schools where children with special needs may seem too 

expensive and complicated to manage, lowering aggregate results and decreasing the 
attractiveness of schools in competition. 

This section explores the implications for improvements (as well as 
reservations) within the new legislation and seeks to identify where the 1981 and 1988 

Acts do not appear to be compatible. What are the effects of the 'National Curriculum', 
local financial management and questions surrounding the exemption clauses (see 

Appendix 1) of the Education Reform Act for children with special needs? 

3.2.1 National Curriculum 
A. Exemption, modification & disapplication. 

Draft guidance notes that the 'Curriculum is expected to be balanced and broadly 
based and relevant to the full range of pupils' needs' (DES 1988). The same guidance 

emphasises that 'the Secretary of State believes that all pupils, including those with 
special educational needs, should have the opportunity to obtain the maximum benefit 

possible from it'. This suggests an entitlement which could be capable of legal 
endorsement. Norwich (1990) argues that this is the official government approach to 

children with special educational needs and that despite positive statements about 
arrangements and inclusion there has been a notable lack of specific and practical 

guidance on when the National Curriculum is relevant. The recent National Curriculum 
Council (NCC) document on special educational needs, A Cu"iculumfor All (NCC 

1989) is useful in terms of its positive approach to inclusion and practical suggestions 
for the classroom use of the core subject Attainment Targets and Levels. Yet it says little 

about the differing balances needed between the various parts of the National 
Curriculum and between the National Curriculum and a school's overall curriculum, and 

it fails to take account of differences between individuals and also between special and 
ordinary schools. Some special schools, such as those in the independent sector, 

recognise that they may be exempted from the constraints of a National Curriculum but 
feel that it should be followed for comparability with all schools and children. Some of 

the curriculum consultation papers (including Mathematics) have fully endorsed the 
importance of having curriculum arrangements which do include all children and· which 

offer a progression of skills which will be applicable to all children. 
However, Sheila Browne, a former Senior Chief Inspector expressed the 

concern and aspirations of parents and professionals when speaking at the North of 
England Conference over the apparent clash between promoting the aesthetic influences 
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such as moral and cultural development, preparIng children for adult life 

responsibilities, and the carefully itemised requirements for Attainment Targets, 
Programmes of Study and assessment arrangements. 

The DES guidance on the implementation of the curricul urn and assessment 

notes that 'both Attainment Targets and Programmes of Study must be appropriate to 

pupils of different abilities and maturities' (DES 1988). The Task Group on Assessment 

and Testing (TGAT) appointed under the chainnanship of Professor Black has reported 

on how childrens' progress might be assessed - including those with special educational 

needs. TGAT recommended that wherever possible, such children should undertake 

national tests if they are able to do so, and, by implication, that they should follow the 
National Curriculum. TGAT acknowledged that national tests should if possible be 

appropriate to children across the whole ability range and modified as necessary for 

children with particular problems. They recommended the discretion of the head teacher 

to judge whether or not testing would be likely to produce such stress that a medical or 
emotional condition would be exacerbated. To avoid the possibility of children seeing 

themselves as 'failures' the national tests should be designed in such a way as to permit 

the teacher to curtail the procedure discreetly without the child being conscious that this 

was being done. 
As mentioned previously, the notion of entitlement to a National Curriculum 

could be seen to be advantageous to children with special needs who have been too 

readily excluded in the past. The concept of exclusion and disapplication poses a range 

of problems. Ideally if the National Curriculum is to be truly accessible to all then there 
should be no 'exceptions'. This is simply not the case as cited in Clauses 17,18 and 19 

of the Education Reform Act. Draft guidance specifies that the National Curriculum 

will apply to all special needs children but should take into account their particular cases 

or circumstances. It suggests the following for example: 

* 

* 

In a Statement of special educational needs made under the 1981 

Education Act, any or all of the requirements of the National 

Curriculum may be modified or disapplied if they are inappropriate 
for the child concerned. (Appendix I). 

By regulations which will enable a head teacher to disappl y or 

modify the application of the National Curriculum temporarily in 

specified circumstances. These include time when the child is 

being assessed under the 1981 Act, periods of family difficulty, 

ill health or other temporary reasons. Clause 19 sets out temporary 
exemption in greater detail. The exemption should not last longer 

six months in the first instance (extendible on review) and is mainly 
the decision of the head teacher. 
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Some of the greatest fears have been expressed about temporary exemptions where the 

carer is told rather than consulted, the appeal process is less rigorous than under the 
1981 Act, and a child could find it very difficult to return to the full curriculum without 

immediate intervention and proper support in the exemption period. The draft 
Regulations give headteachers power to disapply or modify any of all of the provisions 

of the National Curriculum for an individual child for up to six months - the head can 
either gi ve a general direction for children who are expected to be able to resume the 

National Curriculum within the six months or earlier, or a special direction. There is no 
clear definition of the the kinds of children and circumstances intended to be covered by 

Section 19 - the regulations say that the head should consider making temporary 
exceptions for a particular child only 'when it is clear that the child's present 

circumstances or conduct make it inappropriate to offer the National Curriculum'. The 
draft Circular gives the following examples: 

* 

* 

* 

* 

children newly arrived from abroad who need intensive help with 

English before they begin the National Curriculum. 

those arriving from a different education system who may require 
a 'period of adjustment' . 

children who 'need to catch up' after spells in hospital, being educated 

at home or excluded from school. 

children with temporary but severe emotional problems, possibly 
because of a family crisis. 

Peter (1989) observes that though nowhere is the term 'disruptive' used, it is clear that 

such children are seen as eminently suitable cases for exception. She asks whether 
exposure to an inappropriate and restrictive curriculum is itself an important 

contributory factor in 'severe emotional problems', particularly in the later years of 
compulsory schooling. Peter comments that as they stand currently the draft 

Regulations allows too many loopholes for heads to make temporary exceptions for the 
unsound reasons, to avoid including certain children in national testing at 7,11, 14 and 

16 for instance and in the school's published results. 
Daniels (1990) says that a number of children with special educational needs 

will find themselves subject to informal exceptions to the National Curriculum. Circular 
6/89 (paragraph 36) allows children to be taught outside their expected Key Stage for 

part of the subject time in their own classes, or with children outside their Key Stage for 
whole SUbjects. While this allows for the possibility of the creation of different vertical 
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groupings it does not allow for reporting requirements to be lifted. Of course, there is 

the worry that if children are withdrawn there could be a revival of the so-called 

'remedial' class which Warnock (1982) tried so hard to remove. Recent publications 

from the DES and the NCC reflect many positive approaches to special educational 

needs developed over the last two decades. There has been recognition of the contextual 

nature of special educational needs, that learning difficulties arise out of the interaction 

of child and environmental factors. It is officially recognised that all children are entitled 

to receive the National Curriculum and that maximum participation requires good 

practice for all which can be promoted through whole-school policies. Greater 

participation is also seen to be facilitated by the way in which Attainment Targets, 

Programmes of Study and assessment arrangements are formulated. Flexibility is 

present because although most of the children are expected to fall within the specified 

levels (see Figure 3.2) movement is possible through teaching outside the Key Stage 

range or placing a child in a teaching group where the majority of children are older or 
younger as mentioned earlier. Even the NCC expressed doubt about the desirability of 

this latter mode of action. If any more changes are needed, then exceptions to the 

National Curriculum can be specified via section 18. 

The DES (1989) gives practical consideration as to how the basic requirements 

of the National Curriculum can be adapted so that children with special educational 

needs can benefit as far as they are able. The DES envisages such adaptation as being 

achievable by : 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Enabling pupils to progress through the ten levels covering compulsory 

schooling at a slower speed than their contemporaries. 

Avoiding over-prescription in Programmes of Study in each foundation 

subject so that teachers are free to determine their own teaching approach 

and way of delivering the programmes. The consultation documents on 

English, Mathematics and Science published by the NCe indicate some 

different methods of adapting the curriculum to special needs, for 

example physical and sensory handicaps. 

By enabling individual children to work with a class of older or younger 

children for some or all subjects. The DES states that there is no 

intention that children should have to be kept down or moved up on the 

grounds of how they do in formal assessments alone. 

Using the overlap of levels of attainments and of Programmes of Study 

between the four Key Stages in each foundation subject so that 
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children can work according to their own abilities and needs at each 

stage. 

However, the four approaches to meeting special needs flexibly within a classroom 
setting may be inadequate according to Russell (1990). If this is so then there may be 

considerable pressure to disapply the National Curriculum. 
One of the greatest anxieties about children with special needs lies with those 

who have not been formally assessed under the 1981 Act (see Chapter One) -
Warnock's '18%' as it were. A Statement of special educational need must indicate 

precisely how the National Curriculum will be modified for the individual child and 
how the accompanying resources for any special educational provision to be made. The 

arrangements for temporary modifications and disapplications of parts of the curriculum 
could pose threats to children for whom no adequate substitute arrangements were 

made. Appeal rights against temporary modifications are limited, with the governors 
who hear such appeals perhaps being reluctant to query a head's decision. Additionally, 

whilst the 1981 Act assessment procedures require consultation with school 
psychological, health and education services and with parents, temporary modifications 

only require that parents are informed. Whilst protracted and bureaucratic assessment 
procedures would clearly be unworkable with temporary modifications, the procedures 

must be seen as potentially damaging to children and likely to precipitate self-fulfilling 
prophecies when those with temporary exemptions are quite unable to re-enter the 

National Curriculum after six months absence from it. This surely applies to children 
who have been exempted due to English as a Second Language - how is it possible for 

them to have equal access to the National Curriculum after being excluded from it for 
such a period of time? It would seem much more logical to incorporate learning 

strategies for additional input around the National Curriculum in order to prevent further 
loss of future job opportunities when these children leave school. Emotional and 

behaviourally disturbed children will not fare any better, recognising how much they 
have missed on returning (if that is the case) and probably becoming more disillusioned 

than ever. 
Norwich (1990) is concerned in particular about the curricular balance for 

children with special needs. He says that there is a need for an additional emphasis on a 
cross-curricular dimension in the area of personal and social education for children with 

emotional and behavioural difficulties in special schools and units. For these children it 
may be relevant and appropriate to make additional timetable space for social skills and 

group work for outdoor activities and pursuits which encourage trust between children 
and adults, and for personal counselling opportunities. There appears to be an unclear 

boundary between therapeutic and educational goals and methods and it does not seem 
to be useful to make a fine distinction when it comes to designing programmes for 
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children with emotional and behavioural difficulties in special schools and units. 

Therefore there is a need for national consideration and guidance on the matter of how 
modifications and exemptions relate to different National Curriculum subjects, different 

phases of schooling and different elements of the N'!tional Curriculum. This can be seen 
to be particularly relevant to the way in which special schools and units implement the 

National Curriculum. 
Before leaving this section on the National Curriculum it is important to reflect 

on those children considered to have severe learning difficulties. Ware (1990) poses two 
fundamental questions - is it possible to implement the National Curriculum for these 

children, and should it be implemented in the first place? Ware says that unless these 
questions are addressed honestly then a grave disservice is being done not only to 

severe learning difficulties children but all children. The only advantage Ware sees in 
implementing the National Curriculum 'wholesale' would be that it provides the best 

available safeguard against the marginalisation of those children and their eventual re
exclusion from the education system. This does not however seem to be sufficient 

grounds for subjecting some children to a curriculum which manifestly fails to meet 
their most pressing needs. This does not mean that section 17 should be enforced - to 

exempt whole categories of children such as those with severe learning difficulties and 
'challenging behaviour', or those with profound and multiple learning difficulties would 

be a return to the era between 1944 and 1970 when these children were deemed 
'ineducable' (see Chapter One). Professionals should be prepared to fight for the right 

of every child to receive a curriculum which is individually tailored to individual needs 
- not necessarily within the confines of a special school but integrated and included in 

the community. 
In conclusion, it must be clear that the Education Reform Act is more than the 

National Curriculum, the restraining influence of the prescribed elements on matching 
provision to need is a concern that requires urgent attention. Successful implementation 

of the 1988 Act for children with special educational needs will involve discussion of 
the appropriate balance between general entitlement and individual need within the 

whole curriculum. If modification or disapplication is to be sought, the rationale must 
be clearly linked to individual rather than system need. It is important to note that it is 

too simple to suggest that all modifications are against the interests of children with 
special educational needs. 

B. Assessment, testing & competition 

If assessment is the key to progress and achievement, what are parents of 
children with special needs to make of these new arrangements for assessment and 

testing? Schools have always tested. A survey by the University of London (Gipps 
1983) found that testing at ages seven and eight was fairly common in LEAs and that 
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86% of schools used tests with whole age groups on top of those required by their 

LEA. But the tests used were standardised group reading and reasoning tests - not 
related to the curricul urn in primary schools and used as a means of recording progress 

in a child and also identifying potential special needs. The new tests, with their 
prescribed 'levels' will be there to ensure that the curriculum is taught. Even if 

flexibility in the age at which children take particular tests is assured, this does not 
alleviate the danger of peers describing each other in derogatory terms as 'level one' or 

'level two' if they fail to keep pace. Inevitably, testing will introduce a degree of 
competition into classes. Formal and structured teaching will become more significant. 

Parents as well as teachers will be anxious for the school to do well in the published 
league tables. This obsession with competition does not aid positive development in 

self-worth for low-attaining children within the mainstream environment. Whatever is 
queried - how will their 'progress' be viewed when schools are fighting to attract more 

clients? The city technology colleges in turn aspire to entice premium funding from 
industry and capture top teachers by luring them with enhanced terms and conditions. 

The number of low-attaining children or those with formal assessments having access to 
the accelerated curriculum and greater employability in these colleges is yet to be seen. 

A National Curriculum which enables all children to participate in a common 
framework of learning is a laudable idea. A difficulty with the Education Reform Act 

version is that it appears to have been designed without much consideration of common 
aims - neither their inclusiveness nor their interpretation in terms of more specific areas 

of learning and experience. The 1988 Act has been designed mainly for the purpose of 
accountability and this has required that its design be influenced largely by assessment 

and reporting considerations. It certainly appears to be prescriptive and 'assessment
orientated'. The gap between the 'balanced and broadly based' curriculum and the 

selection of ten subjects as content areas illustrates this point clearly. 
On a positive note, the records of achievement given to all year II children are 

relevant and personal profiles (see Appendix 2), which can be given to future employers 
for example, emphasising success. They are a means of describing achievements in 

different ways for different children - an important record in any child's school career. 

3.2.2 Local Financial Management (LFMl 
Provision for special educational needs required continuous negotiation between 

a range of LEA schools and support and advisory services. The Coopers and Lybrand 
Associates Report (1987) notes 'a new culture and philosophy' of how education is 

organised at school level. The shift away from local administration to local management 
by schools (LMS) has major implications for children with special educational needs. 

Lunt (1990) says that LMS constitutes arguably the most significant and far-reaching 
element of the reforms of the Education Reform Act The education service is the largest 
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and most expensive service provided by local government; LEAs have been subjected 

to increasingly harsh criticism by the public, the media, the government and particular 
agencies. Together with other provisions of the 1988 Act such as open enrolment and 

the National Curriculum assessment arrangements, fmancial delegation introduces the 
pressures of competition and the market economy to the provision of state education. 

The Coopers and Lybrand Report proposed that LEA advisory and inspectorate 
services should be 'bought in' on a customer/contractor basis by the grant-maintained 

schools. LMS is substantially derived from this report which also recommends that 
'there will need to be a separate weighting factor for pupils with special educational 

needs' but gives no guidance as to how this complicated factor might be defined. Under 
LMS, LEAs were required to submit proposals for financial delegation to the Secretary 

of State by September 1989 and have schemes fully in place in schools by April 1993. 
A three-stage annual budget process is proposed: 

* 

* 

* 

Stage 1: LEA fixes the General Schools Budget, the total 

spending (direct & indirect) on all schools (primary and secondary) 
covered by the scheme for that financial year. 

Stage 2: LEA deducts from this the mandatory and discretionary 

'excepted items'. 

Stage 3: This leaves the aggregated schools budget which is to be 
shared out to primary and secondary schools according to a formula as 

their budget share. 

The discretionary exceptions for which the LEA may choose either to retain central 
responsibility or to delegate to schools include many which specifically serve children 

with special educational needs - such as formal assessments, peripatetic/advisory 
teachers, special units and others such as educational psychologists and welfare 

officers. Most LEAs are planning to retain these services centrally at present, but will 
face increased pressure to delegate them to schools since within three years the amount 

which may be retained from the list of discretionary exceptions will be reduced from 
10% to 7% of the general schools budget. LMS poses an immediate threat to the 

provision of centrally coordinated education support services by the LEA and may 
thereby drive individual schools towards a more fragmented approach to supporting 

children based on allocation of fractions of scarce resources to individual children. 

If resource allocation is too low, then children with special needs may well be 

excluded, but if the reverse is true, then schools could bid for children whose needs 
they could not address because of the associated revenue consequences and in order to 
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maximise resources in a particular establishment. With random demand and debates 

about accountability for costs, it is hard to envisage LEA support services escaping 
without disruption within the new arrangements. Additionally, children without formal 

assessments which can carry extra resources will be disadvantaged and possibly viewed 
more unfavourably by popular schools already oversubscribed through open enrolment 

LEAs are required to allocate to all schools in the scheme their share of the 
aggregated schools budget (ASB) on the basis of a 'formula' as mentioned in Stage 3 

on the previous page. At least 75% of the ASB is allocated on the basis of age-weighted 
pupil numbers (AWPU), up to 25% of ASB is to allocated on the basis of other factors. 

Two factors may be expected to be included in the formula: special educational needs 
and curriculum protection for small schools where appropriate. Several factors such as 

variations in salary costs of small schools, non-statutory special needs such as social 
background, promises costs (area, type, condition, other, e.g. vandalism) are mentioned 

in the Circular 7/88. There is already considerable variation in the percentages and 
formulae used by different LEAs which will lead to a knock-on effect for arrangements 

of provision delivered to children with special educational needs. 
The government's intention is to: 

* specify the unit costs of educational provision 
* attach the cost to the' customer' (the child) 

* transfer this 'cost' to the school chosen. 
As previously cited, the pressure of open enrolment and the National Curriculum 

assessment arrangements will force schools to compete for children whose 
resourceworthiness has been specified by the budget, thus creating a potential upward 

or downward spiral for schools according to their popularity or otherwise defined by 
the numbers of children that they are able to aUract. There is no doubt that there will be 

pressures on schools to avoid taking in children whose needs are outside those of their 
mainstream peers unless they carry a sufficient extra resource to compensate for the 

extra demands which they make on the system. This is a very different outlook to the 
positive 'integrate' and welcome approach of the late eighties. Willey (1989) goes as far 

as saying that: 

'The hidden agenda of the ERA encourages the idea that pupils 
with special educational needs are a disadvantage to a school's 

results and, very importantly, to its use of teaching resources'. 
Willey (1989) 

Lunt (1990) comments that the intention of the Act, to create competition between 

schools for child numbers who will 'pull their weight' in terms of assessment is about 
to be reali sed. 
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Doyle & Rickman (1989) reported on the reactions of a group of head teachers to 

the prospect of paying for support for children with special educational needs under 
local financial management of schools. The positives were almost entirely concerned 

with freedom of action and control. It was felt that there would be a great deal more 
flexibility when the budget was owned by the school and the school had more control 

over its use. Governors were seen as a positive force as long as they were supportive. It 
was thought that schools would be able to 'home in on long term planning' and that 
there could be ' unfettered setting of goals for schools'. LMS was also seen as gi ving 
the potential for bringing together the school as a community. 

The negatives mentioned included problems if the proposed formula was 
inadequate - for example "area" does not take into account the age or condition of the 

buildings. Doyle & Rickman found that although the discussion was special needs 
based, the headteachers were not inclined to put special educational needs at the top of 

their list when asked to think about LMS. They concluded that special educational 
needs, because of the nature of changes involved combined with the National 

Curriculum were almost out of necessity becoming a low priority area in planning at 
school level. The attitude of governors to providing staff and resources to the so-called 
18% may also be problematic when weighing up the other child's needs in their school. 

Although Wamock (1982) recommended the establishment of unified support 

services, most extra staff and resources retain according to Dessent (1987) the 
traditional features : 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

individual/referral orientated 

referral to an expert 
definers of 'specialness' or 'resourceworthiness' 

high priori ty gi ven to assessment 
no requirement for resource/organisational change in the school 

In this way, centrally provided services are still predominantly linked to individual 

children. There may at first sight be good reason for this. Dessent (1987) mentions the 
phenomenon of 'resource drift' when 'resources which have been specifically 

earmarked for low-status special needs are often diverted and redirected unless 
"protected" in some way within the marketplace of the mainstream school system. He 

continues that what is occurring at present is a system of positive discrimination for the 
most able children in school as those who are viewed as contributing little to the 

economic prosperity of the nation are not valued intrinsically. 
There is wide regional variation in the percentage of children who have a 

statement of special educational needs after being Formally Assessed and 
therefore with protected resources. These children, in theory could carry with them 
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more 'value' in terms of the resources they bring to the system as they move within it. 

Special schools are currently excluded from LMS though LEAs may delegate their 

budget if they wish. Children within the lowest 2% band are in the list of discretionary 

exceptions subject to the 10% limit. This will surely lead to some schools putting 

forward more children for formal assessment under the 1981 Act in order to attract more 

resources to the school or to transfer children to special schools so that they appear to be 

outside the assessment reporting for the mainstream school. 

One of the most telling quotes from a DES booklet' From Policy to Practice' 

when permitting schools not to publish school-based information about results of 

assessments for children with special educational needs is: 

'That way schools need have no fear that the overall picture of 

attainment for their pupils will suffer because children with special 

educational needs are included'. 

DES (1989) 

The word 'fear' is used in a manner which suggests that the writers of this document 

were under the impression that children with special educational needs constituted a 
threat to the public image of the school. The NCC however actually said that ordinary 

schools (their terminology) should not be tempted to use the statementing procedures as 

a pretext for transference due to poor performance on national assessments at 7,11,14 & 

16. The fact that they mention this at all is interesting and indicates a real level of 

concern that this might happen. Headteachers could in theory insist that they would only 

take in a child with special educational needs if that child had a statement and therefore 

brought extra resources. 

Under LMS if the costs of providing support for the 18% who might have 
special needs in ordinary schools are to be delegated to schools, there are several 

immediate dangers. These include the possibility that the resources are imminent so 

reduced as to be difficult to deploy, that the resources may either 'drift' away from the 

intended recipient, or if protected provide segregation away from mainstream activities, 

and that the devolution of resources encourages an individual-child rather than a whole

school or a curricular approach. 

Several LEAs are at present arranging cluster or 'family' grouping for different 

purposes and it remains to be seen how far schools will be willing or able to pool 

resources after LMS in order to support their low-attaining children. It may be difficult 

to see the incentives or rewards for schools when confronted with the pressures of 

LMS. 
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3.2.3 General oveIView 

One of the main reservations about the National Curriculum and special 
educational needs is the restraining influence of the prescribed elements on matching 

provision to need. Successful implementation of the 1988 Act for children with special 
educational needs will involve discussion of the appropriate balance between general 

entitlement and individual need within the whole curriculum. If modification or 
disapplication is sought, the rationale must be clearly linked to individual rather than 

system need. There appears to be no clear guidance as to what modification means in 
practice, if exemption were to become relegation (withdrawal?) to service the marketing 

needs of the school then it would have to be resisted. However, if it was used to enable 
schools to deliver an appropriately balanced and differentiated curriculum then it could 

arguably be seen as a way of providing for a wide range of special educational needs 
within a supportive framework. Exemption in order to cover the assessments of low 

attainers must also be resisted. It could lead to a more positive attitude towards 
individual monitoring which provides teachers with relevant curriculum based 

information; a beacon of good practice perhaps as intentioned in the 1988 Act. 
The 1981 Education Act as cited previously in Chapter 1 was intended to set the 

framework for increased integration in schools. Although the conditions for integration 
could have been used to ensure that it never happened, general consensus indicates that 

there is widespread increase of special needs placements in mainstream. Many parents 
of children with special needs are concerned that the National Curriculum will cause a 
reversal in this trend. The consequences of the new legislation for children with special 
educational needs who do not have a statement could be considerable. LEAs will have 

limited resources to face anxious parents and pressure from schools to formally assess 
children. Schools will have to make important internal decisions about how they 

prioritise the needs of larger groups of children with special needs without a statement, 
and the extra resources they require from within the school budget. The temptation 

would seem to be to modify and disapply parts of the National Curriculum when there 
are competing priorities such as buying into new technology or affording an extra 

subject teacher. 
The systems of financial management and accountability introduced by the 1988 

Act appear to have loopholes which could affect children with special needs. The 
competitive element between schools may create a business type approach amongst rival 

institutions where special educational needs children are regarded as unimportant at 
best. If schools can manage their own affairs by cooperating with each other to share 

scarce resources and develop collective responsibilities to community needs then this 

may not happen. 

The idea of entitlement is welcomed as an outstanding feature of the 1988 Act 
in principle. It could be developed and refined so that the stated aims of the Act are 
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achieved by all children whatever their circumstances. There are mixed feelings towards 

the introduction of the 1988 Education Reform Act. The 1981 Act did so much to 
change attitudes and create positive energies towards integration, non-segregation and 

more importantly inclusion of special needs children that it would be a great 
disappointment if they were to slide back off the agenda just when change was 

beginning to occur. 

3.3 Special Needs, Mathematics & the National Curriculum 
The total absence of reference to children with special educational needs in the 

non-statutory document was perhaps less of an indication of the NCe's negligence than 
the lateness in setting up of the Special Educational Needs Task Group chaired by Dr. 

Ronald Davie, director of the National Children's Bureau. The Curriculum for All 
(1989) publication was therefore a supplement to the non-statutory guidance. This 

separate document in itself did not herald a positive start for integration of special needs 
children. However, A Curriculum for All did represent a step forward for curriculum 

development and special education. In its opening statement it affirms the right of every 
child to a broad and balanced curriculum, drawing on good practice in special and 

mainstream schools, presenting well formulated ideals within a fundamentally optimistic 
and dynamic framework. 

Sections 3 and 4 of the 1988 Education Reform Act empower the Secretary of 
State to specify Attainment Targets, Programmes of Study, and assessment 

arrangements for mathematics for children of compulsory school age. The Mathematics 
Working Group appointed to advise the Secretary of State on mathematics reported in 

June 1988 and its recommendations for Attainment Targets, Programmes of Study and 
Statements of Attainment were published in August 1988 alongside the mathematics 

proposals of the Secretary of State for Education and Science. Larcombe (1988) 
observes that consistently the document emphasis spreads as the authors argue the 

appropriateness of a curriculum model which is based upon a progression of levels that 
can be used to describe a development of understanding in mathematics. This 

progression of levels is compatible with the general discussion of a continuum of 
ability, understanding and need among children learning mathematics. Underlying this 

notion of progression must be one of a continuum of ability since the levels are 
hierarchical in nature. The emphasis is on demonstrating what the child can do rather 

than ought to be able to do. This is, in theory, a welcome aspect of the National 
Curriculum for all those involved with special needs children. The graph reflecting 

progression and spread of levels between ages 7 and 16 indicates norms based upon the 
spread of levels. Therefore there is enormous potential in the National Curriculum 

mathematics report for teachers of children with special educational needs. Somewhat 
prophetically Larcombe (1988) questioned whether the dominance of age as the 
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defining feature will have been truly broken. For example the authors seem ambivalent 

over the acceptability of spread. If discussion of differentiated work is taken seriously 
and as a result children are to have successful learning experiences, then Programmes of 

Study must provide work at a level suited to needs. The assessment model described in 
the mathematics report and in the TGAT report appears to differentiate by outcome. This 

is not what was hoped for - the 'assessment' led notion of the curriculum has not been 
sorted out properly. The initial good intentions of 'access for all' cannot seriously be 

reduced down to how well the child performed in a Standard Assessment Task (SAT) at 
the age of 11. 

3.3.1 Profile Components and Levels 

Williams (1990) comments on the Struggle report showing unreserved support 
for the working groups (following from the initial TGAT) proposal that Profile 

Component 3 should be devoted entirely to the application of mathematical skills, to the 
language of mathematics and to 'personal qualities'. Unfortunately the consultative 

document for mathematics (NCC 1988) had dispensed with Profile Component 3 
completely and included the 'application' element as sepamte Attainment Targets within 

the other profile components. Larcombe (1988) discusses the possibility that children 
who can remember techniques but not apply them to real problems could be unduly 

rewarded in an assessment system lacking Profile Component 3. The NCC in 1989 
emphasised that all schools should develop a teaching and learning approach in which 

the uses and applications of mathematics permeate and influence all work in 
mathematics (Non-statutory guidance). Some teachers have expressed doubts as to the 

appropriateness of the early levels of the National Curriculum mathematics targets for 
children with learning difficulties. The terms of reference by the National Curriculum 

Working Group included the age-defined statement looking into the knowledge, skills, 
and aptitude which children of different ability and maturity should be expected to have 

attained by ages 7,11,14 and 16. The loss of the third Profile Component resulted from 
the fact that it was thought to difficult to assess. The first two were adopted dealing with 

number, algebra, measure, shape and space, and data handling. This focuses on the 
danger of assessing only that which can be readily 'measured' while the more intangible 

areas of change are overlooked. 

Standard Attainment Tasks (SATs) will be administered nationally to all children 

and should test a 'broad and balanced range' of performances. The Mathematics 
Working Group suggested that in order to be awarded an attainment level in Profile 

Components 1 and 2, the child must succeed in a notional 75% of the statements of 
attainment within an Attainment Target at the level concerned and be able to apply the 

skills in a variety of contexts over a period of time. The Education Reform Bill began 
with one reference to children with special needs and ended with a number which 
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focused in the main on proVISIOns to modify or disapplyall or parts of the National 

Curriculum (see previous section). The very fact that some children will need to be 
exempted from the National Curriculum as it presently stands suggests that Level 1 may 

be too demanding. This has led to fears of non-National Curriculum classes/children 
and the thought that perhaps certain children with special needs could be exempted from 

the Attainment Targets when SATs are imminent for several of the reasons mentioned 

earlier in this chapter. A study by O'Toole & O'Toole (1989) of 99 children in special 

needs and mainstream schools aged seven years old were mainly 'working towards' 

Level 1 and that many of them would still below the range of Attainment Levels 2 to 6 

given in the statutory Orders for mathematics at Key Stage 2. 
Larcombe (1988) goes further and states that the lower levels list some 

Attainment Targets which are totally unrealistic for most children in the lower 20%. For 

example: 

Level 2 (implied lowest ability at age 11) 

* 
* 

Solve multiplication and division problems involving numbers up to 30 

Understand the use of a symbol to stand for an unknown number as in 

3 +d= 10 

Level 4 (implied lowest ability at age 14) 

* 

* 

Understand and use decimal notation to two decimal places in the context 

of measurement 

Know multiplication facts up to 10 x 10 and use them in multiplication 

and di vision problems. 

It is apparent to anyone who is involved with special needs children how inappropriate 
these attainments appear. It should be viable for a 14 year old to have a Programme of 

Study pitched at Level 2 or 1 even, so that disapplication for reasons of attainment 

should not have to be considered. The appearance of pre-Level 1 activities would seem 

to suggest that the 'Curriculum for All' was over optimistic. 

3.3.2 Assessment 

Evidence from past experience of the now discredited II plus examinations and 

from the USA suggests that assessment rather than being the 'servant of the curriculum' 
quickly comes to dominate it. The curriculum becomes test-driven and loses the very 

qualities of breadth and variety which HMI surveys have associated with core areas. 

Tests become the targets and teachers are geared towards them. At present, the SATs for 

1992 have been published and are in the classrooms. There is no doubt that many 
teachers who are aware of the contents have already started focussing on topics such as 
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'Weather', 'Money' with emphasis on change giving and 'Probability' - such is the 

pressure of published results. What of the special needs children in these situations? 
Williams (1985) spoke of using the in-depth interview technique which would appear to 

offer a credible and more acceptable alternative to monitoring 'progress' through SATs. 
Although time-consuming it would allow the child with special educational needs a 

fairer chance to demonstrate its skill areas. 
As no suggestions are offered in Mathematics for Ages 5 to 16 for those 

children who do badly, will the child who is working for example on Level 2 remain 
there indefinitely and have failure constantly reinforced? Will more children be assessed 

for statements under the 1981 Act so that certain schools can remove the 'stigma' of 
having low-attainers? The Mathematical Association (1989) in their comments on 

special education said that the proposed structure for the National Curriculum will make 
it harder for teachers to deal fairly with special needs children especially those who 

reach a certain plateau at or before Level 1. The National Association for Remedial 
Education also commented that the failure to recognise achievements of those children in 

the wide range of developmental stages and associated interim objectives leading to 
Level 1 is regarded as a major deficiency in the National Curriculum and its associated 

assessment procedures. 

3.3.3 Activities 
The formal introduction of investigations, problem solving and mental 

mathematics has exerted a profound change in pedagogy since the publication of the 
National Curriculum. Williams (1990) states that children whose mathematical 

horizons have been largely confined to published texts, workbooks and worksheets 
cannot be exposed to the full rigours of open-ended, interactive challenges in 

mathematics without being prepared for them. Larcombe (1985), in suggesting a 
graduated programme of 'forerunners', sees the growth of confidence as a prerequisite 

to childrens' success in active mathematical projects. He recommends that children 
should start with activities requiring a 'do' or 'say' response, planned to ensure 100% 

success, leading to guessing games, multi-choice leading to the ultimate challenge of 
open-ended enquiries, all in a supportive, non-critical climate where the most hesitant 

contributions are encouraged and valued. 
An interesting observation using the problem-solving/investigative approach 

throughout the curriculum for low-attainers is that their lack of confidence and low self 
concept or 'worth' (Larcombe 1985) associated with prolonged leaming failure is such 

that where investigative activities are undertaken, these children often tend only to 
participate on the fringe. Responsibility and decision making is left to the 'more able' 

and confident majority. Frequently, the safer activity of non-dem,anding, repetitive 
practice will be both sought by the child and provided by the teacher. Williams (1985) 
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comments that justification is likely to include the necessity to ensure mastery of the 

basic processes, the opportunities thus provided for the awarding of tangible and 
morale-enhancing rewards in the form of ticks and stars and the practicability of an 

approach that sidesteps the reading and recording of activities associated with both 
book-based problems and investigations related to reality situations. 

Closely related to both mental mathematics and associated language skills are the 
abilities to estimate and approximate. Follow up studies of children with learning 

difficulties in their post-school lives suggest that recourse to written working in 
mathematical calculation is rarely made. Cockcroft (1982) noted that estimation was so 

little practised in schools that there was insufficient experience on which to draw for 
generalisations in developing these skills to be attempted. Low attainers can estimate the 

number of thousands at a football match, the time taken to cycle to a particular distance 
and so forth. Where discrepancies take a particular form, potentially valuable diagnostic 

information may be forthcoming, as in the use of calculators or computers. They can do 
much to shift of emphasis from calculation to formulation. For the child with learning 

difficulties, the practice of checking a calculator answer in relation to their estimate or 
questioning the display could be invaluable experience for later life. 

In general, activities such as problem-solving and investigations which are all 
part of the National Curriculum package should be carefully considered before 

undertaking them, particularly in a mixed mainstream setting. They should be designed 
initially to inspire confidence and be presented in such a manner that the children do not 

feel threatened by their peers. The ethos of a 'right' and 'wrong' answer is virtually set 
in stone amongst many secondary schools today. 

3.3.4 Positive comments from current literature 

The National Curriculum can help teachers create more effective and imaginative 
approaches to teaching mathematics. The root cause of secondary failure is low self

expectation, caught most probably from adults and the teaching methods which they 
receive according to Pinel (1989). To deny children the right to a common curriculum 

decreases the possibility of integration, removes the stimulus of their peer group, 
increases the likelihood of stigmatisation and creates the conditions for the self-fulfilling 

prophecy whereby children operate at the lower level of expectation. The bottom-up 
approach was advocated by Cockcroft (1982) and promoted through its foundation list. 

It promulgates a curriculum planned so that all children can find valid and challenging 
objectives at their own levels within an integrative atmosphere. If the National 

Curriculum does not lead to designated exemptions at assessment times and keeps 

special needs children in the classroom then it is a major landmark in bringing together 

all children. This has yet to be shown since it has not been running for a long enough 
time period. The Programmes of Study apply to all children. This poses an immediate 
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challenge to those who severely narrow the mathematical diet of low-attainers 

'practising number skills'. Now it is every child's right to receive a balanced 
cuniculum, spanning number, algebra, measures, space & shape and data handling. 

Number skills are no longer concerned with making children into calculating 

machines, a process which has never been very successful. Mental methods of 

calculation are seen as a first resort, these methods leading to compatible written forms 
of recording and calculation. The electronic calculator completes the picture during all 

Key Stages, allowing number exploration to be extended, and making large number 

calculations on paper obsolete. Hence the child is free to remain confident, successful, 

and increasingly proficient with numbers throughout schooling provided an initial 
enthusiasm has not been lost through poor pedagogical approaches previously - such as 

working through a textbook and experiencing regular failure in class. 
The argument in favour of a common cuniculum in mathematics rests upon the 

case that most topics within it are susceptible to understanding processes at varying 

levels so that in theory, children of all abilities can find success and satisfaction in 

meeting challenges at their own level. For many children purpose in mathematics related 

to long term future rather than immediate concerns, and with no element of personal 

choice can fail to animate or interest them. These include wage slips, hire-purchase 
agreements, and banking. Their own problems are likel y to engender confidence, 

motivation and ability to identify and deal mathematically with real situations of their 
own making. These may then be applicable to many of the important survival skills 

required in later life. Mathematics: Non-Statutory Guidance stressed how important it is 

to give thought to 'identifying the opportunities that exist for developing mathematics 

out of cross-curricular work' and comments that this can 'be achieved through the 

childrens' own experiences in the environment of school'. 

Finally, the National Cuniculum does not allocate time to Attainment Targets - it 
places an obligation on teachers to give equal time to each Attainment Target. Provided 

one agrees with the content of the A Ts then this again is another positive feature of this 
initiative. 

3.3.5 Concluding remarks 

The notion of mathematics across the curriculum calls for the deliberate 

development of whole-school policy for the provision of opportunities for mathematical 

applications and problem solving activities within meaningful subject contexts. The 
benefits obtained, it is argued, more than justify the effort involved. There does appear 

to be a danger that the National Curriculum's focus on the ten foundation subjects could 
cause broader areas of social, personal and emotional development to be overlooked. 

The initiatives to promote these areas need to be given careful consideration to ensure 
that in the search to 'raise standards' another intangible face of education is not lost. 
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The National Curriculum was set up to raise standards. This may well occur for 

a number of children. Teachers have been given specific targets to aim for which are 
already resulting in pressures of testing: reverting to rote learning, coaching for tests 

and adopting a more instructional style of teaching. O'Toole & O'Toole (1989) wonder 
if the publication of test scores for each school will sound the death knell for 

integration. Will the result be the establishment of National Curriculum and non
National Curriculum classes in schools? 

Williams (1990) asserts that the essentials of the pupil-centred curriculum of 
tradition must continue to find a place within a National Curriculum framework. At the 

same time the framework must offer wider opportunities in areas which are only just 
being explored. To teachers of special needs children this represents an unprecedented 

challenge but one which must be risen to for those children to experience success. 

**************** 
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One of the major areas pertaining to children who are considered 'low-attainers' is that 

of accessibility to text. How do they cope in the classroom situation when the teacher 
chooses to use workcards, worksheets, text books and other forms of activities 

requiring children to 'gain meaning from text'? Are there special features of 
mathematical text which make it harder read? Should texts be rewritten or reworked so 

that children have an equal opportunity to 'do the maths' or is the mathematics 
intrinsically enmeshed within the text? This chapter attempts to explore some of these 

issues, including what is commonly called 'readability' of passages and its 
measurement. Is it really viable to use such methods on mathematical text or is there too 

much error involved? What can teachers do to hel p low-attainers develop confidence 
and motivation towards accessing text-bound materials? 

4. 1 Is mathematical text harder to access than other texts? 

According to Torbe & Shuard (1982) it is the abstract nature of mathematics 
which gives rise to problems. Lack of a suitable language is a grave handicap to internal 

monologue which forms the basis of thinking. For example 'if x < 4 ... ' - a child who is 
not able to verbalise this will surely experience difficulties. The nub of the argument is 

that mathematics is taught, learnt and thOUght in English so that inability to communicate 
ideas will inevitably lead to breakdowns for children who find accessing language 

problematic. Shuard & Rothery (1984) emphasise the importance of written 
communication saying that reading is 'getting meaning from the page'. In Lunzer & 

Gardner's book' Learning from the Written Word' (1984) they give several different 
examples of using texts actively but there are none of a mathematical nature. This would 

seem to be an indication that the situation ~ more complicated in mathematics because of 
special features of mathematical text 

4.1.1 Features of mathematical text 

Written material may be intended to teach concepts, principles, skills and 
problem-solving strategies. It may also give practice, revision and test these skills and 

develop mathematical language by broadening children's vocabulary. Mathematical texts 
include expositions, instructions and exercises/examples. There is also the introductory 

or 'extra' writing which Rothery (1984) calls 'peripheral' and 'signals' such as 
headings, logos and numbers. Graphs, formulas, diagrams are an integral part of 

mathematical text as well as that which Kane (1967) alludes to as 'Mathematical 
English' [ME] and 'Ordinary English' rOE] in order to stress the special nature of 

written mathematics - he said that ME and OE were sufficiently dissimilar to require 
different skills and knowledge on the part of readers to achieve appropriate levels of 

reading comprehension. Pimm (1981) observed that many different English words and 
phrases have a single mathematical expression as all the differences reflected in the 
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English have been filtered out The richness and structure of English is not necessarily a 

useful guide to its mathematical equivalent. There is also a lack of synonyms in ME. 
Presumably this is part of the reason why mathematics is regarded as 'concise' although 

as Fig. 4.1 indicates, there are several areas of ambiguity from the learner's perspective. 
The vocabulary and syntax of mathematics can be construed as being a feature 

since there are words which have different meanings in ME and OE such as 'product, 
parallel, mean, value, difference', and those which have meanings only in ME such as 

'hypotenuse, coefficient, paraIlelogram'. Syntax is mentioned because questions can be 
worded in a manner which children find difficult to grasp, for example, 'If your sister is 

5cm taller than your best friend who is Im, how tall is she?'. The temptation here might 
be to add - this gives an idea that the language of mathematics is not just dealing with 

numbers and symbols but the order words and syntactical structures used. However, 
any approach to measuring the complexity by analysing the linguistic structures is very 

difficult to implement. Syntax is as great as vocabulary in importance and an informed 
assessment of the complexity of a piece of writing is a vital step in evaluating that text. 

The Cockcroft Report (1982) said that mathematics provided a means of 
communication which was powerful, concise and unambiguous. There are several areas 

as cited already which may lead to this not being the case. The coding of words and 
symbols, for example, has to be learnt - a '+' symbol has to be associated with 'add' 

since there is no reason why the two are connected other than mathematical pedagogy. 
Children may fail to interpret these symbols as an invitation to add something up, but as 

an invitation to perform a numerical algorithm which they mayor may not connect with 
the action of adding. 

Levie & Dickie (1973) split signs into two categories, those which resemble the 
thing it stands for and digital signs which are arbitrary. '<' could be thought of as iconic 

and the '-' as digital for example. Children may not be aware of the differences between 
these pictorial and conventional methods of coding. The interpretation of a distance/time 

graph illustrated this when some children saw it as climbing up a mountain or going up, 
down and up again (Hart 1981). They did not realise they were dealing with 

mathematical symbols which use a conventional coding method, and they interpreted the 
graph as if it were a pictorial symbol for a mountain. 

There are also features incorporated into mathematical text such as the 
difficul ties which may be experienced in interpreting conventional coding methods of 

mathematical symbols. For example, the correspondence between a written word and its 
spoken equivalent is one-to-one, while the correspondence between mathematical 

symbols and their spoken or written words may not be one-to-one. The same symbols 
can carry more than one meaning or context. '10.;. 2' can mean 'how many twos in 

ten' which is grouping or 'share ten into two equal parts' which is sharing. In order to 
understand '.;.' the child must link grouping and sharing together. The same idea and 
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Figure 4.1 

* 

* 

* 

Examples of confusion arising from symbolic representations 

'two minuses make a plus' 

- they make an 'equals' /Wt a plus. 

3 
2 

- is 2 x 2 x 2 but can be thought of as 2 x 3 = 6. 

8-2=6 & 6+2=8 

-the first 'equals' represents 'leaves' and the second 'equals' 
represents 'makes'. A case of the same symbol but different 
interpretation. 

* 2/3, 2.,.3, 3 l.l ... 

- all mean the same. 

1 1 
* 3 2 means 3 + 2 but 3x means 3 multiplied by x. 

Examples of confusions arising from 'Mathematical English' 

* 'What's the difference between 24 and 5? 

* 

* 

- one is bigger than the other 
- the first number has got a 2 and a 4 in it but the second has /Wt. 

'14,15,16,17,18,19' as opposed to '21,37 .. .' 

- the 'teens' numbers are all spoken with the units first so 'fourtee1l, 
fiftee1l .. ' whereas the others are spoken as written. 

'Reduce the following fractions ... ' 

- does this mean think of a smaller fraction? 
- does it mean write them smaller? 
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same words can also be represented by different symbols, such as 10 """ 2, 2L.ill_ and 
10/2 where the child has to incorporate the different representations and ideas to gain an 
understanding of the whole process rather than discrete unlinked items. As 
Schwarzenberger (1988) said, it is the understanding of the relationships between 
concepts rather than the formal knowledge of the concepts themselves which is the 

essence of mathematics. 
Combinations of symbols can pose unique problems, for example: 

* 14 or 41 ab or ba -the importance of order 

* dy/dx ay/ax -the 'd' cannot be cancelled 

but the 'a' can be cancelled 
1 

*2n n -subtle positional, size and 

sequence change. 

Low-attainers/primary children probably only have a partial understanding of the 
abstract ideas conveyed be such symbols such as => and =. 

There are features of mathematical text which are sufficient to make the case for 
it being harder to access. Apart from vocabulary which can be used in the same way, 
similarly or have different meanings to 'Ordinary English', the language involved 
within questions and use of symbols, the combinations of these aspects and subsequent 

comprehension by low-attainers in particular can be daunting. This is one of the reasons 
why teachers of mathematics must ensure that their approach is based on encouraging 

the development of a firm linguistic foundation. The 'numbers/symbols' and the 
'words' cannot be separated - they are inextricably married together. (see Fig.4.1). 

Chomsky said that a person might memorise the mathematical multiplication table and 
perform on various simple-minded tests exactly as the person who knows the rules of 

arithmetic but this would not show that they knew the rules. The question of 
mathematics and language is fundamental. 

4.1.2 Language.teaching & learning 

Flanders (1970) proposed 10 categories of classroom interactions. Mainly 
teacher and children talk but also a category for silence or confusion. He divided up 

teacher talk into indirect and direct influence, and children's talk into responses and 
initiations. Indirect influence included asking questions, praising and accepting 

children's ideas. Direct influence as one would expect were lectures, criticisms and 
giving directions. Flanders also commented that two-thirds of classroom interactions 

were teacher talk and two-thirds of that was direct influence. This appears to leave little 
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time for children's understanding to grow individually - language is a potent aid to 

growth of this understanding. It is known that children's language develops 

systematically, from babbling (tatatatatata), jargon (when they approximate speech 

which does not make sense) to their first single word utterances. They may imitate 'I 
went to the park' and later realise the 'ed' rule, changing to the more mature 'I goed to 

the park' and then ascertain the exceptions to the rule reverting back to 'I went to the 
park'. The name of a person close to them may be applied to all adults at first as they 

make over generalisation. It is another step to realised that hat, coat and gloves are part 
of a higher subclass 'clothes'. Mathematics is complicated by the fact that as the child 

gets older, it experiences an increasing dependence of abstract symbolism. They must 
be taught to attach meaning to non-verbal symbols. Abercrombie (1969) observes that it 

is how to tell students what to look for without telling them what to see which is the 

dilemma of teaching. 

Sulton (1981) observed how the teacher's style can affect 'pupil expectation' 
within the classroom where they respond as they perceive the teacher wishes them to. 

The teacher may reformulate problems, change the direction of enquiry, ask a question 

following a pupil's response or simply respond to a pupil's idea with "good". This sets 

the patterns for the lessons, one of passing a set of algorithmic rules for carrying out 
tasks of various types. A more positive way forward would be to to ascertain whether 

words are going to be familiar to the class, investigate the ME/OE boundaries that is 

take more time over words which could cause confusion and basically to be aware of 

lexical familiarisation - this would appear to indicate that the teacher was prepared to 
move away from the expository mode. 

Ausubel (1969) said that the most important single factor influencing the learner 

is what the learner already knows. Harvey (1982) believes that 'knowing' is at the heart 

of language. Children know something only if their awareness of it has grown within 
themselves. No-one else can know it for the language and knowledge cannot be 

implanted, only created by them. He notes that linguistic statements in mathematics 

always cause difficulty and how drawings, diagrams and mental images may all be 

perceived differently by the individual child although the teacher may be hoping that 
they are essentially the same. Lopez-ReaI (1990) advises the use of metaphors in the 

learning process. There is nothing wrong with exploiting basic analogy further by 

identifying positive, neutral and negative aspects and the actuality that metaphor can 

throw-up challenges. However there could be hidden analogies which might be 
unexpected if not unwanted. What the children say is of importance because in their 

talk they proclaim images - rote counting can reinforce 'proper' linguistic vocabulary for 

instance. The study of metaphor and imagery has become a popular area of research in 

the late eighties. The 'risk factor' is such that if the imagery is to be meaningful it 
should (according to constructivists) depend on the learner's past experience. Harvey 
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comments that it is indeed useful to look at the way images are pushed around by 
learners. Discussion of mathematics is the central process in which clues are offered as 
to the way the learner operates. The teacher who encourages discussion and report from 

the children as they study mathematics may be alert to the kinds of image they use, and 
their total approach to the mathematics. The teacher does not have control over learner's 

past experiences however and possibly it would be better to elicit what meanings certain 
metaphors have for children; this would be to avoid ambiguity leading to 

misconceptions and incorrect understanding. 

4.1.3 Talking about mathematics 
Talking about mathematics helps children to understand and leam. It is easy to 

find examples of the 'specialised' form of language used in mathematics, often a very 
condensed, elegant form. The learner probably needs help to sort it out and that help 

could be in the form of talking about the various components and gradually unfolding 
their meanings. Individual words should be understood. Kerslake (1982) gives 

examples of children misunderstanding the word 'vertex' and asks when is the 'right' 
time to introduce correct mathematical terminology. Giving a verbatim definition is not 

useful, in fact Skemp (1971) said that mathematics could only be exemplified. Hart 
(1984) researched extensively into children's errors in mathematics much of which 

were as a result of linguistic misinterpretations, many thought for example that 
diagonally positioned 'right-angles' were not right angles as were those which were 

purposely drawn so that the box symbol was on the right. 
If symbols are repeatedly verbalised then a bond may be cemented where the 

symbol and idea are inextricably bound together. Text books often produce 'perfect' 
examples where there are none of the incorrect leads, the pauses for reflection, changes 

in direction which embody problem-solving in the 'real' world. The teacher should be 
in a position to fill in these missing strands, giving insight into the way mathematicians 

think. Talk can act as an aid to problem-solving, especially in a group situation. Fielker 
(1977) gives an example of workcards which have been honed down to a fine art over 

the years such that the child never has to question the teacher and thus no teacher 
interpretation is required. One wonders if this is the 'powerful, concise, unambiguous' 

mathematics which the Cockcroft Committee (1982) were extolling. 
Love & Tahta (1977) say that mathematics teaching involves the development of 

tools for observation and understanding that respect the indissoluble interaction of 
verbal and non-verbal communication. Discourse on conjecture is essential in the 

development of new mathematical ideas, indeed, mathematicians discussing a piece of 
work use an informal way of talking sometimes to the extent of personifying things. 

Aiken (1972) looked at the effect of child and/or teacher verbal behaviour and 
commented that being able to verbalise a 'concept' did not necessarily avoid ambiguity. 
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Certainly it would appear pedagogically sound to try and establish an congenial 

atmosphere during discussion so that children feel un threatened by asking questions 
and talking about their ideas. They should start from a position of knowledge and be 

able to feel that all their contributions will be valued and used in a constructive manner. 
An important point noted by Kerslake (1982) is that teachers need to adjust to the 

natural language and talk of the children in class if they expect the them to make 
allowances for the more formal language of mathematics - thus giving space for 

negotiation of meaning to occur. 

4. 1.4 General remarks 
From the above discussion, it would appear to be the case that mathematical text 

is harder to access than other curricular subjects. Once the child understands enough to 

gain meaning from the text then perhaps their learning experiences are similar to the rest 

of their timetable. The initial 'unlocking' mechanism is filled with new representations, 
words that have different meanings, mental imagery and questions/expositions written 

in a form the child is not used to seeing. Once partial comprehension is under way there 

are conjuring acts to be sorted out between deciphering what the teacher expects, new 

ideas and further continual introductions of symbols, reducing written representation to 
a 'purer' ever distilled version. 

Low-attaining children who may experience reading difficulties in any case, 

often appear to reach a plateau in mathematics where basic arithmetical algorithms (often 

in the verbal mode of communication or on a calculator) can be achieved but 'progress' 
which is related to gaining meaning from mathematical text virtually stops. Should the 

texts be altered inorder to make access a more viable proposition or would some argue 

that this has already been done and it is up to the teacher to encourage the child to 

succeed? Is this possible if the child experiences failure and frustration when asked to 
use 'simple' texts or workcards for example. The next section investigates the issue of 

'readability'. 

4.2 'Readability' 
Research began in the 1920s on the problem of how language is processed and 

effectively comprehended. Rather than build psychological models of language 

comprehension, researchers instead looked for statistical correlations between 

objectively observable features of texts and the reading levels of readers, as measured 
by standardised tests. This research led to the development of a number of 'readability' 

formulas. These represented a technical and conceptual advance at the time they were 

originated, making use of new techniques for measuring word frequency and reading 

ability and for computing statistical correlations. Yet, from their inception, researchers 

have also been aware of the limitations of using formulas, which are equations 
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involving certain constants and two or more measures derived from the text in question. 

The text properties usually are average sentence length, normally based on samples of 
100 words, and an estimate of work difficulty, typically based on syllable length or 

occurrence on a list of high-frequency words. 
In exploring the literature written on this topic, there seemed to be a partition 

between those who felt the use of readability formulas was justified as a measure of text 
comprehension and others who thought they were often inaccurate reflections of the 

difficulty of some texts. Part of the reason that this chapter has been included is due to 
the fact that the author decided to investigate the mathematical texts in relation to low

attaining children using a readability formula as a measure of text comprehension. This 
approach led to many discrepancies where infant workcards were impossible to obtain a 

readability measure from as there were not enough words and also, for example, some 
upper junior texts had a lower reading age than books designed for younger children. 

This situation was unsatisfactory and the question of 'readability' as a concept needed 
further clarification. Does the word itself actually mean anything or is it merely 

contrived technical term? Certainly when dealing with motivation, the child who is 
presented with an 'easy' text with regard to reading age may still not gain access to it 

simply because of low motivation or perhaps the visual representation of the text may 
not be appropriate. Similarly, a highly motivated child presented with a visually 

appealing text may well comprehend text which was thought to have too 'high' a 
readability level for them. In this way 'readability' does not seem to have any relevance 

at all. However, the next section looks at the work of Harrison (1984) and Gilliland 
(1972) who have written extensively on 'readability'. 

4.2.1 What is readability? 

Harrison (1984) justifies readability and the use of readability formulas, saying 
that there is a need for prediction in order to ascertain what makes a book difficult for a 

certain child. From that premise emanates the need for investigating what aspects of text 
difficulty can be measured. Reader factors are important such as reading age (although it 

is surely questionable as to the reliability of this), motivational levels and text factors 
such as legibility of print, illustrations and colour, vocabulary, conceptual difficulty 

(again this is difficult to assess one would have thought), syntax and organisation of the 
text itself. 

Is justified or unjustified text better? Should sans serif or serif be used - Tinker 
(1963) said as long as either was used consistently that it did not matter. Illustrations 

may sometimes be counter-productive as the text may have to be understood before 
gaining meaning from the drawings. Tinker (1966) found that black, blue and green 

were more legi ble to readers than red or orange indicating that colour does have an 
effect. A sentence consisting of familiar two and three letter words may not be as 
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straightforward as it appears, for example, , If she is as I am, I am to be as she is'. 

Simple vocabulary does not necessarily lead to easier comprehension. Harrison (1984) 

gives an example of conceptual difficulty when discussing refraction with a child. When 

the child was asked "What's refraction?" the reply was "when a stick is in water" or 

another of when a child is asked "What's a TV?" and they reply "The Widgits" or 

"We've got a television". Womack (1988) says that a noticeable feature of children 

thinking is observed in this tendency to define an object by a single property or use 

rather than attempting to give a more general definition. 

Syntax has a bearing on comprehension of text in that compressed sentences for 

example may not lead to increased ease of understanding. 'Substitute 3 for x' may not 

be as simple as "Put a 3 instead of x" for many children although it is a shorter word 

string. It has also been found that active tenses are more effective in conveying meaning 

rather than passive voices. For example, 'If a circle has radius of 4cm, what would be 

its diameter?' as compared to 'A circle has a radius of 4cm. What is its diameter?'. 

Introductory clauses and modal verbs such as 'might, could, may' can also cause 

difficulties according to researchers, as well as or in conjunction with probability 

words like 'usually, possibly' which lead to a sense of vagueness. 

The organisation of a text can affect its difficulty, Tinker (1963) said that bold 

type, underlining and italicising all contribute to improving comprehension. Ausubel 

(1960) talks of 'advance organisers' which incl~de the use of introductory paragraphs 

to aid the reader. Questions which are interspersed or placed at the end are better than 

those put at the beginning of the text. In order to obtain a very rough estimate of 

whether a book is too hard for a child at the primary level Harrison cites both the '5%' 

rule where if more than one uncorrected error in twenty words occurs in oral reading 

then the teacher should assume that the reading is too hard, and the '5-digit' test. This is 

where the child is encouraged to monitor itself by placing a finger on any words causing 

difficulty - more than 5 digits on a single page means the book is unsuitable for that 

particular child. Whether these methods are useful probably depends on the individual 

teacher and how they choose to interpret the results. 

Gilliland (1972) defines readability in terms of comprehension of words, 

phrases and ideas, fluency and interest, the latter he feels is critical. Readability is a 

problem of matching, according to Gilliland. On the one hand there is a collection of 

individuals with given interests and reading skills. On the other hand, there is a range of 

books and other reading materials, differing widely in content, style and complexity. 

The extent to which the books can be read with profit will be largely detennined by the 

way in which the sides are matched. The process of matching has come to known as 

'readability', which Gilliland admits could be an unnecessarily 'coined' word but hopes 

that it is actually a convenient label to describe a particular kind of study and to refer to a 

clearly definable concept which has many applications. 
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Several definitions of 'readability' have arisen including Dale and Chall (1948) 

which states that: 

'In the broadest sense, readability is the sum (including 
interactions) of all those elements within a given piece of 

printed material that affects the success which a group of 
readers have with it. The success is the extent to which they 
understand it, read it at optimum speed and find it 
interesting' . 

Dale & Chall (1948) pp37-54 

McLaughlin (1968) argues that readability is best defined as 'the degree to which a 
given class of people find certain reading matter compelling and, necessarily, 

'comprehensible'. This definition emphasises characteristics of the reader as well as the 
degree of 'compellingness' of the text 

4.2.2 Comprehension and the use of readability formulas 

Harrison (1984) suggests that readability is an attribute of texts and 
comprehension is an attribute of readers. He takes a pragmatic view of comprehension 

saying that the 'only course' open to finding a workable definition of children's 
understanding is to elicit some response which will allow researchers to infer something 
about mental processes and understanding. Harrison says that it is very difficult to 
design a test which does this. Different tests can lead to different types of processing 

causing the reader to exhibit different aspects of their overall linguistic competence. 
Klare (1963) advocated the value of pooled subjective opinions of text difficulty in 

readability work - different groups of teachers were found to be in close agreement for 
example (Harrison 1979). Another way is to look at the percentage of correct answers 

as a readability index. It has been used specifically in the prediction of readability. 
American teachers have traditionally assumed that material on which a child can 

correctly answer 75% of comprehension test questions is suitable for supervised 
instruction. Passages on this or easier levels are said to be at the child's instructional 

level. Passages for which the reader can correctly answer 90% of test questions are said 
to be at the independent level, that is they can be studied without the teacher's direct 

support. The problem with the 75% and 90% criteria is that they can only be used after 
a test has been constructed and administered which is why formulas were developed. 

A formula is limited if it can do no more than rank passages in order of 
difficulty. Harrison (1984) suggests that what is needed is a formula which will assign 

a grade level or an age level to a passage using a .50% criterion level. This means that 
the researcher establishes the average reading level of children who can get half the 
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comprehension questions correct on a particular passage, and over a large number of 

passages a pattern emerges of the relationshi p between the variables incl uded in a 
formula and the comprehension scores of a population of children of different ages. 

This procedure describes in a general way the genesis of most of the best-known 
readability formulas. The use of the 50% criterion relates to the need to make 

predictions about the difficulty an average reader of a particular age would be likely to 
have with a specific text. A brief synopsis of some of the most popular readability 

formulas is given in Appendix 2. There is one case of a 100% criterion being used with 
the SMOG formula [simple-measure of gobbledegook], McLaughlin (1969) claimed 
that his formula predicts the reading level necessary to ensure 'complete 
comprehension' - one wonders how it is possible to be certain that anyone ever achieves 

this goal from a passage. Validation studies using pooled subjective judgments as a 
criterion have generally found high correlation between experts' assessments and scores 

on formulas derived from comprehension test data. What are the problems of using 
formula according to those who advocate their use? 

4.2.3 Formulas, problems and text difficulty 

According to supporters for the use of formulas, their main function is one of 
prediction. They use generally established connections between certain text factors and 

actual difficulty as a means of predicting difficulty in other passages. Harrison (1984) 
admits that although they rely on the parameters of word frequency and sentence length, 

no constructor would say there is a perfect correlation between their formula and actual 
difficulty. Validation of the formulas needs to be carefully considered and there are other 

variables that affect comprehension such as the reader's own behaviour in terms of 
reading speed and interest level. 

Injudicious use of the formulas can lead to anomalous results - the FOG formula 
for example gave a reading age of greater than 16 years for the 'Yellow Hat' series of 

infant books, due to the long sentence lengths. The fact that readability scores are 
determined by word and sentence length means that even if there are short sentences, it 

will not necessarily make the text more comprehensible as mentioned earlier. Fry who 
developed the Fry Graph (see Appendix 3) for obtaining a readability index said that 

formulas had led to the production of an immense number of unreadable text books. 
The Avon Resources for Learning Development, RLDU, discovered that using 

readability data at the authorship stage can cause problems. Teachers started to change 
the word and sentence length to decrease the reading age for low-attainers and 

produced prose which the readers could not understand because it was disjointed and 
incomprehensible. Rewriting more simply is not an easy task and it is naive to assume 

that reading difficulty can be automaticall y reduced by mani pulating sentence and word 
lengths. Interestingly, even the best and most appropriately used formulas all have a 
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standard error of plus or minus 0.85 of a year. Therefore readability measures can be 

regarded as approximations rather than precise graduations. Teacher's opinions and 
author's judgment are very important in determining the accuracy of reading levels. 

Harrison says that the fact that readability formulas are often used in inappropriate 
ways is not an argument for prohibiting their use. This is in direct contrast to other 

researchers and will be followed up in section 4.2.5. He continues that what it does 
imply is that there is a need for more information about when and how such measures 

shoul d be used. 
The importance of the curriculum needs to be borne in mind whcn discussing 

readability - how is the material going to be used? Is it for teaching in groups or 
integrated into the rest of the class's work? If the material is going to be rewritten then it 

should be workable, worthwhile and relevant. For example, if time is available, it has 
been found useful to ask the children's opinions of any reworked material, underlining 

words which they found hard/easy in different colours or even getting them to rewrite it 
themselves. 

Text difficulty can be thought of in terms of vocabulary, syntax and other 
factors such as organisation and interest levels. According to people such as Harrison 

and Gilliland, vocabulary is the single most closely connected factor associated with 
difficulty in a passage. The policy of changing specific vocabulary for low-attainers 

may appear to be the way forward but many would argue that the child will not be 
exposed to any new technical terms for example which are an integral part of the 

curricular subject matter. Making words 'simpler' may lead to the child having an 
artificial vocabulary bank which is not useful when they have to deal with written 

materials outside the school environment. Klare (1975) studied what made wri ting 
readable, he discovered there were several parameters as indicated in Figure 4.2. 

Technical terms present a particular problem; many would put the meaning in brackets 
or above/below the new word to 'encourage' understanding. Does this lead to the child 

merely reading the 'easier' word and perhaps ignoring the unfamiliar word? Apart from 
vocabulary, syntax is another factor involved when examining text difficulty. Harrison 

(1984) comments that it is not easy to offer specific guidelines on this aspect and 
advises teachers to ask colleagues and students, which he feels is of greater value. 

Other agents which may make text more comprehensible are organised writing, 
a lack of vagueness and making the work more pertinent to the reader such as using 
'you' rather than 'one' or pitching at the instructional Icvel which is impersonal. 
Haziness can be illustrated when the text says 'quite a bit' for example or 'just about'. 

This has been found to lead to poor comprehensibility. Explaining links between 
sentences or passages is helpful such as 'therefore' or 'because' as opposed to 'and' or 

'but'. Probably the most pertinent point to be aware of is the need to avoid irrelevancy, 
often the shortest deliveries of writing are the best remembered. 
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Figure 4.2 

* 

* 

What makes readable writing? (K1are 1975) 

Word frequency and familiarity 

- words of high frequency and/or familiarity contribute to 
readable writing 

Word length 

- shorter words tend to make writing more readable 

* Association value 

- words which call upon other words quickly and easily add 
to making writing more readable 

* Concrete-abstractness 

- concrete words, which easily arouse an image in the mind 
contribute more to readable writing than words which do not 

* Active verbs versus nominalisations 

* 

- active verb forms such as 'consider' instead of 'the 
consideration of' tend to make writing more readable 

Pronouns and other anaphora 

- words or phrases that refer back to a previous word may 

be a source of difficulty. It is thought clarifying and limiting 

their use may help make writing more accessible. Also the use 

anaphora such as 'which' and phrases like 'as defined earlier' 

may lead to unnecessary confusion. 
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It appears that there are three groups of factors involved when investigating the 

area of text difficulty. Those connected with prose and style of which there are over 160 
different varieties. Secondly the factors concerning the context in which the material is 

to be used. Lastly, those based around the nature of audience competence. This, 
according to those who favour the use of readability formulas, can be ascertained from 

the children's own opinions or cloze testing on potential sheets. A multivariable formula 
is of less use than one which uses just two variables, sentence and word length, which 

is effective in practice. Passages with a low readability score are supposed to be easier 
to understand than a comparable passage with a higher score and when 'free-reading', 

the level of readability may play a significant factor in encouraging or discouraging the 
reader. However, in the case of mathematical text, an overruling force which has to be 

taken into consideration is the child's individual interest and motivational level. 

4.2.4 Interestlmotivationallevel and mathematical text 
Schnayer (1969) said that increased motivation had a more more marked effect 

on less good readers than on average readers. They may jump the equivalent of 2 years 
provided they are sufficiently motivated. This leads to the question of what happens 

when this occurs - how is their approach different if they are poorly motivated? It is 
difficult to demonstrate this experimentally but peripheral factors such as style and 

nature of the content must be important. The Schools Council Effective Use of Reading 
team (Lunzer & Gardner 1979) found in their readability survey that there were 

differences in interest level not only in certain subjects, but between boys and girls, and 
between the two age-groups used - first and fourth year secondary children. Two 

hundred children rated texts which had been used with their own age-group in another 
school district. The most relevant point arising from this with regard to mathematics 

was that at both year levels, mathematics texts were rated as the most boring reading 
matter. Harrison cautions that teachers need to be aware of the difficulties under which 

poorly motivated readers may be working under. Even if readability formulas have 
helped to match books to readers effectively, they do not make the books/worksheets 

more interesting for the child. 
The above survey also found that the texts in the schools were not excessively 

difficult, in fact the mathematics texts were the easiest of the four major subject areas as 
illustrated in Figure 4.3. However, at first year level only 5 samples of analysable 

mathematical prose were collected. Harrison admits that if a worksheet contains no 
more that the occasional 'expand' or 'solve for x' it is not possible to apply any 

readability measure other that the FORCAST formula (see App.3) which has no 
sentence-length variable, and even this really requires 150-word samples. He observes 

that while it may be that there are many difficul t mathematics textbooks in print, it 
seemed that teachers were tending not to use them in classes. The fact that the material 
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Figure 4.3 

Readability survey results at first and fourth year secondary levels 

=========================================================== 

First year Fourth year 

Number Reading Standard Number Reading Standard 

of Level Deviation of Level Deviation 

passages (years) passages (years) 

English 17 12.4 1.2 23 12.9 1.4 

Mathematics 5 11.3 0.6 15 12.7 1.7 

Science 9 13.5 2.3 12 14.0 1.8 

Social 22 13.0 2.3 22 14.1 2.2 
studies 

Average 53 12.73 72 13.60 

=========================================================== 

Results derived from Aesch formula grade scores 
From the schools council Effective use of Reading project (Lunzer & Gardner 1979) 
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was of such low-motivational value must surely be one of the reasons for this. If 

worksheets/textbooks were used then there was practically no emphasis on expository 
prose. The lessons focussed on operations rather than concepts and the prose generally 

consisted of instructions to do a task rather than explanation or comment 
Johnson (1957) as cited in K1are (1963) said that instructions for tasks came 

under 'problem material' but were easier to read than 'expository or enrichment 
material'. Therefore the mathematical texts survey could have been artificially depressed 

by the non-expository prose, and while the prose encountered by children is supposedly 
not complex, this could indicate a possible source of difficulty later on. Finally, poor 

motivation is a problem in mathematics of which teachers are aware - the survey 
showed that allied to the stereotyped view (which many acquire) that the subject as a 

whole is boring, is the fact that nearly all the text samples were problems or tasks to be 
completed. There was no trace of human interest or fun. Harrison says that this must 

surely be a case for greater use of 'fascinating material from the wider world of 
mathematics'. He cites the Call & Wiggin (1974) paper where an English teacher took 

over a two-week unit on linear equations without any prior knowledge of algebra. 
When results were compared with the mathematics teacher, the group taught by the 

English teacher showed a clear advantage. The authors concluded that a developmental 
reading programme which included specialist subject areas was necessary for all 

children, because even fluent readers had difficulty with the reading in mathematics. 
It is hard to understand what argument Harrison is putting forward in relation to 

mathematical texts and readability formulas. He gives an example of mathematics texts 
being the 'easiest' in terms of F1esch formula scores, then reasons as to why this may 

actually be a depressed value. He says that there are not enough words upon which to 
use any other formula apart from FORCAST, and finally appears to blame the 

mathematics teachers themselves for not broadening the reading curriculum in 
mathematics beyond tasks and instructions. He concludes that 'by training' 

mathematicians are encouraged to prefer elegance and conciseness but this in turn may 
lead them to write textbook prose which contains less redundancy than is present in 

other subject areas. The construct for most formulas as mentioned earlier is 50% on the 
McCaIl-Crabbs test passages and this is some distance away from total comprehension. 

Skipping a word or misreading will not have the damaging effect on overall 
comprehension in geography, for example, but may alter the meaning drastically in the 

case of mathematics. Why bother using the formulas at all, in that case? In discussing 
arguments as to the readability scores of mathematical texts, the fact that children did not 

find them appealing seems to have been lost. The next section looks at reasons for 
ignoring readability formulas altogether - citing those who feel that they are an invalid 

statistical tool. 
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4.2.5 Readability fonnulas.linguistic complexity & text comprehension 

A readability fonnula is a method of assigning to a text a numerical estimate of 
'readability' variously defined as 'ease of reading', 'interest' or 'ease of understanding' 

(Gilliland 1972). Because it is intended as a quick and convenient measurement, the 
typical fonnula takes into account only certain measurable aspects of a text such as word 

difficulty and average sentence length. Rubin (1988) comments that the prospect of 
being able to measure the readability of a text with a simple formula is enticing. 

Unfortunately fonnulas fail in many of their applications. This is due to an interaction 
between two fundamental problems. First, the fact that readability formulas contradict 

much of current knowledge about reading and the reading process. They thus have an 
invalidity that, at best, limits their usefulness. Second, they have been used in many 

ways that make the situation worse, violating assumptions that are necessary for any 
proper use of the fonnulas. Taken together, these considerations suggest that readability 

fonnulas are inappropriate as practical tools either for matching individual children to 
texts or for providing guidelines for writers, two of their most common uses. 

One problem is that fonnulas do not measure all the factors that influence the 
comprehensibility of a text. Because most of the fonnulas include only sentence length 

and word difficulty as factors, they can account only indirectly for factors which may 
make a particular text difficult, such as syntactic complexity, discourse cohesion 

characteristics, the number of inferences required, the number of items to remember, the 
complexity of ideas, rhetorical structure and style. Further, since formulas are 

measurements based on a text isolated from the context of its use, they cannot reflect 
reader-specific factors such as motivation, interest, values or purpose. Rubin says that 

'each reading event is a transaction'. The meaning which emerges depends on far more 
than simple text factors. Focussing on variables such as sentence length contravenes 'i 

much of what is known about how purpose, background and inference affect 
communication. Despite the warnings of many readability researchers (GiIIiland, 1972; 

Redish, 1979) the fonnulas are used for passages which they are not intended to be 
used on, and they are used in a prescriptive fashion to alter otherwise honestly written 

text. 
To some extent, the formulas encode cultural bias, since the word lists they use 

are derived from school materials and other texts that are strongly representative of 
white middle-class America. Thus, for a reader of the appropriate cultural background a 

readability formula estimate may be more accurate than it is for another. Since cultural 
difference is correlated with reading difficulty, the formulas give their least accurate 

estimates for the lowest attaining readers. The ultimate judge of readability is the reader, 
not a fonnula. Their use should be carefully circumscribed and they are at best viewed 

as 'statistical approximations' which provide rough categorisations of difficulty for 
texts, but which may easily fail to be valid in any specific context - mathematics being a 
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case in point. 
According to Anderson & Davison (1988), the criteria associated with fonnulas 

are comprehension measures which are generally the least sensitive to specific features 

of language. Fonnulas are misleading guides for editing a text to reduce its difficulty. 
They do not include those features of language which actually contribute directly to 

difficulty in comprehension. As mentioned in 4.2.3 Harrison and other researchers feel 
that sentence length and word difficulty are as 'effective in practice' as perhaps any 

other parameters. But the argument is based on more than just average sentence length 
and word difficulty. Word difficulty is only a problem for low-attainers or 'poor 

decoders'. It has been ascertained that most long, infrequent words do not cause 
increased text difficulty since partial clues as to their meaning are used by the reader. 

Randall (1988) categorically rejects word length as a measure of text difficulty. She says 
that if a subject's difficulty with morphologically complex agents were due to noun 

length then it would be because these agents were longer than the morphologically 
simple agent words. In fact her research showed that they were almost identical. 

Jenkins, Pany and Schreck (1978) found that directly instructed children learning 
difficult vocabulary did no better than those who were left to cope with unknown words 

by themselves, giving impetus to the opinion that word difficulty is not as important a 
direct cause of text difficulty as might have been assumed when looking at readability 

fonnula The 'use what is better than nothing' attitude is based on 'shallow empiricism' 
according to Anderson & Davison. Morphological complexity cannot be said to have a 

constant effect on text comprehension. It can contribute to text difficulty, while under 
other conditions it actually facilitates processing. 

Sentence length accounts for a very small percentage variation in the 
comprehension of texts. Results from Davison, Wilson & Hermon (1985) suggest that 

long sentences are comprehended as well as short sentences again except for poor 
decoders again. Connectives in sentences are not necessarily what makes a long 

sentence difficult. There is a body of evidence which suggests that, far from being a 
source of difficulty, the presence of conjunctions facilitates comprehension, particularly 

when two clauses could be connected in more that one way. Therefore, features of 
sentence structures cannot be used as absolute indicators that the sentence will be 

complex, as it is not possible to replace the length measure with some other direct 
measure of complexity, no matter how detailed and sensitive. Trying the fonnula in 

reverse is often disastrous - using shorter sentences and less complex morphology does 
not necessarily increase comprehension. 

Sentence length and word difficulty may appear to be powerful indicators of 
complexity because of the inappropriate use of an aggregate statistical model. It is the 

interactions between the properties of the individual with the properties of the text 
which should be investigated. If a low-attainer is not motivated, then word-decoding 
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places an even heavier burden on their processing capacity. However, if the text 

presented has been carefully chosen taking into account the individual reader's prior 
knowledge of the subject matter and its 'interestingness' then there is more chance of 

increased understanding. Davison (1988) comments that school texts are 'unnaturally 
simple'. The inappropriateness of the statistical model used gives an exaggerated 

impression of the contribution of linguistic factors in the text to ease or difficulty of 
comprehension. As far as those against the use of readability formulas are concerned, 

sentence length and word difficulty should be treated as random factors only. 
One of the faulty assumptions which is at the basis of most readability formula 

criterion is that reading is a passive process in which the reader decodes text to obtain 
meaning - that is, a 'bottom-up' model. This has the effect of choosing samples on 

purely syntactic and lexical features and applying the formula regardless of the task 
involved. Baker (1988) observes that currently it is thought that reading is not simply 

finding the meaning in the text but rather that meaning is generated based on the text 
representation and world knowledge. Understanding is founded on the information 

goals of the reader, their knowledge of the subject matter and the representation of the 
information in the text. Providing a schema for the reader to gain context and ideas of 

what the text is about helps the understanding process. If new text has the same schema 
then their personalised strategies should yield positive transfer of information. 
Traditionally, readability formula have not taken into account prior knowledge and 
interrelationship of text with reader. This has led to inappropriate and inadequate 
prediction of comprehension. 

Revision of text to make the sentences shorter, for example, encourages 

increased use of anaphora which immediately causes a decrease in comprehension, 
especially for low-attainers. Green & Olsen (1988) researched into whether adapted 

materials really were easier to understand. They concluded that they were not 
significantly so and questioned how children were expected to learn to cope with 

unfamiliar words and syntactic constructions if they were not exposed to their use at 
some stage. Green also found that children preferred the original, unadapted stories, 

the low attainers in particular expressed this feeling. 
There have been several theories involving text analysis, complexity and 

comprehension. Miller & Kintsch (1980) have attempted to develop text analysis 
schemes more appropriate to the active processing model of reading. They analysed text 

into propositions and used these to build a meaning structure. Frequency of occurrence 
of propositions and the limits of short-term memory in holding sequences of 

propositions play important roles in determining comprehensibility. Meyer (1975) 
proposed another theory along similar lines. Baker (1988) says that these theories fail 

(as it would seem any test analysis system must fail), to provide a generalizable 
methodology for adequately indexing the readability of a text for a particular audience. 
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She wishes to develop effective strntegies for audience testing using real scenarios. 

Kemper (1988) put forward the idea of a knowledge-based approach to text 
comprehension by analysing texts as causally connected chains of actions, physical 

states and mental states. The 'event-chain' model explains 'who did what to whom 
.. and why' by describing causal antecedents and consequences of characters' actions 
and of natural and social processes. Her model suggests that texts are difficult to 
understand when knowledge is required to make causal inferences. One direct 

implication of the event-chain model is that comprehension is likely to be impaired 
whenever a reader must infer missing causal connections. Gaps corresponding to such 

missing causal connections will occur in a text if not all of the actions, physical states 
and mental states in the underlying event chain are explicitly stated in the text 

Craik & Shankweiler (\988) did some research on reading acquisition and from 
that asked the question as to whether subsidiary linguistic mechanisms were part of the 

problem rnther than the linguistic structures themselves. They looked at good readers 
and compared them with poorer ones. The latter experienced difficulties in 

understanding complex sentences even when they were presented in sJXlken form. This 
was possibly due to differences in the efficiency of their working memory. Working 

memory limitations inhibits higher-level processing of text by slowing down word 
decoding and making it less accurate. Craik & Shankweiler speculate that the control 

component of verbal memory is the site of the primary problem. In all events, the 
memory constraint would be expected to show up beyond sentence boundaries, that is 

in relating anaphora to their antecedents. Working memory restrictions create a 
bottleneck that prevents use of higher level processing systems, effectively stopping 

proper comprehension of what is read. In searching for referents, the children use the 
minimal distance strntegy which often leads them astray as they are basing their premise 

on proximity rather than hierarchical structures. Therefore poor decoders must have 
support in improving their skills in recognising printed words. The implications of the 

work of Craik & Shankweiler are that sentence structures do not need simplification 
since very young children can produce complex sentences in appropriately controlled 

conditions. Children also perceived simplified sentences as unnatural. The authors 
caution that complex syntactic structures when used in reading materials should appear 

in contexts to satisfy the presuppositions of their use if comprehension is to be 
achieved. 

4.2.6 Observations 

A great deal of research has been done to investigate children's understanding of 
text and how they read. Readability formula have been said to be nothing more than 

inadequate tools based on incorrect parameters. Many other external factors are 
enmeshed in linguistic comprehension. The text i !self in t.erms of presentation is 
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important as is the child's interest level and motivation. Theories have been developed to 

give alternative 'measures' but there are so many of these that it is not possible to say 
with confidence which is the most credible working hypothesis at present. It may be 
that the pragmatic approach is the most viable - choose 'what works' yet Davison 
(1988) criticises this as 'shallow empiricism'. In essence the area of 'readability' and 

the connotations surrounding it are problematic. Although this is easy to say, in relation 
to mathematics texts there is a very real case for further research. The theories on 

working memory seem pertinent to children learning mathematics as does the approach 
based on accepting the child's own prior knowledge base. Mathematics texts seem to 

have been labelled as 'boring' by children and teachers alike in numerous schools. If 
this is the case then what chance has the low-attainer when accessing the text? 

Motivation and the 'compellingness' of the written text are paramount when 
encouraging children to read but so too is enjoyment - this has not been mentioned in 

the research covered. 

4.3 The presentation of mathematical text and graphics 
4.3.1 Visuallanguage 

Mathematics uses several different methods of visual presentation incl uding 
tables, graphs, diagrams, plans & maps, and pictorial representations. The low

attaining child is faced with a complex array of skills necessary to decode these 
messages. Twyman (1979) suggested a two-dimensional classification of visual 

language which takes into account the degree of regularity of eye movement needed. 
(see Figure 4.4). Most mathematical visual language in neither linear not even arranged 

in a linear order with breaks at the ends of lines - Twyman's calls this 'linear 
interrupted'. Illustrations and diagrams may need less structured processing than does 

prose. The order in which the parts of a diagram are examined may make little 
difference to the message it conveys, provided that the whole of the diagram is read. 

The main structure of any piece of mathematical writing is provided by the prose 
text; illustrative matter such as pictures, graphs and diagrams is normally structured in 

relation to the prose reading matter. Shuard & Rothery (1984) classify illustrative matter 
in terms of three levels, decorative, related but non-essential and essential. These are 

self-explanatory. One of the major difficulties experienced by low-attainers is sorting 
out which bits of illustration are relevant and which can be effectively ignored. A 'busy' 

page can be a source of worry for poor decoders as they may not be sure if they should 
take into account everything presented on the page. 

Both text and graphical material require detailed processing, decorative and non
essential illustrations need less processing. This presupposes that the child has been 

able to sort out the differences initially. Shuard & Rothery (1984) say that exercises, 
exposition and essential illustrations involve 'detailed processing' whereas only global 
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processing is necessary for 'metalanguage', signals and decorative/non-essential 

illustrations. This is not a satisfactory method of viewing this area since the child is 
regarded as the passive reader, thus ignoring any interactional factors between the text 

and child. Suffice it to say that an ability to sort is a prerequisite to understanding due to 
the many different types of visual representations of text in mathematics. 

The positioning of mathematical illustrations is also important with regard to the 
eye movements of the child. It should be clear which diagrams refer to the relevant lines 

of text. Tracking of eye movements has shown that columns, boxed illustrations and 
numbering of exercises have different directional requirements compared to reading 

prose. Scale can be confusing since sometimes diagrams are drawn to scale and at other 
times a sketch is used. Again this can be especially misleading for the low-attainer as 

can the conventions of shading/colouring and pictorial representations. Campbell (1981) 
has studied children to see how they interpret pictures which use conventional 

indications of motion to show the joining together or partitioning of sets. The research 
indicated three stages in the children's interpretation, keying in to a single item, listing 

the objects in the picture and starting to see motion and relationship. The conventions 
when using symbols such as dotted lines to show the 'back' of a 3D cuboid for 

example or loops with arrows on for jumping along the number line all have to be 
brought to the child's attention. 

Pictures and diagrams used in mathematical text have their own conventions, 
which children need to become familiar with. If a child does not understand all that is 

implied by the graphic language of the mathematical text as well as the words and prose 
then her grasp of what is supposed to be conveyed will not be secure. Much more 

specific teaching is necessary with low-attainers, pointing out conventions and drawing 
their attention to specific points. An example of errors occurring when numbering axes 

is shown in Figure 4.5, an instance where explicit instruction is necessary. It is vital 
when using a textbook with a class to check beforehand whether there are any 

illustrations or diagrams which could cause confusion. A child could sit through an 
entire lesson being confused over one irrelevant area of difficulty pertaining to the visual 

representation of the material, something which is easily avoided with thought. 
Applying readability formulas to mathematical text is not a fruitful exercise. 

There are problems in deciding how to cope with visual language - what to do with an 
'essential' diagram for example and even trying cloze procedure is difficult. Deleting 

every seventh word to estimate predictability when that word could be 'multiply' or a 
symbol is time-consuming and can be subjective - different users employ different 

conventions leading to an inconsistency in results. Assessing infant workcards again 
presents the problem of 'not enough words' so any score obtained is negated by the 

conditions necessary to use the formula. The results using the same text but different 
formulas or different people administering the formulas are often inconsistent and 
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anomalous. Readability fonnula developed in the USA for mathematical text by Kane 

(1974) suffer from the same defects as some of the standard readability fonnulas for 
Ordinary English prose, not giving a predicted reading age and the recommended 

procedure is tedious and impracticable to carry out on a limited time scale. Whether 
there is any point in pursuing a British mathematical readability formula is debatable. 

The time could probably be spent on more important areas such as improving the quality 
of texts already in existence and encouraging the development of language skills in 

mathematics to help children gain better access to text. 

4.3.2 Visual appearance of text 
The layout of text is a crucial factor in allowing children access to the material. 

If the appearance is cluttered, full of unnecessary signals and the illustrations too large 
then this can lead to problems. The Schools Mathematics Project text books in 1965 

were visually pleasing but far too large for putting in children's bags and often ended up 
a tattered mess. They had hard covers and large graphics but were replaced with smaller 

books with flexible covers - another example of where readability of text pales into 

insignificance when compared to practical considerations. If a 'landscape' fonnat where 

the width of the page is larger than the length is used by publishers, then it is customary 
to have more than one column since a single long line of print is too much for the eye to 

take in at a glance. Too many columns on a page can lead to confusion since the children 
may not know where to go next. 

The way diagrams and illustrations are arranged in relation to the text is also a 
noticeable feature of layout. Is it better to place them to the right or left, below or above? 

It has been shown by the Typography Unit of the University of Reading (Smith & 

Watkins 1972) that there is little or no significant difference in the comprehension of a 

passage whatever the relative positions of the text and diagrams were varied. The 
presence of the diagrams themselves did have a marked improvement on learning. 

Obviously they should not be placed a long way from the text to which it refers. Type 
styles may affect a child's comprehension if they are inconsistent. As mentioned 

previously, if serif is used then it should not be changed to sans serif; similarly 
confusions can arise from the letter '1', the number' l' and lower case 'I' in some types, 

also the curly 'x ' with the straight ·x'. The use of the '/' or solidus can complicate 

things unnecessarily where sharing is involved especially with younger children. There 

is evidence that text set entirely in upper case letters is less legible than text in lower case 
and for emphasis, a bold typeface is easier to read than an italic type/ace. When 

inspecting texts it may be useful to bear these points in mind. 
Colour is not an easy parameter to quantify when looking at the visual 

appearance of text. The publisher decides partly on economic grounds which colours 
are to be used and how many. Each colour needs an additional print stage. Many books 
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Specific teaching may be necessary to draw attention to the numbering of the axes. 
The above diagrams indicate some of the errors which may occur. 
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are printed in colour, which leads to significantly better understanding. It has been 

found that children prefer bright colours, especially red and blue. In general, a good use 
of colour does help children to read the page easily and makes it more attractive. The 

effect is more pronounced with younger children and low-attainers in particular find 
good colour reading material a great help. However, a melee of unrelated colours can 

prove disorientating for many low-attainers. 
Shuard & Rothery (1984) tried to informally gauge the effects on children on 

using different layouts in a page of mathematics text. They questioned them as to which 
was the best and what they would do to improve upon the layouts. Low-attainers who 

chose a handwritten sheet completed the work better than children of equal ability who 
chose typescript. Those children who preferred the typescript said it was neater, easier 

to follow, looked more like an ordinary maths book and made the worked example seem 
more straightforward. Those who liked the handwritten version said it looked 'more 

real', and was more interesting because it seemed' less like maths'. These latter 
comments are significant given the emphasis on using word processors instead of 

handwritten sheets to help low-attainers. In general, Shuard & Rothery found that 
children of differing abilities responded differently to the layout of a page. 

4.4 Comments on current texts in relation to low-attainers 

Much has been written on how to improve not only the 'reading ability' of 
children but also the state of the 'written materials' available to teachers. Whilst it is 

pertinent that children actually need to be taught the skills of mathematical reading by 
teasing out the words, phrases, unknown symbols and so forth as mentioned in Section 

4.1, it is also a fact that teachers do not have a great deal of time to deliberate over 
whether a page they are going to use from a textbook is going to cause additional 

difficulties for any low-attaining children in the class. Further, there is still a great deal 
of debate as indicated in Section 4.2 as to whether it is possible to 'teach' children to 

improve their comprehension since there is much contention over the meaning of 
'comprehending text'. It is possible however to give some practical eXamples of text 

pages which may cause difficulties and also from these to encourage a positive working 
practice when producing worksheets for children. The points noted are not exhaustive 

but may be useful when having to scan a number of texts when choosing schemes for a 
school or noting what to try to avoid when preparing individualised material for 

children. 

4.4.1 Layout & Numbering 
*Sheet 1 

This is an example of a 'cluttered' confusing layout. The graphics are not 
aligned to the text which starts on the right-hand side of the page and continues after 
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being broken up by various pictures over to the left-hand side. The length of the 

columns used is inconsistent and it is debatable whether a low-attaining child could 

make use of the examples given the form in which they have been presented. There are 

too many different directions of eye movement required to read this page. 
·Sheet 2 

An apparently 'fun' double-page spread which has a multi-coloured display. The 
skills required to extract meaning from these pages include finding the questions as they 

are scattered variously over the spread - ordered 1,3,6 on the first page and 2,4,5,7 on 
the second page. Complex sorting skills are needed to find the function machine which 

is small and not clearly defined - a low-attaining child would not be confident that they 
had found the 'correct' thi ng. 

*Sheet 3 
The tables on this sheet are very small for a low-attaining child to copy and just 

this activity may consume most of their time in the lesson trying to 'get the sizes right'. 

The A and B format can easily be confused with the scattered lettering of the diagrams 

[A->D] which occurs twice on one page. In general the page looks disorganised and 
unclear. 

·Sheet 4 
Although this page is revision, the layout is unappealing, squashed and 

generally poor. The tables are not uniform, the use of typeface is erratic and the 

numbering of the questions would seem to suggest that #25 ought to be #13. Extensive 

eye movements are required and left and right use of justification is confusing. 

*Sheet 5 

This page is a classic example of poor numbering - Section B starts with 1,2,3 

and 4,5,6 written horizontally followed by Section A [again confusing for a child] 

going 1,2, then 3,4 horizontally in pairs and finishing with a vertical 1 to 10. Asking a 
child to 'do the maths' and follow the numbering can be worrying for low-attainers and 

this type of inconsistency is not necessary. 

*Sheet 6 

There are too many types of numbering on this page, Cl, (a), (i) and the (a) and 
(b) notations are repeated four times on the same page. This is making the exercise 

harder than it might be for the child. Again, there are too many diagrams and the page is 

confusing as a result. 

4.4.2 Confusing graphics 

*Sheet 7 
There are difficulties arising from the fact that the length arrow in the diagrams 

seems to go off into the distance - both are of similar length but refer to different 
measurements. The use of the vertical distance arrow on drawing (d) is clearer than just 
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having the measurement written near the lines without the additional help of exact 

placement 

*Sheet 8 
Read in isolation, it is not immediately obvious as to the relevance of the 

drawings of fruit at the top of the page. A low-attaining child might worry about the fact 

that lemons, strawberries, pears and plums were not mentioned in the text. Another 

point is that the question is talking about boxes, bags and crates - the space for the 

answer is box-shaped. It would have helped had the drawings illustrated the containers 

in a 'real-world' manner so that a low-attainer might have gained further understanding 

from the context 

*Sheet 9 

This is one of the most confusing sheet of mathematical text for a low-attainer to 

try and access. The layout is poor, the numbering directions inconsistent [Section 8 is 

different from Sections A & Cl, and the snake question marks are totally irrelevant. The 

whole page presents as a major sorting exercise - something which low-attainers find 

difficult, picking up on redundant material. The authors have tried to emphasise the 

difference between the typeset '1' and the handwritten curly'!' for litres. Question 2 in 

Section 8 is surrounded by bubbles and animals. Unfortunately, even the mathematics 

is suspect since the assumption in Section A is that ten small jugs [irrespective of their 

size!] must fill the 1 litre container. The low-attainer would be confused by the carefully 

drawn small jugs and may even think eleven are required. The fact that the elephant 

indicates that the small jug holds the 'same as 100 of these millilitre measures' in the 

next section seems to be disconnected from 'A' by the box. 

*Sheet 10 
This has been included to show how a piece of text could be changed to hel p the 

low-attainer. It would be easier to enlarge each section and present them separately, thus 

avoiding the confusion of wondering whether the four parts should somehow be joined 

by something. A pencil could be drawn under the fifty pence to show the child that they 

were expected to write a number there and on the other lines. A fifty pence price tag 

could be annotated onto the cabbage and then three cabbages drawn over the writing. 

Similarly for the other fruit - this information would help reduce confusion without 

taking any mathematics out of the question. 

*Sheet 11 

One can see why the low-attaining child might have difficulties with this page. 

There are four diagrams in section A and two questions. The larger and smaller cuboid 

could be anywhere [not labelled at all] and the presentation of the 'method' is 

inadequate. There is an abundance of equals, brackets, funny dotted writing, 'long' 

subtraction signs and multiplication/addition signs. Furthermore, the labelling of the 

measurements of the cuboids is 'in the air' and thus vague. 
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*Sheet12 

The last example in this section of confusing graphics is self-explanatory. What 
is the child being asked to do with the boxes and lines with the letters 'cm' everywhere 

except the last box? The little animated pencil is also carefully drawing a diagonal line 
when the question says a 'straight line' which children can take to mean 

horiwntal/vertical. 

4.4.3 What are the pictures there for? 

*Sheets 13 &14 

This is an example of where a low-attaining child has been given an opportunity 
to access meaning through clear photographic material. Even if they cannot 'read' the 

text the plastic bottles with the attached scale and different amounts in each container 

suggest they should be able to write down numerical answers from the contextual cues. 

The teacher would perhaps be able to talk to about units and ask which bottle has 
'more' or 'less' liquid in them extending this to include the units if this was a desirable 

mm. 
Similarly with sheet 14, the child would know that they have to fetch each of the 

photographed containers and could be told that they had to find out how many times 
they had to use each one to fill the litre jug. There is no element of uncertainty with 

these representations. The teacher tells them to get the containers from the pictures and 

fill up their litre jugs. If this was written down, as in 'fetch these four containers and ... ' 

the task immediately becomes more difficult for the low-attainer and the mathematical 
gains are potentially lost through confusion over instructions. 

*Sheet 15 
This sheet attempts to give a clearer picture of what the child is required to do 

through a handwritten table, a photograph and an animated person. Looking at the 

graphics it seems a positive step to help a low-attaining child who would realise that it 

would be necessary to use a metre ruler from the photograph. The word 'estimate' 

is used at the top to introduce a new vocabulary item but then 'guess' is utilised 

throughout the rest of the text. This is a clear effort to ease in a new word whilst 
keeping the secure 'guess' close at hand. The handwritten chart indicates that the child 

might be required to write something down [better to have extended it a little vertically] 

and the animated dotted person gives an excellent clue as to the next activity. 

*Sheets 16 & 17 
These sheets have been included to question the relevance of the 

cartoon/photographic material used. There are several examples of the use of graphical 

representation in mathematics texts today where the material appears to be there not to 

help the child's understanding of the text but simply to break up what would be a 
complete page of writing. Sheets 16 and 17 show 'fun' cartoons indicating that the 
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activity required is likewise fun and yet they are both dealing with algebraic 

substitution. These pages present a high level of frustration to a low-attainer who migbt 
be able to tackle some of what is required on the page but not when presented in such a 

'cavalier' style. A teacher would not be able to call upon the support of the graphics to 
get a more meaningful context for the child as in the previous examples of sheets 13 to 

15. 

* Sheet 18 & 19 

Without the drawing, sheets 18 and 19 would be entirely text-bound. Sheet 18 

might give a clue as to what the child is required to do although the yoghurt pot may be 

construed as having yoghurt inside it dribbling through the hole in the base. The activity 
necessary is straightforward and with better pictures could have been made a great deal 

easier for the low-attaining child to access. Without the dubious graphic, this page 
would be extremely difficult to access - what a pity the illustrations were not more 

relevant. A comic strip at the top for example showing the sand/water being poured into 
the pot, a timer at the start and finish when it was clear that one was full and the other 

empty from the diagrams would have made this activity that much easier for a weak 
decoder. 

* Sheet 19 
A classic example of a cartoon type drawing being used to break up a page of 

text which does not help the child access the text in any way at all. Is it about butter, 
being fat or having the wrong size chair? Why bother with such an illustration if it gives 

no clues and actually adds to the confusion for a weak decoder? 
*Sheet 20 

The last example of this section shows a potage of cartoon/bubbles and an odd 
person without trousers but with shoes. Apart from the layout and numbering, the 

bubbles are not positioned clearly so that the child is not clear as to what 'we call an 
"untidy" fraction' because the ladybird's right leg is pointing to 1 3/5s and it saying 

'now we can do it'. Do what? If the child read the bubbles they are fragmented bits of 
information and the magnifying-glassed trouserless man is a mystery. The idea of 

saying the fractions are 'untidy' and then asking the children to make tidy fractions into 
untidy ones seems anomalous as is the large bold lettering indicating that it is better to 

have one and eight fifths than two and three fifths which is untidier. Altogether a poor 
piece of mathematical text filled with irrelevancies and confusion. Again it is important 

to remember that low-attaining children find it harder to sort out redundant material and 
could well spend time pondering over the 'important' bubble writing for example and 

dotted one and two-fifths in the cartoon. 

4.4.4 Language presentation 
* Sheet 21 

This piece of text has been included to illustrate the problem of legibility when a 
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photograph or drawing is superimposed in such a way that it actually obscures the text. 

This is unnecessary and can be easily avoided - a visually impaired child would 
experience tremendous difficulty if presented with such a page. 

* Sheet 22 
Although much of this chapter has spoken of the fact that long sentences or 

vocabulary may not cause comprehension difficulties, a hearing-impaired child would 
certainly have problems with the construction 'by how much is one bag of potatoes 

heavier than the other' - one could argue that this concept was integral with mathematics 
and therefore impossible to separate. As a Standard Assessment Task however for 1992 

the child would have to made aware of these types of constructions using 'lighter' and 
'heavier' as concepts before they could have a proper attempt at these sort of questions. 

Since more children are being integrated into mainstream schools it is imperative that 
teachers are aware of the need to give specific guidance in areas which may cause 

difficulties such as syntax and vocabulary so as to give special needs children an equal 
opportunity to access mathematical text 

* Sheet 23 & 24 

In using Sheet 23 it would be necessary to draw attention to the word 'strut', an 

unfamiliar lexical item and one which would need expanding upon. Sheet 24 illustrates 
how usefully (thoughtfully?) the asterisk has been employed in order to clarify the 

meaning of this particular word at the bottom of the page. This enables a word to be 
reinforced through the text and even though it is not a mathematical term, it still gives 

the child a greater chance to gain meaning than if the explanation was not there. A 
simple but effective technique. which could be used more widely. 

*Sheet25 
As a Standard Assessment Task activity the first half of this page is outstanding 

in giving all children a chance to 'do well'. The example of what Sam can spin makes it 
very clear what is required for Lee and Kim, likewise with the 'cannot spin' activity. 

More mathematical texts should be produced along these lines where everything on the 
page was relevant and hence user ul - the diagrams are excellent. 

The language of the second half of the page is problematic for children with 
delayed skills but again is inherently mathematical in nature - it is written in the active 

form which should help although the child has to be aware of the three question words. 
'who,what,why' as well as retaining specialised 'ME' probability vocabulary such as 

'more likely'. This appears very hard for average 7 year old children and possibly 
renders the text inaccessible for low-attaining ones. 

4.4.5 Summary 

These are some of the points worth bearing in mind when assessing a piece of 
mathematical text for use in a classroom situation or when designing worksheets. 
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1. The 'Clutter' factor 

What does the overall page look like? Is the appearance clear or 
confused? Is it a multi-coloured mess of pictures, cartoons and bubbles 

or is there an organised, defined presentation? 

2. Graphics 

Are these relevant to the activity presented on the page? 

3. Placement 

Are the text and graphics aligned so that they are meaningful or is there 
uncertainty as to which text goes with which diagram ? 

4. Banks of text 

A text which gives no contextual cues is not useful for a low-attaining 
child. Tables combined with text are also of limited value. It also 

true for text divided into columns on a page without graphics. 

5. Modification 

Check the text for lexical items which need explaining and reinforcing. 

Syntactical structures which may be problematic also need clarifying. 
Annotate the text if necessary. 

6. Notation/Numbering 

If different notations are used on the page point them out to the children 
e.g. measurements, sharing symbols. 

Draw attention to numbering so that child feels secure if it is not clear 
which order to answer the questions. 

7. Misleading representations 

Investigate whether there are drawings which could be misconstrued 

such as hands pointing to incorrect passages/numbers or bubbles with 

words that are confusing. Are the number of pictorial items depicted 
matched to what is required in the text for example? 

8. Positive images 

Also related to accessing text and important - do the texts used indicate 

an awareness of anti-racistlanti-sexist issues? It has been shown that 

motivation and interest are aroused if these issues are addressed. 
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Gallons-litres 
~~I 

~ • 

measu rement 

Choose from pint, gallon, litre to complete 
these. 
I. A ... is more than a pint. 
2. A ... is more than a litre. 
3. A ... is less than a litre. 
4. A ... is less than a gallon. 
S. A pint is less than a .. . 
6. A litre is less than a .. . 
7. A gallon is more than a .. . 
8. A litre is more than a .. . 

;@@~~ 
@~00 

I gallon = 8 pints 
I gallon of water weighs 

I gallon = 4·54 litres 10 Ib (=4·54 kg) 
I litre of water 
weighs I ki log ram 

The calcu lator will help to change gallons to litres 
and litres to gallons. 

Example gallons -----7 litres x 4·54 

I' ••• - - -.- -_ .... ---,- •••• _.' 

, . . '-

Change 14 gallons to litres CD G GG D 0[£]1 = 1 ill; _ 
Example 

63·56 litres ~"n I , ~ .. : 11 

litres -----7 gallons -;-4·54 

Change 70 litres to gallons 70 -;- 4·54 = 15·42 gallons 

US!! the conversion to change these. 

9. 2 gallons = ... litres 
10. 5 gallons = ... litres 
11. 7 gallons = ... litres 
12. 9 gallons = ... litres 
13. 20 gallons = ... litres 
14. 9 litres = ... gallons 
IS. 23 litres = ... gallons 
16. 32 litres = ... gallons 
17. 41 litres = ... gallons 
18. I gallon is ... than 5 litres 
19. 10 litres is ... than 2 gallons 
20. 30 litres is ... than 7 gallons 
21. 40 litres is ... than 9 gallons 
22. 4 gallons is ... than 20 litres 
23. 6 gallons is ... than 30 litres 

SHEET 1 

,. 

Use your calculator to check these changes. 

24. 4 gallons = 18·16 litres 
25. 7 gallons = 31·78 litres 
26. 13 gallons = 59·02 litres 
27. 17 gallons = 77·18 litres 
28. 15 litres = 3·30 gallons 
29. 25 litres = 5·51 gallons 
30. 40 litres = 8·81 gallons 
31. 56 litres = 12·33 gallons 

Things to find out 
How many litres in a bath 1 
A car might have a 2·litre engine. 
What does this mean 1 
Look in the shops to see how these things are packed. 
litres or gallons: (a) cooking oil, (b) wine, (c) paint. 
(d) ice cream. 
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A1I'-'EY~ cvt~~ 
1. Where can yau see a function machine? 

6. Which game gives you the best chance of winning? 

2. A Big Wheel ride lasts "Lminutes . 
.' ,. ." '. / 

A Dodgems ride lasts'2' minutes ~O secondl'\-

A Whip ride lasts 3 mi~utes 30 seconds~.:~·;;·. 
I ~. . . . : ~ 
\ ~ . . .-.-..:. 

Which is the best value? 
\ . 

Copy and continue this design. 

You have £5 to spend at the fair. 
Make a list of everything you would do. 

j; , 
i 



: Cuboids measured for size 

r 
A 

some 
centimetre 

cubes. r 
Build a cuboid rm 
like this: E8PA 
1. Copy this table. Fill in the 

answers for A. 
Cuboid Height Length Width Number 

of cubes 
A 3crn :? c. rn ., 

L. <:t''I'\ 

B 
C 
0 
E 

2. Now build these cuboids. 
Fill in the answers for each 
one on your table. 

C 

/ZZZZZZZZZ7Z~ 
D I I I I I I I I I I [I I 

3. What do you notice about 
the cuboids you have made? 

4. Now make as many different 
cuboids as you can, using 18 
cubes to make each one. 
Draw another table and fill 
in the answers. 

SHEET 3 

I 

I 
I 

) 

B We say that each centimetre 
cube has a volume of 1 cubic 
centimetre. 

This cuboid has 4 cubes in it, so 
it has a volume of 4 cubic 

centimetr~:~ t~ 
_~1cm 
2cm 

Look carefully at these cuboids. 

30m lmr 2omltW:om 
_71cm 2 
2cm cm 

D c /./// 

1/ 
1/ 
1/ 

/ / 
./ / /1/ 

1/1/ 

1/ 
1/ 

• .. " 
3 

111 cm 

3cm 
Copy and fill in this table and these 
sentences. 

Cuboid Height Length. Width I Cubic 
centimetres 

A i 
B 
C 
0 

Cuboid A has a volume of _ cubic centimetres. 

Cuboid B has a volume of _ cubic centimetres. 

Cuboid C has a of _ cubic centimetres. 
Cuboid D has 0 of ____ _ 
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• • -revIsIon 

Imperial units 
Although Britain is 'going metric', many of the old units are still in use in 
shops, markets and factories. 

Quiz 
Choose the missing word or number from the list. When the spaces 
have all been filled. one word and one number will be left. 

1.16 ... = I pound (Ib). 13.2 Ib = 32 ... . 
2 •... pounds = I stone. 14. 7 stone = ... lb. 
3. I 12 pounds = I '" . 15. I ... = 8 stones. 
4 •... pounds = ; stone. 16. 2240.lb = I .... 
5. 20 . " = I ton. 17. 5 yards = 15 . .. . 

o. 6 .... inches = I foot. 18 .... miles = 3520 yards. 
7.3 .. , = I yard. 19.4 yards = 144 ... . 
8. 1760 yards = I ... . 20.4 quarts = 8 ... . 
9 .... feet = I mile. 21. ... gallons = 80 pints. 

10. I mile = ... inches. 22. I square yard = ... square feet. 
11. 8 pints = I 23. I square foot = ... square inches. 
12 •. .'. pints = I quart. 24.4840 square yards = I .... * 

Conversion tables 
This table gives all the 
conversions you will need 
for length. 

25. Find out how to use 
the conversion table. 
(Hint. You know 
that I yard = 3 feet.) 

26. Use the conversion 
table to find 
(a) how many feet 

L 

E 

N 

G 

T 

H 

there are in a kilometre. 

millimetres 

I 

1000 

1000000 

25·4 

30H 

914·4 

1609300 

(b) how many millimetres equal I inch. 
(c) how many metres there are in 5 miles. 

~27. Copy and complete 
this 'mass' conversion 
table. 

Answers on page 94. 

M 

A or 

W 

E 

5 G 

S H 

T 

metres 

0·001 

I 

1000 

0·0254 

0·3048 

0·9144 

1609·3 

·This measure comes from the strip of land which used to 
be worked by a peasant. It is 22 yards x 220 yards. Eaeh 
22 yard length was measured by a chain. 

SHEET 4 

kIlometres incnes 

0·000001 0·039 

0·001 39·37 

I 39370 

0'00003 I 

0'00030 12 

0·00091 36 

1·609 63660 

chain 

99 

Words Numbers 

feet 
ounces 
feet 2 
mile 9 
inches 144 
pints 10 
acre 2 
ewt 63360 
ton 12 
ewt 5280 
ounces 7 
yard 14 
ewt 98 
gallon 16 

feet yards miles 

0·00328 

3·28 1·094 0·0006 

3281 1093-6 0·621 

0·0833 0·0278 0'00002 

I 0·3333 0·00019 

3 I 0·00057 

5280 1760 I 

10 chains 



'. 

B Remember to put every measure in the same units before adding or subtracting. Work out 
these. 

1 5 kg + 500 g 2 0·6 m + 45 cm 3 £0·06 + 70p 

4 5 cl + 35 ml 5 35 mm + 6 cm 6 250 cm + 4·5 m 

7 350 ml + 0·55 litre 8 £1-45 + 35p 9 4 kg - 300 g 

10 1 m - 75 cm 11 £6·30 - 140p 12 10cl- 55 ml 

13 6 cm - 15 mm 14 2 m - 45 cm 15 2·5 litres - 350 ml 

16 £4·20 - 108p 

Exercise P 12 

A 

B 

Work out the cost of each of the following. Look carefully at the units. and the cost per unit 

1 4 litres of oil at £1 ·20 a litre 2 20 metres of wood at 20p a metre 

3 5 kg of potatoes at 1 6p per kg 4 50 g of ointment at 70p per 100 g 

5 500 g of butter at 80p per kg 6 5 litres of petrol at 30p per litre 

7 2 metres of cloth at £1 ·75 a metre 8 lOci of perfume at 65p per cl 

9 3 kg of meat at £2·20 per kg 10 20 cm of silver wire at 1 2p per cm 

11 400 g of cheese at £1 per kilo 12 50 cl of spirit at £3 per litre 

13 109 of gold at £700 per kg 14 2 litres of medicine at 5p per cl 

15 400 g of ham at BOp per 100 g 16 600 g of sausages at £2 per kilo 

17 50 cm of lace at £1,40 per m 18 100 m of kite string at £1 per 50 m 

19 3 kilos of sauce at 20p per 100 g 20 2 kilos of syrup at SOp per 400 g 

Which of these pairs is better value for money? 

1 2 kg of soap powder for £1 ·50 or 500 g of the same for 40p. 

2 70p for 70 cm of wood or £8 for 10 m of the same wood. 

3 100 g of salt for 65p or 1 kg of salt for £3·50. 

4 6 metres of carpet for £75, or 1 metre of carpet for £7.50. 

5 2 litres of paint for £4·50 or 5 litres of paint for £10. 

6 1 litre of paint stripper for £1 ·80 or 200 cl cf the same for 75p. 

7 2 litres of wine for £3·80 or 1 b'ottle (700 ml) for £1 ·40. 

8 50 cm of ribbon for 60p or 2 m of ribbon for £2·50. 

9 10 m of sticky tape for 50p or 25 m of stick'l tape for £1. 

10 1 kg of nails for £1 ·20 or 100 g of nails for 25p. 
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c Volume 

(a) 

Cl This model is made from centimetre 
cubes. 

(a) How many cubes are there in 
each layer? 

(b) What is the volume of the model 
in cubic cm? 

C:; What is the volume of each of these models? 

-
(c) 

\ \ 

----\ b ~ 

r-
r-
'--

(.)~ 

C3 One ofthe models in question C2 is not a prism. 
Which one is it? 

._" Which of these are prisms? 

(a) 

C: Work out Ci) the area of the cross-section 
Cii) the volume 

of each of these prisms. 
(a)' :-5cm-i (b) 

.-~---~ 

-, 

5cm 

''''---,,;C!i:-
-;-,--------,. 

-.-' f-------{" .- ···-·_--·---1', cr;"',---·· __ ·-·-..... 

r-
r-

r-
r-
'--

. -,-
a 8 err, 
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Exercise 21·2 
A Calculate the volumes of the following cuboids and cubes. Treat them as solids with regular 

cross-sections. 
1 Length 3 cm, width 2 cm, height 1·6 cm. 
2 Length 12 cm, width 8 cm,,~eight 3·7 cm. 
3 Length 1·2 m, width 44 cm. height 27 cm. 
4 Length 0·38 m, width 0·45 m, height 0·31 m. 
5 Length 11 cm, width 11 cm, height 11 cm. 
6 Thickness 21 mm, width 104 mm, length 6 m. 

B 1 Floor tiles which are squares 15 cm by 15 cm are 5 mm thick. 
la) Find the volume of each tile. 
Ib) Find the volume of a pile of 20 such tiles. 
Ic) A dealer stores 10000 tiles. How much space do they take up? 

2 A packet of 400 sheets of paper is 4 cm thick. The paper is A4 in size 1296 mm x 211 mm!. 
la) What is the volume of the pack? 
Ib) What is the thickness of each sheet of paper? 

3 A cornflakes packet is 20 cm wide, 6~ cm thick and 29 cm high. 
What is the volume of the packet? 
Will the packet hold 2000 cm3 of cornflakes? 

4 A smaller packet is 15 cm wide, 5 cm thick and 20 cm high. 
Is the large packet more than double the volume of this smaller packet? 

C Calculate the volumes of the objects drawn below. Find the area of the cross·section first. 
Which of the objects has the largest volume? 

10mm 

(al 

1cm 

1 cm 

(c) 
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o 
Q 

One box has 6 apples. 

o 

How many apples are there in 4 boxes? 

One bag has 8 oranges. 

How many oranges in 6 bags? 

One crate holds 10 pineapples. 

o 

o 

How many crates are needed for 70 pineapples? 
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Litres, small jugs and millilitres ) 

A 'Ask your teacher for a litre container and a small jug. " __ ~ 

1. How many small jugs of water 
are needed to fill the litre 
container? 

2. Copy and complete: 1 litre 6.c:.:::::r=:::::. ~ 
. '---'~ small jugs hold the same as 1 litre. container. 1 { 

a>~~~~~~B'~a~' _"=-

B Ask your teacher for a one millilitre measure. 

1. Copy and complete this table. 

c 

1 small jug = 100 m{ 
2 small jugs = __ m{ 

_ small jugs = 300 m{ 
_ small jugs = 400 m{ 
5 small jugs = __ m { 
6 small jugs = __ m{ 

_ small jugs = 700 m{ 
_ small jugs = m { 
_ small jugs = m { 
10 small jugs (or 1 {) = _ Iil{ 

Answer true or false. 
1. 500 m{ = 1 { 
2.500m{=~{ 
3. 2{ = 200 m{ 

SHEET 9 

--.~-..... 

Your small jug holds 
the 5ame as 
100 of these 

millilitre measures. 
.---... ,-..,,~ 

ts;-T-! .,..r-J mt stands 
t(§'V ~ , .fqr. 

~'" fjJ!1 mllhlltres~. ~ 

2. How many millilitres 
would be needed to fill 
a litre container? 

4. 10 small jugs = 1 { 
5. 700 m{+ 300 m{= 1 { 
6. 1~{ = QOOm{ 
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1 cabbage 

3 cabbages 

1 cucumber 

2 cucumbers 

How many apples 
can you buy 
for 30p? 

How many beetroot 
can you buy 
for £1.50? 
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SOp 

40p 

105 

1 pineapple £1.2~ 

4 pineapples 

~ 
~ 

1 onion lSp 

5 onions 

How many cabbages 
can you buy 
for £4? 

How many peppers 
can you buy 
for £1.80? 



C More volumes ) 

A To help us find the volume of more unusual shapes we split them up into cuboids. 

4cm 

5cm 

Copy and complete these: 

2cm 

4cm 

6cm 
4em 

3cm 

8em 

4em --

5cm --2cm 

2cm 

6cm 

3cm 

1. Volume of the smaller cuboid 
= Z. x ~ xl!) cm 3 

= :: x 'lHcm 3 

= __ Cm3. 

Volume of the larger cuboid 
= f x (i x il cm 3 

= __ x __ cm 3 

4cm = __ cm3. 

4cm 

Total volume = __ + __ cm 3 

= __ cm'. 

4cm 

2cm 

2. Volume of the smaller cuboid 
= __ x ( __ x __ I cm 3 

= __ x __ cm 3 

= __ cm'. 

Volume of the larger cuboid 
= __ x ( __ x __ lcm 3 

= __ x __ cm 3 

= __ cm'. 
Total volume = __ + __ cm 3 

= __ cm'. 

B Find the volume of these solids in the same way. 

1. 3cm 2: 4cm 3. 

4cm 4cm 

4cm , , 
~ , , 

3cm 4em 
, 8cm 2cm 

.... 
4cm 

, , 
4cm 4cm 

6cm 
lOcm 

6cm 4cm 
2cm 
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The line IS I centimetre long. 

We can write this as I cm. Measure the 

Draw ten more straight lines I cm long. 
• • 

~ 
• • • • • • • • 

~ • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • 

Draw ten straight lines 4 cm long. 

• • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • 

Estimate the lengths of the 

-"C- cm 
Dcm [Jcm 

:~\ ::~ 
... 

[Jcm 
Dcm 

! 

:cm 
J 

Measure each line. 

• • • 

• • 

• • • 

• • 

• • • 

lines. 

How many were good estimates? 
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• • 

• 

• • 

• 

D 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

line. 

• • • 

• • • • 

• • • 

• • • 

• • • • 

• • • • 

• • • • 

• • • • 

• • • • 

• • • • 

0"'31 
:, '·'1 CIT 



Measurement 

, ":: ~ ~ . ": ; 

. into a 

m i lU litres. 

the bottle shows 

1·400 l. 

". :". 

How much IS In each of these? 

l·.~:f" 3. 

":". r: mL 
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. ml 

'-00 

laoo 

UOD 

l~OO 

1200 

lOOO 

800 

600 

~~~ ~··.i.:~.: :::!.f~~~~ 
,.-: .. I' 

4. 

ml , 
'-0 

,;:' .~ 

. :-1-- I' 

ml 



How many of each of these fi II the litre jug? 
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How well can you estimate? 

Choose some distances around 
the school. 
First, guess how far they are in 
metres. 
Then measure them. 
Work out the difference between 
your guess and the answer. 

Write your answers 
in a chart Like this. 

DlSfo.nc£ m~ 8vess 

FrOM Mj 
SeAt to fhe 10 meto'Es 

~-

(l1e«sufe 

l '/2 tv1e1fes 

D'\ffefence 

2 Yz metres 

Use your steps to help work out distances. 

start :f 
C:· 

.... " p , "--. ' . ", 
o-~' " 

~ " 

,'", 
,-\\ , , 

{ , '''' '. ' ,\ er"-' , 
'0 

~, 

' ... ' ", -, , 
\ I '0 Or-- . -- , 

• b 

Put a marker on the floor. Use a pencil or rubber. 
Walk 5 steps. Put another marker on the floor. 
Look at the distance between the two markers. 

finish 

Guess how many metres you walked and write it down. 
Now measure the distance between the twa markers. 
Was your guess close? 

Do the same test for: 

10 steps 15 steps 20 steps 

Is there a pattern? How many steps do you need to go 3 m? 
Check your guess. 
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Other formulas 

The Eat-Easy Food Firm 
supply food for parties. 
They use formulas 
to work out the total bill. 
The formula for the Modest Menu 
IS );( 5 -:-- '::J = b . 

.0 stands for the number of people eating. 
iJ stands for the bill for the whole meal in pounds. 
(a) If there are 10 people, how much is the bill? 
Cb) Ifpis20,whatisb? 
(c) What is b when p is 6? 
(d) How much is the bill for 100 people? 

The formula for the Grand Menu is 

) stands for the number of people, 
:' for the bill in pounds. 
Ca) How much does the Grand Menu cost for 10 people? 
(b) What is b when p = 8? 
(c) Whatisbwhenp= IS? 
(d) How much would a Grand Menu cost for 30 people? 
(e) Which costs more, a ,'rtodest Menu for 20 people 

or a Grand Menu for 10 people? 

(f) I have £100 to spend on a Grand Menu. 
How many people can I feed? 

(g) How many can I feed if! spend £100 on a Modest Menu? 

The Maths Publishing Company print and sell books. 
They use a formula to work out the cost of printing a book. 
The formula is :> .'. ~ - Cl) = L· . 

. ' stands for the.number of pages in the book. 
: stands for the cost of the book in pence. 
(a) How much will a book with 25 pages cost? 
(b) How much will a book with 80 pages cost? 

(c) Mr Ling wants to sell 200 pages of maths exercises. 
He can sell them in 1 book with 200 pages, 
or in 2 books, each with 100 pages. 
Which is cheapest? 
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Here is the formula for the cost 
of hiring a mechanical digger . 

. : . ':. - ;: = .: 

(a) Copy and complete this table 
for the cost of hiring a digger. 

~..u."''''.;~/ :;~~ 

:f.c..L.:6 :',ur :.:.~ 

. (" .. 
';.;s,; :;r . ,~ .... ,,~; 
ix. .:;OCif.,,·~} 

(b) How much would it cost 
.... -~ to hire a digger for 10 days? 

(c) How much is it to hire one 
for 20 days? 

:.; Here are the formulas for the cost of hiring 
a rotovator and a wheelbarrow. 

Item 

ltem 

(a) How much does it cost to hire the rotovator for 2 days? 
(b) How much is it for the wheelbarrow for 2 days? 
(c) How much is it to hire both of them for 2 days? 
(d) How much is it to hire them both for 5 days? 

(e) Miss O'Connor hires a rotovator and a wheelbarrow 
on Monday at 10 o'Clock. 
She brings them back on Thursday at 9 o'clock. 
How much does she have to pay? 

37 Think of some other things you might hire. 
For each, invent a formula for the cost of hiring. 
Then work out how much the things cost for different numbers of days. 
You can make out a table for each if you want. 
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Making timers 

You need: 
yoghurt pots 
a tray or large container 
dry sand or wciter 
something to make a small hole with 
a timer. 

How to do it: 

Make a very small hole in the 
bottom of the yoghurt pot. 

Keep your finger over the hole. 
Fill the pot with water or dry sand. . " ,. 

Put a tray or large container underneath to catch the water or sand. 

Now start the timer and take your finger away from the hole. 
A friend could help you with this. 

Time how long it takes the water or sand to run out. 

Some tests to try: 

1. Test your timer three times. Does it always take the some 
time to run out? 

2. Make the hole a little bigger and do the tests again. 
What difference does it make? 

3. Try to make a timer that always takes about three minutes 
to run out. 

4. Can you make a timer which could be used to time playtime? 
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The Hungry Giant 

The Hungry Giant wants a slice of bread and honey. 
The slice of bread is 1 square metre. 

Make a modeL of the Hungry Giant's slice of bread. 
What will you use to make the model? 
How will you show the honey and butter? 

The Hungry Giant needs a pLate 
for his bread and honey. 
How big does it need to be? 

.. 
He will need a bigger plate for 
his dinner. 
How big do you think it will need 
to be? 

Here are some more things the 
Hungry Giant will need. 
Write down how big you would 
make each one. 
Can you make models of these? 

a tabLe 

a handkerchief 

a knife 

a fork 

,/ 

'. 
. --"~"--~'''''''''''\ 

'--

Think of the Hungry Giant's clothes. 

'.<":' 

Can you make a list of what he needs and how big each piece 
of clothing will be? 
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Subtracting fifths ) 

A We can do subtraction sums like 
these without using the number line. 

B Look at the fractions in this sum: 

~~-~1i ~ 
2i- - 1 i 

i - i = rn 
~ 
.~ 

Next we subtract the whole 
numbers. 

2-1=0] 
So 2i- - H = lli I 

.:: :,:" :,:,:' . ;.... " 

.'. ':::" . < ii:)i;:.:.: 
. ' ':. ",,':,',' .. 

Try these. 

1. 11 -H 4. 2-1 -H-
2. 11 - 11 5. 21 -H-
3. 11 - 11 6. 21 -11 

C Now work out these. 

1. 2i- - 11 
2. 2i- - 11 o change 

a one into 
3. 2t - H fifths. 

SHEET 20 

4. 21 - 11 
5. 3i- - 21 
6. 3i - 1i 

5 - 5 '1rll 
We will have to change a whole ane 
into fifths like this: 
2i ~ 1 + t + ~ -+ 1.§. 

Make these fractions into 'untidy' 
fractions. 
Set them out like this: 

1 . 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

21 -1 + t + t-H 
3i- 6 . 3i 
21 7 . 4i 
31 8. 31 
41- q. 41 

a 91 -a a 
7. 4i - 21 
8. 41 - 21 
q. 41 - H 
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Number cnd Algebro 
". : 
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l'Ie..t'aJeljiit 4 times.· 
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water did he'.use? 

" --. . 
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~i·~·· . 
..... 

What do the bags of potatoes weigh together? I '-__ ---'I kg 

... By how much is one bag of potatoes heavier 
... than the other? 

What do the bags of carrots weigh together? 

By how much is one bag of carrots heavier 
than the other? 

. Ii.i;. ; ... ..;. ': .. r;.--I_:"--
, ONIONS 

~~.; 
; . .;.: ...... , .. 

What do the bags of onions weigh together? 

By how much is one bag of onions heavier 
than the other? 
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<-------,I kg 

,-------,I kg 
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Rigid shapes Triangles 

Draw lines to show how you would make these shapes rigid. 
Record the number of sides each shape has. 
Record the number of struts you use. 
Record the number of triangles the struts make. 

Shape. 

~ 
~---/----~\ 

Number Number Numb:;.r 
of sicles of stnotS of tri0r:3'CS 

. What do you think will happen with a ten-sided shape? __________ _ 
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Unit P4 

Exercise P 10 
Liquids are always being measured for different reasons. We put milk into pint and litre bottles: 
oil into pint. litre and gallon cans: perfume into 5 ml. 10 ml bottles: medicine into 5 ml. 10 ml 
spoons, 50 ml. 100 ml bottles, and so on. 

A 1 Keep a notebook of all the different ways of measuring liquids that you see in shops, 
home or school or anywhere else. 

2 Put these quantities in order of size, largest first. 
1 litre, 1 pint. 2 pints, 6 ml. 1 gallon, 5 litres, lOcI. ! litre, 200 ml. ! pint. 50 cl. 

3 How many centilitres of liquid would you expect these to hold? 

(a) an empty can of baked beans (b) a 1 litre bottle 
(c) a hot water bottle (d) a wine glass 
(e) a teacup (f) a teapot 

B Liz found three empty bottles, 1 litre. ! litre and 200 ml. She decided to use them to 
calibrate the litre bottle, that is to mark the bottle so that she could measure liquid in it. 
She had a jug of water, an indelible· pencil and 
a funnel. so that she could pour from one bottle 
to another without losing any liquid. 

How did she manage to mark the litre bottle at 
every 100 ml? 

Exercise P 11 

JJ 
~ 

1 litre 

A A day in the life of Metric Mary 
All the quantities in this story are wrong. Choose reasonable quantities to replace the ones 
given in the story, and give a reason for your choice each time. 

One morning Mary got up at 9 pm. She had a bath in 5 litres of water. carefully adding 20 
litres of bath scent. She cleaned her teeth and drank 1 ml of water. For breakfast she had 
some orange juice (5 ml), an egg, toast (5 g) and a cup of delicious coffee (20 ml). 

Next. Mary went out shopping, she paid £4·75 on the bus journey which took 7 hrs 52 
minutes. When she got to town she bought 20 kg of potatoes, a loaf of bread (5 kg), a 
bottle of lemonade (50 ml), a cabbage (50 g), a lettuce (2 kg) and 6 kg of biscuits. She also 
bought a 5 litre tin of polish and 5 litres of washing up liquid. On the way back to the bus 
she bought 5 cm of material to make a skirt and 2500 buttons for her sister. 

• One that makes a mark that cannot be rubbed out. 
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Ma 14 I Name: 

" Sam's spinner lee's spinner Kim's spinner 

" 

Sam can spin 0 .... 4-

lee can spin 

Kim can spin 

Sam cannot spin 1 Or b 

Lee cannot spin 

Kim cannot spin 

What is the chance that Kim will spin a 1? 

Is lee more likely to spin a 1? 

. Sam and Kim have a game to see 
who can spin the most 5s in ten spins. 

Or" 

0"-

Who is likely to spin the most 55, Sam or Kim? 

Why do you think that? 

Is the game fair? 
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This list is not exhaustive but intended to give a flavour of what to look for when 

working with low-attaining children who have difficulty in accessing text 
One hopes that this chapter has served to increase awareness of the importance 

of text-bound mathematical materials used currently in the class and also to some of the 

issues relating to accessing text in general - the 'readability' controversy. 

**************** 
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There have been numerous changes throughout the education system from the late 

eighties to the early nineties in the United Kingdom. The introduction of a National 
Curriculum and local financial management of schools are among many major new 

developments arising from the Education Reform Act 1988. The advent of the Children 
Act 1989 is said to represent the most comprehensive and far reaching reform of child 

law which has come before Parliament in living memory. This chapter investigates some 

of the current trends in the wake of a pending General Election discussing the Children 

Act and the Primary Education statement published in December 1991. This is followed 

by an overview of the state of mathematical education and the eff eet of the ERA on 

'special education'. The general ethos on assessment and testing is explored as are 

some of the matters arising including the recent publishing of 'league tables'. Finally an 

attempt is made to summarise the current position and forecast future trends for 
mathematics and children with individual needs. 

5.1 The Primary Education Statement 1991 

The Education Secretary's statement on Primary Education (December 3rd, 

1991) set out to 'encourage debate, to cause teachers to question current practice, and 

the thinking which underlies it'. In this historic report designed to roll back the tide of 
progressive education, the 'three wise men' appointed by the Education Secretary, 

Kenneth Clarke, said iII-concei ved practices introduced after the Plowden report 25 
years ago had been accompanied by declining standards of literacy and numeracy and 

unacceptable variations in teaching quality. The overall message of the statement seems 
to encapsulate the government's attitude towards education at the start of the nineties. 

Calling for a new professional climate in which assumptions and practices could 

be confronted and questioned, the experts said too many teachers had stopped thinking 

and had become amenable to indoctrination. Mr. Clarke said the report addressed one of 
the most important issues facing Britain and called for 'fundamental changes' to be 

made. The experts, Mr. Jim Rose (Chief Inspector in charge of Primary Education), 

Professor Robin Alexander (Professor of Primary Education at Leeds University) and 

Mr. Chris Woodhead (Chief Executive of the National Curriculum) condemned the 
following:-

* 
* 
* 

* 

* 

fragmentary and superficial teaching characteristic of topic work 

the resistance to teaching pupils single subjects 

the fear of anything which might be deemed 'elitist' leading to the 

neglect of the most able children 

the damaging belief that pupils should never be told things, only asked 

questions 

the belief that teachers should proffer nothing but praise and never point 
out when a pupil is wrong 
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The report said there was a need to return to purposeful and orderly classrooms in 

which teachers were teachers rather than 'facilitators' and pupils worked within a clear, 
consistent framework of values. They commented that a weakness of the child-centred 

tradition is that it sometimes tended to treat teaching as 'applied child development' and 
consequently to neglect the study of classroom practice. The experts also condemned 

theories based on the work of Piaget which they said had led to fixed notions of when 
children were ready to learn, thus lowering expectations and discouraging teacher 

intervention. Interestingly, the view that a pupil's home circumstances could be blamed 
for virtually any difficulty they had in class was rejected on the basis that schools can 

and do make a difference. There was criticism of the disparity in funding which leads to 

primary schools receiving £900 per annum for each 11 year old while secondary 

schools receive £1,300 for each 12 year old. The report dismissed the view that 
headteachers should become administrators saying that 'all headteachers should teach'. 

Mr. Clarke hoped that the report would give teachers the self-confidence to do what 
common sense showed what was required observing that: 

"No one any longer should feel any sense of guilt about 

whole-class teaching, grouping pupils by ability or 
correcting children when they are wrong". 

Kenneth Clarke (December 1991) 

Dearden (1968), as quoted in Clarke's statement, says that 'depending on children's 
questions, and letting them find out the answers by discovery are not just slow methods 

but are likely also to be fatuous ones where theoretical concepts are concerned'. The 
statement says that it is also a bizarre notion that younger primary children themselves 

should choose what they do. The National Curriculum establishes what it is that must 
be taught and what parents have a right to expect will be taught Clarke remarks that the 

issues he has challenged in his statement bring an immediate reaction 'typically from the 
teacher unions' - that is, no changes can be introduced without additional resources. His 

response to this is as follows: 

'This is rubbish - an automatic stalling or spoiling mechanism. 
There is a great deal that can be done through a more effective use of 

existing resources, if people will only try'. 
Primary Education (December 1991 p.8) 

The Report may form the basis future debates involving the whole teaching profession 

and certainly the recommendations will influence reforms in primary teacher training 
now that the Conservatives have won the 1992 election. The place of special education 
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is not mentioned in the primary report which indicates a lack of awareness of individual 

needs and the idea of grouping children by ability is surely an anathema to any 
educationalist working within this field. 

S.2 The Children Act 1989 
The Children Act 1989 is now in force. It is without doubt one of the most far 

reaching and comprehensi ve pieces of legislation concerning children ever to have been 

passed in Britain and, as such, is discussed here. The whole emphasis of the law 
relating to children is that it is child centred and there is minimalist intervention but the 

protection of the Courts is available when it is appropriate so that some of the 
occurrences of abuse which have happened in the last decade may be avoided. 

Following the Law Commission's recommendation, the Act introduces the concept of 

parental responsibility which it is hoped will replace the phrase 'parental rights'. This 

shift in terminology aims to encourage a change in perception - the notion of parents' 
rights over children as if they were property is overtaken by the concept of parental 

responsibility with its associations of parental duty and obligation towards children. 
Smith (1989) observes that the Children Act 1989 as well as revising and consolidating 

nearly all law relating to children, establishes a new framework for hearing cases about 
children which could develop eventually into a Family Court. It therefore has 

tremendous significance both in content and potential. 
Usher (1991) says that the 'open door' policy of the Act recognises that any 

genuinely concerned person should be able to ask a Court to consider a question which 
has arisen in relation to a child's welfare. In some circumstances this may be the only 

way the child can be protected. Certain persons, including a teacher, will require leave 
of Court before they are allowed to intervene. Another extremely important 'new' factor 

is that the child itself will be able (provided it is of sufficient age and maturity) to apply 
to the Court for any Orders, such as those concerning Residence, Contact, Prohibited 

Steps and Family Assessment. 
It seems ironic that legislation which is patently moving towards the individual 

child's needs is so starkly juxtaposed against the primary education report apparently 
advocating a shift away from child-centred education. 

S.3 Mathematics teaching and the National Curriculum j 

From the beginning of April 1989, the School Examinations and Assessment 
Council (SEAC) assumed responsibility for the management of the existing contracts of 

the Assessment of Performance Unit (APU) which was formerly under the auspices of 
the Department of Education and Science (DES). A new section formed within SEAC 

has been named the Evaluation and Monitoring Unit (EMU). This Unit has 
responsibilitY for monitoring and evaluating the National Curriculum Assessment 
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arrangements and reviewing the effectiveness of all aspects of examinations and 
assessment. When investigating orders relating to National Curriculum Attainment 
Targets (A Ts) and Programmes of Study in Mathematics published by the DES, EMU 

posed a number of questions relating to the ATs. They wondered how precise are AT 
Statements of Attainment (SoA) since any two tasks appearing to exemplify the same 

SoA can vary considerably in difficulty. A survey by the APU (1989) had shown that 
several features of tasks, including the different contexts in which the same mathematics 

is set can produce wide differences in success rates, probably equivalent to one or more 
NC levels. The inspectors also asked whether some topics were placed at the wrong 
levels giving the example of an NFER project in which the performance of lower 
attaining children was matched against the GCSE List 1 of the national criteria for 

mathematics. It showed that certain topic areas did indeed appear more difficult than 
others. They included concepts of decimals and fractions, area and angle and number 

scales. EMU (1989) said that these results indicated a need for a thorough review of the 
ATs against known level of performance. Teachers in the survey by the APU were 

asked to place each child taking the tests in one of five attainment bands, each 
containing 20% of children nationally. Although the results were not a perfect parallel it 

gave some indication of what might happen. The problem was that teachers were 
reluctant to rank their children on the lowest band. Any 'ranking' procedure is likely to 

present problems especially where low-attainers are concerned. By the end of 1989 
there seemed to be a consensus that some of the NC A Ts appeared to be misplaced in 

relation to current levels of performance and that during the early years of 
implementation, careful evaluation of results was needed to ensure that some groups of 

children were not being disadvantaged. In a prophetic mode, EMU predicted that some 
adjustments to the NC requirements may be necessary which is precisely what 

occurred. 

5.3.1 Changes in the Attainment Targets 
In January 1991 the Secretary of State for Education and Science announced an 

urgent review of the attainment targets in mathematics because the structure of the 14 
targets was proving an obstacle to manageable and sound testing, and to intelligible 

reporting to parents and further that the consistency and continuity of GCSE standards 
would be at risk unless the number of ATs was reduced. The National Curriculum 

Council consulted numerous associations including 18 organisations directly involved 
with special educational needs in order, they say, to produce clear recommendations. 

32% of respondents felt that an opportunity had been missed to pay more 
attention to the issue of children with special educational needs. One fifth of 

respondents disagreed with August 1, 1992 as being the effective date for change. Over 
half expressed frustration at having to create a new record-keeping system after only 
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recently committing considerable amounts of time, energy and finances to setting up a 

NC mathematics recording system. This is hardly surprising given the promptness of 
implementation. 74% of respondents saw no need for profile components and 62% said 

that the reduction in the number of SoAs would be helpful for recording pupil 
attainment. 

The Executive Summary of Council's Recommendations contained in the NCC 
Consultation document as a result of the findings from the respondents reduced the ATs 

in mathematics to five from fourteen as follows: 

* AT! Using and applying mathematics 

* ATI Number 

* AD Algebra 

* AT4 Shape and space 

* AT5 Handling data 

Each AT is equally weighted at each key stage. The profile components are removed 
and reporting is favoured at AT and whole subject level. A summary of the new A Ts can 

be found in Appendix 4. SEAC welcomed the proposal to reduce the number of ATs 
and commented that simplification to the structure is likely to lead to improvements in 

manageability and soundness of testing and in intelligibility of reporting to parents. 
The programmes of study remain similar to those at present since amendments 

have need kept to a minimum 'in order to maintain continuity for the purposes of 
planning in schools'. (NCC 1991). The layout of the new document places the 

Programmes of Study alongside the appropriate SoAs and examples. In the new orders 
the SoAs are broader and consequently in most cases incorporate a number of elements 

of the programme of study. 

5.3.2 Positive reactions to the National Curriculum 
An HMI report on the First Year 1989-90 indicated that a promising start had 

been made to the introduction of the NC in mathematics. There were, according to the 
report signs that the range and standard of work had improved. The National 

Curriculum had in general encouraged greater cooperation and the sharing of ideas 
about teaching mathematics. According to a survey of primary schools by the HMI 

(1989) all the schools had some children whose particular difficulties in learning 
required special attention. In those schools that achieved consistently high standards in 

mathematics, the work was carefully differentiated to take account of children's varying 

needs but many of the mathematical stimuli used and experiences organised were 

common to all. The survey indicated that the NC would not require any great changes in 
the amount of time already given to mathematics in the vast majority of primary schools 
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and that furthennore, within the time allocated to mathematics there should be ample 

scope to cover the A Ts and programmes of study so that 'weaknesses and the 
unevenness in standards' can be addressed. HMI comment that for each school the 

preparation, review and updating of schemes of work will remain substantial tasks but 
by setting out essential mathematical content and mapping progression the NC will 

provide a clear structure which should be helpful in these respects. 
Those who support the NC say that there is every reason for optimism that in 

providing a sound, sufficiently detailed framework over the next decade will give 
children and teachers much-needed help in achieving higher standards of teaching and 

learning in mathematics. 

5.3.3 Media coverage of Mathematics and the National Curriculum 
An article in the Times Educational Supplement (November 1991) discussed the 

figures showing that 7 year olds did not do as well in mathematics as the Government 
expected which was confinned by the National Foundation for Educational Research 

(NFER). National Curriculum assessment results for a random sample of 3,400 
children showed that 44% of Year 2 pupils did not achieve the standard set for the 

average seven year old. However, children performed better when applying 
mathematical knowledge in classroom experiments, 28% achieved Level 3. Diane 

Hofkins (1991) observed that 'possible explanations for apparently poor perfonnances 
in maths include the National Curriculum targets being set too high'. Another factor put 

forward was that children tended to score higher on the standard tests than in teachers' 
own separate classroom assessments. It is interesting to note that while most of the 

English topics were tested through standard assessment tasks, mathematics results were 
dominated by teacher assessment. 

Christopher Whetton of the NFER argues that children's perfonnances will 
improve over the years, because some National Curricul urn topics are still new to 

teachers. The worst scores were in children's understanding of shape and space, where 
only one in 50 reached Level 3 and 56% were at Level 1. These findings made the 

news headlines as for example in the Sunday Times 'one in three can't count'. The 
newspaper had got hold of an unpublished draft analysis of seven year old perfonnance 

NC results. It revealed that fewer than one in seven could do 'simple multiplications' 
like 5 x 5 and one in three could neither count to 100 nor understand the meaning of a 

half or a quarter. The Daily Express reported that 'only one in every 30 seven year oIds 
can read and write after two years in primary school'. This of course was totally 

incorrect but does indicate the degree of furore which occurred when the NFER report 
was published. Mathematics teaching is very much perceived in terms of what the 

children are expected to do and what they 'can't do' rather than criticising the 
requirements, organisation and time needed to implement the Ne. Alternatively, if it is 
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not the children then it must be the teachers' 'fault' - witness Mr. Whetton's remark 

referring to the topics being 'new' to the teachers. The fact that some of the ATs were so 
completely inappropriate for any seven year old seems to have gone by the board. Two 

weeks later there was yet another article referring to the poor performance in 
mathematics SATs. 

The figures analysing the six and seven year old performance were published in 
November 1991 by the Welsh Education Statistics Bulletin. The statistics were in line 

with the NFER findings confirming that pupils did 'worse in maths' than in English or 
science. Kenneth Clarke, the Education Secretary, said that nationally children did better 

on the SATs than in a third of cases, blaming low teacher expectation for the difference. 
The Welsh statistics show that twice as many pupils achieved the top level in targets 

where there was a SAT than where they were only assessed by the teacher. Dorset's 
inspector for assessment, Colin McClean and Professor Desmond Nuttall of the 

London School of Economics pointed out from their county analysis of results that 
many of the children assessed were six not seven, and that a third of pupils assessed at 

level 1 or below were only six when assessed. They also observed that if mathematics 
performance had been calculated on the basis of SAT assessment alone, 23% would 

have reacher level 3, rather than about 5%. 
The Times Educational Supplement (December 6th 1991) carried the front page 

news that 'Maths GCSE snub infuriates experts'. Geraldine Hackett reported that the 
Government's advisory body on school exams was facing a politically embarrassing 

row with its own experts over the decision to limit the coursework element of 
mathematics GCSE assessment to only 20%. Members of the Mathematics Committee 

of SEAC had already prepared a paper for Lord Griffiths of Fforestfach the council's 
chairman stating their opposition to the new limits. When the committee met in 

November most member were angry that SEAC had already advised Kenneth Clarke, 
the Secretary of State that no more than 20% of GCSE marks should be obtained from 

coursework. The committee made it clear that had its members been consulted they 
would have insisted that the GCSE should contain up to 70% coursework. In other 

subjects, coursework varies from 30% to 100% but mathematics is limited to 20%. 
The 16-strong committee which is made up of teachers, lecturers and mathematics 

advisers believe that coursework assessment allows children to demonstrate what they 
know and has led to an improvement in standards. 

In addition members were concerned that it would be difficult to assess parts of 
the NC using mainly a timed written exam. The paper points out that examinations 

cannot test pupils' ability to solve problems, plan and organise work or discuss 
mathematical ideas. Of course, coursework will always help the low-attaining 

mathematics pupil, giving them the time and confidence to build on their grade, 
whatever that might be. Girls in particular seem to do better at mathematics when 
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motivated and challenged by coursework and the paper concludes that 'many groups are 

unlikely to achieve the highest standard of which they are capable if the major 
component of their assessment is timed written examinations'. 

From these articles, it appears that although many are optimistic about the NC 
and all it encompasses, much of current thinking is portraying the mathematics 

curriculum in a less than positive light. Most 14 year olds in England and Wales will 
wake up on Monday June 8, 1992 to face the first standardised national mathematics 

tests. Margaret Brown, Professor of mathematical education at King's College, London 
thinks the tests will discourage teachers from developing applied mathematics and the 

short questions make it difficult to assess pupils' skills in applying the mathematics they 
have learnt, putting a premium instead on their ability to switch from one topic to 

another. Tim Eggar, the Minister of State for Education said the tests would not be 
mandatory but would nevertheless be a 'full national pilot' for compulsory testing in 

1993. Two-thirds of schools had indicated that they would carry them out 

5.3.4 Genera! observations 
From an individual needs point of view it is saddening to see most of the 

discussion and coverage of mathematics based around testing and assessment 
procedures. The recent report on primary education suggests a move away from the 

child and as such automatically disadvantages low-attaining children. If children who 
are considered 'average' at seven find the SATs difficult to come to grips with (for 

whatever reason) then what hope do low-attainers have? The fact that there is a shift 
back towards written assessment is a reflection of how unimportant children with 

individual needs are regarded in the current political climate. If the underlying ethos is 
to show what children can do it is difficult to see where this has fitted in the pragmatic 

implementations of the mathematics NC so far. The next section takes a look at how 
children who have been formally assessed under the 1981 Education Act have fared 

under the present system. 

S. 4 Children with particular needs 
There are many features of the Education Reform Act (ERA) 1988 which have 

given rise to concern amongst those involved in the education considered to have 
'special educational needs'. As local management of schools (LMS) bites seriously, 

schools' ability and willingness to cater for these children is not a popular marketing 
strategy when they are forced to compete for pupils under the 'sink or swim' 

philosophy of open enrolment. There are areas of the ERA which have been adopted 
by teachers and turned into positive developments for children with particular needs 

such as the National Curriculum. 
By publishing Circular No. 5, the NCC set the agenda for the 20% of children 
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to become fully involved in the curriculum development work necessary to begin to 

make it accessible for children who needed learning support. Diamond & Taylor (1991) 
say that there has been a massive leap in interest in the production of a differentiated 

curriculum - how to organise learning to enable differentiation within the classroom. 
This appears to be the case nationwide. Another area which has been of constant 

concern in the Ne assessment arrangements as mentioned in the previous section is that 
a significant proportion of children will not get past levels one, two or three in terms of 

attainments which are assessed during their school careers. If the results of the subjects 
and profile components which are assessed are presented at the end of Key Stage 1 as 

W (working towards level 1), 1, 2, or 3, it may be very difficult to demonstrate the 
progress that the children are making. 

There are what could be construed as huge leaps between the first three levels 
and some children may spend the whole of a Key Stage working towards one level but 

progress will not be reflected in the Ne level. There has been a shift towards a 
summative record at the end of Key Stage 1 and away from formative approaches 

which have opened the path to subsequent learning. The obvious danger is that the Key 
Stage results however will be used to heighten the climate of competition between 

schools engendered in the ERA. The crux of the argument is that most children will not 
perform well against the supposed Ne averages although they may be making superb 

progress when assessed against themselves. This pulls down the schools' results to 
some degree and tempts headteachers to seek exceptions during the assessment 

arrangements which may project an image of success but not represent the best interests 
of the child. 

5.4.1 Assessment & particular needs 

A system has been firmly established for future periods of Ne assessments. It 
is certain that the SATs will change and the mathematics A Ts have already been revised. 

According to those who favour SATs, they have been written with a wide range of 
children's needs in mind. It is an impossible task to write activities that cater exactly for 

all children's needs (some would query why this was necessary in the first instance) 
and developers have seen one solution to this in activities that allow the teacher as much 

flexibility as possible. The SATs can apparently be adapted to overcome or minimise the 
difficulties that many children experience. 

In a SAT, the teacher is given the statement of attainment to be assessed and the 
required evidence for the assessment side by side in the Assessment Record Book. If 

these are carefully considered and the teacher is aware of the exact nature of the 
assessment, then the presentation of the activities and the mode of response may be set 

to suit the child who is to be assessed. For example, a child might write 81 instead of 
18 but correctly say this number aloud as eighteen. Reading the number correctly is 
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acceptable for the purpose of the computation. Place value is not being assessed here. 

This appears to be a somewhat idealistic approach to SATs administration. The tasks 
may be broken down into small steps and placed into context or the sheets annotated to 

help the child. Children with particular needs in the mainstream may benefit from mixed 
ability groups and discussions about the activities with their peers. Hewitt (1989) asks 

about the possibility of creating more space for children with special educational needs 
to have a say in the planning of their own individual programmes. 

Assessing children with learning difficulties, particularly severe and complex 

ones, presents major problems. The most obvious arises from the assessment of 

children of compulsory school age, whose achievement within the NC content is below 
Level 1. Fagg (1990) has developed the term 'milestones' in a downward extension of 

some of the attainment targets in the core subjects. These offer markers for assessing 

progress and avoid the need for assessments to be formulated repeatedly as 'working 

towards' Level I, variously called 'w' and Level O. As Ware (1990) points out 
however, it is difficult to know when such attempts become so tenuous that they distort 

curricular intentions. There is clearly a paradox here in the titling of the NC publication 

on special needs - 'A Curriculum for All .. .'. (NCC 1989). 

5.4.2 HMI survey (1991) 

Services for children and young people with special needs are not well prepared 
for responding to the NC, LMS and other challenges of the 19908. This is the 

conclusion drawn by HMI in the latest of their Education Observed series entitled 
Special Needs Issues. The most 'significant shortfalls' in many LEAs are in clear 

statements of policy, detailed planning of staff and resources, management of existing 
premises and curricula and systematic evaluation of work being undertaken. The HMI 

said that there is a need for 'enhanced expertise' at all levels if schools are to meet the 
requirements of the ERA, especially in assessing pupils in curricular terms and 

providing a broad and balanced curriculum. 
Subject specialists are called upon to extend their knowledge and skills to 

include children with special educational needs and more pre-school provision and 

mainstream further education courses are required. Initial teacher training has not yet 

succeeded in permeating issues relating to children with special educational needs 

throughout the subjects being taught. 

The review refers to an HMI survey from 1988-1989 of provision for 1O-J2 

year olds in primary and secondary schools across 38 LEAs. In three quarters of the 

lessons the observed work was matched to their needs but in over a quarter of the 

lessons teachers' expectations of their classes as a whole were too low. Individual 

teaching and diagnostic assessment were infrequently practised by classroom teachers. 

Children in wheelchairs integrated into mainstream were given 'kindly attention' rather 
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than 'highly effective teaching'. The section on special education in ordinary schools 

concluded that developments overall had been cautiously integrationist but not 
necessarily planned or monitored with the kind of rigour the report advocated. The 

review notes the trend towards smaller special schools containing more children who 
have more severe learning difficulties and multiple disabilities. HMI considered that 

there were some examples of schools that had become specialist teaching and advisory 
centres of the kind purported by Warnock (1978), gradually integrating a number of 

their children into mainstream schools, providing continuing support for these and other 
children with special educational needs in local schools and giving INSET for local 

teachers. However, this kind of progress is not common. The majority of schools were 
grappling uneasily with the problems of small unit size and an increasingly challenging 

clientele. 

5.4.3 Formal Assessments 
A leading article in a TES special report (1991) questioned whether Statements 

of Special Educational Needs were becoming a 'devalued currency'. O'Grady (1991) 
observed that at the passing of the 1981 Act they were heralded by parents and 

professionals as a means, at last, of ensuring resources for special needs children. 
Now, as the number of Statements rises, professionals talk of a system which turns 

children into 'bargaining pawns' and parents sometimes complain that LEAs are 
dodging legal obligations to make appropriate provisions stipulated in Statements. 
Some argue that the process itself has been hijacked by the 1988 ERA. 

As predicted, there has been an even greater increase in the number of referrals 

which has to be linked to the increase in the number of exclusions. Schools facing 
financial cuts and more public scrutiny are exploring every way of getting extra 

resources. Roger Born, Vice-President of the Association of Educational Psychologists 
said that schools may also be becoming less tolerant of 'difficult' children. The 

pressures of the Ne, open enrolment and the publication of results could also be 
making teachers doubt their ability to meet the needs of special needs children without 

extra resources. 
The head of the education department at Keele University, Professor Tim 

Brighouse, put the position as follows: 

'There is a conflict between the 1988 Act and the 1981 Act. The first 
puts the emphasis on market forces which tend to exclude people; 

the second is based on principles of inclusion'. 
TES (25th November 1991) p35 

Others argue that perhaps the ERA highlights what they see as an unrealistic division in 
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the Formal Assessment process between needs and provision. Should one for example 

mean stipulate the very best support or just what is available - this argument breaks 
down since the child is always entitled to the best support in whatever form that may 

be. 
Nottinghamshire's "Children First" policy was introduced in 1990 and has as 

one of its formal indicators of success the fact that there has been a significant drop in 
the requests for Section 5 assessments. Tony Dessent, the Deputy Director of 

Education said that funding for special needs has to be fundamentally linked into the 
overall LMS scheme. A main aim of the policy is to provide funding which reflects 

accurately the differences in the number of special needs children within schools. 
Additional funds are distributed according to the number of free school meals - a valid 

indicator proven by research. A panel of local head teachers and special needs advisers 
analyse requests for funding special needs in Kent which rejected free school meals as 

and indicator and introduced an 'annual audit'. It is still too early to say whether 
different schemes will raise the confidence of schools and parents in authorities' 

abilities to resource special needs. If they and similar schemes do not succeed then the 
demand for Formal Assessments and earmarked resources which go with the issuing of 

a Statement will once again begin to go up in these authorities. 
Formal Assessments could be a bottomless pit and some argue that it is no 

longer justifiable as one means of resourcing special needs. What is needed is a 
complete redrafting of the 1981 Act to provide an alternative resourcing system. What is 

worrying in a climate where market forces are given priority is that, as Baroness 
Wamock put it : 

, .. the thing about special needs children is that they cannot be cost 

effective' . 
TES (25th November 1991) p.35 

5.4.4 'Modification' of the National Curriculum 

Children with individual needs should be being challenged by the demands of 
the NC according to Visser (1991) and are now entitled to receive a broad, balanced and 

relevant curriculum. The notion of an entitlement enshrined in the 1988 ERA is one 
from which all children should benefit. However, some of these children have needs 

which, at times, present teachers with insurmountable problems in terms of delivering 
this entitlement, especially when its delivery is linked to the age of the child and not 

their stage of achievement. At present, any alteration to a child's entitlement which is 
greater than six months requires a Statement unless it is covered by sections 4 or 17 of 

the ERA. The terms used to describe these alterations are modification, exemption and 
disapplication. 
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How is it possible to modify a child's curriculum given that any alteration has to 

ensure the maintenance of a broad and balanced curriculum for that child. Entitlement is 
described as one which covers 10 areas of the NC, together with other cross-curricular 

themes. This entitlement is paramount and cannot be modified. The literature appears to 

contradict this giving several examples of modification such as a delayed start, extended 

topics, preliminary programmes and early finish. Visser (1991) says that to suggest an 
alternative but 'equivalent' topic because of the interests and capabilities of a particular 

child is to re-introduce a two-tier system into schools. This approach to meeting 
children's special educational needs was tried during the 70s and 80s and produced an 

ethos of failure. To extend a topic is to ensure that the child misses out on another area 

because of the time spent on the first area raising questions as to the balance and breadth 

of the curriculum. Similarly a delayed start must lead to an unbalanced curriculum as 

more time is spent in one area to the detriment of another. Previously teachers could 

place the onus of learning firmly on the child ensuring that raising standards of 
differentiation and relevance were not addressed. 

Visser (1991) comments that despite early promise, the NC has turned out to be 
more norm referenced than criterion referenced. Key Stages, Programmes of Study and 

Levels within attainment targets have been firmly linked to ages and not the stage of 
achievement that a child has reached. 

5.4.5 Comment 

There are two tenets which have a direct relevance for the Ne and children wi th 

particular needs. Circular Number 5 (1989) published by the NCC promulgated the idea 

that participation in the NC by pupils with particular needs is .!!!.OO likely to be achieved 

by encouraging good practice for all children. The second is that 'special needs' 

children thrive in a climate of warmth and support in which self-confidence and self
esteem can grow and in which all children feel valued and able to risk making mistakes 

as they learn without fear of criticism (NCC 1989). 

If there was true non-segregation of children with anything 'different' about 

them, be it physical or cognitive, the present 'mainstrearners' would not regard as 

peculiar or requiring extra special attention. The NC and the vast possibilities it offers 

or participation in its purest form is an excellent step forwards into the 21st century. 

However, there are still many 'teething problems' such as a preoccupation with 

assessment and spectacles where schools are in competition for a child with particular 
needs for no other reason than the promise of extra funding. This is a sad comment on 

the current state of affairs - at best these children are often regarded with a kindly 

benevolence by busy mainstream teachers trying to keep pace with the changes, at 

worst an embarrassing statistic when presenting assessment results to parents choosing 
'the best' school for their child. 
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5.5 Assessing children's levels of achievement 
Of all the uncertainties surrounding the structure of the NC, that concerning 

Statements of Attainment probably has the most immediate impact on teachers' 

assessment. Teachers are required to state pupils' achievement levels in relation to 
Statements of Attainment and yet there appears to clear evidence to date that those 

Statements actually represent the most relevant sequence in which subject content is 
learnt, mark levels which indicate incremental steps in the sequence of learning or levels 

which correspond to achievement at given ages. Wedell (1991) says that if this is the 
case for all children then it becomes a major problem for special needs children who, 

he feels are known 'to have individual and unusual patterns of learning'. One of the 
main purposes of the introduction of SATs was that they would give some uniformity of 

assessment across schools and so realise the aim of an element of competition arnong 
schools based on the children's aggregate achievements within the NC. It is clear that 

although Visser (1991) feels that there should be no modification, others such as Wedell 
(1991) believe that for all children, achievement on performance in the NC alone is an 

inadequate indicator. This view is supported by the NFER (1991) project which 
comments that NC assessment will provide some data on standards over time, but only 

in global form. For a detailed picture, a system of specific monitoring is required -
presumably the role of the newly formed EMU. 

5.5.1 Pilot SATs 

In describing requirements for successful assessment, Pearson (1990) 
commented that in isolation, assessment cannot be anything but a 'total waste of time'. 

She goes on to say that assessment is part of a positive process whether this is teaching, 
designing more detailed instructional plans for individual pupils, identifying and 

solving problems or helping. To be reliable, valid and fair assessment needs to be 
designed for each child, each class, each school and each purpose. Pearson was an 

adviser to the Consortium for Assessment and Testing in Schools (CATS), one of the 
three agencies which developed SA Ts for Key Stage 1. The other two agencies were the 

NFER with Bishop Grosseteste College and the Standard Tests and Assessment 
Implementation Research (STAIR). The contracts for SATs were awarded to the NFER 

- Year 2 teachers administered the 'pilot SATs' in May 1991. The time constraints for 

the preparation of these SATs were such that many believed that it was not possible to 

produce something satisfactory and almost impossible to imagine that it could be of 
high quality. 

The CATS' report to SEAC on the 1990 pilot included table which showed the 
teacher assessment and SAT distributions by profile component for children with 

special educational needs. For all 7 profile components of the three core subjects the 
SAT results for the total population were significantly better than for children with 
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special needs. There was a tendency for children with special needs to do better on the 

SAT than on the teacher assessment, unlike the total population in mainstream schools 
who were given SA Ts. This was true for the three English profile components, 

Speaking and Listening, Reading, Writing, and two mathematics profile components, 

Use of Number, Algebra and Measures; Use of Space and Shape and Data Handling. 

Gavin Graveson, assistant secretary, SEAC and Dorian Bradley, professional 
officer, have emphasised the reduced demands which will be made by the new SATs at 

the recent SEAC conferences. They have also suggested that they will be seen by 

teachers as superior to teacher assessment and that moderation will be a rare event. 

Children in mainstream schools who were identified as having special educational needs 
achieved significantly less well in SATs than did their peers. 

Pearson (1990) believes that, despite the additional work involved and the risks 

of children experiencing failure, sometimes because of an obvious mismatch between 

task and child, educationalists should maintain a trend of minimal disapplication for 
children with special educational needs and remember how effective teacher opinion can 

be. The future should seize upon the opportunity to work together with children in 

order to see how SATs can become a formative, relevant and useful experience - this 

can only be accomplished through a joint venture shared between schools and the LEA. 

5.5.2 New SATs 

Are the newly produced SA Ts developed as a result of the above research any 

better than previously in terms of administrative time, ease of classroom management 
and informative for parents? The 'old SATs' reflected best practices in education but 

took a long time to carry out, the 1992 SATs take less time but in mathematics for 

example, they appear to be concentrating more on factual recall. The science has lost the 

investigative element and the English, although it encourages a wide range of reading, 
gives very little satisfactory diagnostic information at all. 

Many primary advisory teams are positive about the changes especially the 
refinements of level 2 reading for example which gives more detailed results and the 

added time for teacher assessment, which, in contrast to the previous year simply runs 
alongside the SA Ts. Improved group-work skills in some schools and more 

concentrated attention from teachers means that children being tested are getting a better 

quality of teaching. Another point to consider is that in many schools, nearly half the 

children being tested are not seven and many parents do not want them tested. This is 
especially the case in special schools where parents feel the extra year could be vital. 

There appears to be a divide between the theorists and practitioners - the former seeing 

SATs as positive, helpful and the tasks as providing teachers with reference points from 

which to make judgements and the latter as one headteacher put it, 'once again Year 1 
children will suffer six weeks of lost teaching and those with birthdays that are within 
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weeks or even days of the cut-off point will be dramatically penalised'. 

It appears that the new SA Ts in their much condensed fonnat have compromised 
much of what they were intended to do. The idea of investigating and gening children to 

show what they know rather than antiseptic 'pencil and paper' testing has yet to be 

fulfilled. Time and classroom organisation are the major hurdles not yet overcome. The 

teachers' unions have commented that SA Ts cause distress to many children and 
frustration for many teachers who are prevented from teaching properly while they are 

administering the tests. SATs for eleven year olds are believed by many to be a 

reintroduction of the '11 + examination'. Secondary schools with more applicants than 

places will use SAT results to decide who to select. 14 year old SAT testing appears to 
serve no useful purpose as the children are beginning to study for their GCSEs which 

are fairer and more effective than SA Ts. As opposed to more tests and more 

bureaucracy, many would prefer the enonnous sums of money being spent on oiling the 

wheels of the NC, SATs and principles of the ERA used instead to buy more books, 
equipment and refurbishing school buildings. 

5.6 Other issues arising from the implementation of the ERA 

5.6.1 League tables 
The first national table of NC assessment results for 7 year olds ranked LEAs 

in terms of composite English, mathematics and science attainments. Top-of-the-league 

Richmond attributed its success to a wide repertoire of teaching methods, partnership 

with parents, a high level of support from the LEA and a 'proper level of spending'. 
Richmond is the fifth highest spender per pupil. However, statisticians, unions and 

some of the top-ranking LEAs say the table is invalid for a number of reasons. 

There was no agreement between teachers in different LEAs about the standards 

required to teach each of the three levels to which seven year olds were assigned, for 

example. Some of the LEAs included children with special needs and some did not. 

Some LEAs sent the DES results from all their schools, while some sent only 50%. 

Nevertheless, many comparisons have been made - an inevitable occurrence. Because 

1991 was considered an 'unreported run' for the tests and a national trial, many have 
also been incensed by the use of the results by the Government. Frank Keen, education 

chairman of West Sussex said that the results bear out that in the majority of cases the 
present teaching methods are achieving good results. Nationally, it was found that in 

1992, more seven year old pupils achieved level 2 or above in science than in 
mathematics or English, even though science was said by the HMI to be poorly taught 

before the NC was introduced. 

Arguments about publishing league tables are likely to continue - do raw results 

reveal information that is vital to 'choosy parents' or are they more often misled than 

enlightened? Is the fact that 28% of the 7 year olds did not achieve NC level 2 in 
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reading good or bad? Are percentages below level 1 in writing (20%) or mathematics 

(27%) surprising or not? In themselves, the figures appear meaningless. A different set 
of criteria for level 2 leaving out the requirement to be able to use a dictionary or 

substituting a more difficult reading passage would have produced different 
percentages. Asking the same questions in different ways might have also done the 

same thing. It is of interest that Avon, with a composite score of 82/17 is 24th in the 
league but Wiltshire, with the same score is 36th, because its name begins with a "W". 

Parents could easily be misled here, and Wiltshire, which spends less than Avon, could 
be construed as giving better 'value for money' although this is not mentioned. 

The DES report says that level 2 should stretch a typical 7 year old and yet it 
also says that 7 year olds at level 1 have not achieved the targets for their age group. 

People did not expect the 'unreported run' to be reported and therefore teachers may not 
have pushed children on to levels 2 or 3. It is conceivable that LEAs too readily tolerate 

low expectations or even promote them. HMI have been pointing to disparities for a 
long time which was the main rationale for the introduction of the Ne and assessment. 

The first set of results were always going to be a baseline, and yet many 
authorities feel unjustly victimised as a result of their performance. The results were 

based on largely experimental assessments - however, there is no doubt that the next set 
will be better, for whatever reason, which of course does not really say anything of 

significance at all other than the fact that children will be 'geared for testing'. 
The publication of a Government sponsored report on the SATs tests in 1991 

has been delayed until after the general election. The report, written by researchers at 
Leeds University was commissioned by SEAC. One of the main findings is understood 

to be that education authority training for teachers varied so dramatically from one part 

of the country to another that many teachers were confused about how to gauge 

performance in the SA Ts. This obviously casts doubt on the reliability of the results and 
as a consequence, the Government's national test league tables. 

5.6.2 'Opting-out' 

Government cash inducements have led to many applications from schools 
seeking to 'opt-out' of LEA control. In Gloucestershire, for example, 19 out of the 

county's 38 secondary schools have either applied for grant-maintained status or are 
threatening to in an attempt to avoid a £13 million cuts package drawn up to meet 

Government cash restrictions. In Kent, 53 secondary schools in addition to the 18 
which have already left council control have embarked on the process of opting out. 

The chair of Kent's education committee, Ronald Norman has said that schools were 
wrong if they thought that opting out would bring extra money. A new government rule 

means that LEAs are not obliged to give grant-maintained status (GMS) schools 
preferential treatment once 15% of their schools have left control. 
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Schools which have opted out have started to plan small sixth-forms which 

could be a new incentive for schools debating whether to go for GMS. Adding a sixth
form constitutes a 'change of character' under the 1944 Education Act and opted-out 

schools were originally told that this would not be possible during the first five years. 
In the spring of 1991 this was reduced to two. With the relaxing of this rule, many 

believe that it will lead to opted-out schools becoming' grammars'. 
In the wake of all these changes at the start of this decade, it seems that the so

called 'National Curriculum' should be renamed the 'State Curriculum' as the opt-out 

exodus and growth of City Technology Colleges continues. 

5.7 CONCLUSIONS: FUTURE TRENDS 

Where do the effects of the Education Reform Act 1988 and the ensuing 

National Curriculum lead to? The tributaries running away from the source seem to 

have endless permutations for the future. It is clear that the National Curriculum is here 
to stay. Many shoots are beginning to sprout ominously at the time of writing such as 

teacher appraisal and teacher training which is bedded firmly in the classroom -

'articled' teachers are on the horizon and graduates from industry without any formal 

training. Appraisal will 'help teachers having difficulties with their performance' 
according to paragraph 4 of the Government Regulations (DES Circular 12/91). 

Mathematics teaching is changing to keep pace with technological advances. 

There will be many more before the end of this decade and perhaps Interactive Compact 

Disks may be superseded by virtual reality in the classroom. These advances will make 
learning exciting and motivate children to succeed. The idea put forward in the Primary 

Statement that teachers should not be afraid to tell a child when it is wrong would be an 

anathema to the Mathematics Teacher of the Year, 1991-92, Rose Flower whose 

favourite word is "dignity". It is extremely easy to damage the morale and confidence of 
a young mathematical mind wi th a few crosses and negati ve words. Children's work 

must be respected and they must be given credit for the mathematical thinking they have 

managed to achieve. If pupils have dignity and self-respect they also have the 

confidence to discuss their weaknesses and accept challenges with good grace. 
Education seems to have taken a paradigm shift towards testing as a means of 

comparison and immense pressure is being placed upon teachers taking these children 

to get them to 'perform'. The mathematics 'syllabus' of the National Curriculum has 

changed during the time of writing to reduce the number of Attainment Targets from 14 
to 5. There is no guarantee that other changes will not occur in the future. At present 

'special education' is very much a term of the past as moves towards total non

segregation of children with particular needs occurs. If these needs can be met and 

appropriately resourced in mainstream then Warnock's '20%' become simply 'children' 

as they are allowed to participate fully in school life in preparation for adulthood. 
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The advent of LocaJ Financial Management of schools has led to changes 

in priorities - another teacher, a fax machine or repairing broken fittings? In 1986 a 
survey said that 38% of primary and 24% of secondary schools needed repairs to roofs, 

heating systems, walls or windows. In 1981, the Government introduced legal 
regulations requiring all school buildings to be brought up to a minimum standard 

within 10 years. After the cost was calculated, the deadline was moved forward to 
1996. What message are children receiving when working within shabby confines? 

The current use of a Statement of Special Educational Need as a means to 
exclude children from participation in the National Curriculum is not an entitlement to a 

broad and balanced curriculum. All children should be allowed to experience success. 
The identification of sub-groups is a way to mount a campaign for additional resources 

- witness schools' requests for staff not to be withdrawn because of damaged provision 
for their 'special needs' children. This leads to a form of stereotyping involving 

generalisations about a group of individuals based on a small number of shared 
characteristics. The outcome is inevitable: the individuals are perceived as being similar 

and are treated uniformly. Therefore the eradication of labels and the teaching of all 
children as individuals, each with their own needs, their own aspirations and goals has 

got to be the positive way forward for the future. 

**************** 
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Appendix 1 

Special Cases within the 1988 Education Refonn Act 

These four sections detail the possibilities afforded for the disapplication and 
modification of the National Curriculum within the 1988 Act 

Section 16 
This section enables development work or experiments to be carried out. It may be 
applied generally or in particular cases at the request of either the governing body, the 

local education authority (in agreement with the governing body) of the National 
Curriculum Council (with the agreement of both). Whoever requests the use of section 

16 may be required to make regular reports to the Secretary of State. Section 16 may 
only be used in county, controlled or maintained special schools and grant-maintained, 

aided or special agreement schools. 

Section 17 
This section allows for the disapplication and modification of the National Curriculum 
in specific cases or circumstances. It allows for group application. 

Section 18 
This section allows for the disapplication or modification of the National Curriculum in 

specific cases or circumstances. It allows for group application. 

Section 19 
This section allows for a headteacher temporarily to disapply or modify the 
requirements of the National Curriculum for individual students. It details the condition 

under which it may apply and the requirements for notification of parents, governors 
and local education authorities along with outline appeal procedures. Local education 

authorities are required to consider whether action is required in order to assess the 
student's special educational needs under section 5 of the 1981 Act. The Secretary of 

State reserves the right to make relevant consultations before making any reservations 
under this section. 

**************** 
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Qualifications and Credits: 

1. This is a list of externally certificated 

qualifications and credits obtained, to be 

completed as the information becomes 

available. 

2. Use the following headings In 

completing this form and list the 

appropriate qualifications!credits In the 

following order: 

- GCSE, AS and A level subjects taken by 

title and examination board and results 

by grade 

- CoE subjects taken by title and results 
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- SCE 0, H and Standard Grade suhjects 
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Scottish Certificate of Sixth Year Studies 
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Unit Credits 

- SCOTVEC National Certificate and 

Higher National Awanls 
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(any not included in the above categories) 

- show the date of the last examination! 

assessment in each subject 

3. Update this sheet hy adding any 

further qualifications or credits obtained. 
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Other Achievements and Experiences: 

In school: 

1. This form should be complete<1 after 

discussion between you and appropriate 

head teacher or tutor. 

2. It gives a picture of your contribution 

to the school in terms of your practical 

and personal skills. 

3. It may contain details of any work 

experIence, school club or community 

work done. It may also contain details of 

any sporting achievements. 

Beyond school: 

4. This form should be completed after 

discussion between you and, for example, 

your tutor, supcrvisor~ training manager 

or line manager. 

5. You may wish to include community or 

voluntary work, social clubs or sporting 

and leisure activities. 

6. You may also wish to draw attention 

here to any formal training programmes/ 

conferences/seminars either in-company 

or external. 

In all cases: 

7 .. Evidence of achievement ID the core 

skills: 

- communication skills 

- problem solving skills 

- personal skills 

- numeracy 

- information technology 

- modern language competence 

should if possihle be recorded. 
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Employment History: 

1. Keep this seetion up to date. 

2. List your employment details In order 

with the most recent job last. 
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with the most recent job last. 
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Personal Statement: 

1. This seetion is for you to recor<1 your 

own assessment of your progress to date 

and identify where you may have 

potential whieh eould be developed in the 

future. 

2. Include also any relevant information 

which has not been rccorllcd in other 

seetions. 

3. Review and update this statement as 

often as you think necessary to help you 

plan your future development. 

(NB1VIJS/:m/lllJ I) 



Personal Statement: 

1. This section is for you to record your 

own assessment of yuur progress to date 

and identify where you may have 

potential which could be developed in the 

future. 

2. Include also any relevant information 

which has not been recorded in other 

scetions. 

3. Review and update this statement as 

often as you think necessary to help you 

plan your future development. 

(N HA/I'S/3011191) 
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Appendix 3 

Overview of Readability Fonnulas CHarrison 1984) 



The Powers-Sumner-Kearl formula (1958) 
This is a relatively simple for,mula to work out, and although it 

produces few -reading levels below seven years, it is more 
suitable for primary schoolbooks than its better-known relative, 
the Flesch formula. The Powers-Sumner-Kearl formula is not 
suitable for secondary texts because it exhibits a marked ceiling 
effect, and will rarely produce a reading level above twelve, 
even on difficult material. The formula is: 

us grade = - 2.2029 + (0.0778 x WDS/SEN) 
+ (0.0455 x SYLIl10Ow) 

where WDS/SEN = average number of words per sentence 
and SYLIl100w = average number of syllables per 100 

words 
UK reading level (in years) = us grade + 5 



The Spache formula (1953) 
. This formula has been used widely in the United Kingdom, 
and provided that the user is aware that the formula is unreli
able with books above a true difficulty level of eleven years, 
there is no reason why this should not continue. The vocabulary 
variable, percentage of unfamiliar words (i.e. words not derived 
from words on Dale's 769 word list - see Appendix B), takes 
time to work out but it tends to produce more accurate scores 
than those from the Powers-Sumner~Kearl formula. The 
Spache formula is: 

us grade = (0.121 x WDS/SEN) 

+ (0.082 x PERCENT UFMWDS) 

+ 0.659 
where WDS/SEN = average number of words per sentence 
and UFMWDS = unfamiliar words 
UK reading level (in years) = us grade + 5 

Deciding whether or not a word is to be regarded as 'familiar' is 
not always· easy. The following guidelines were written by 
Diana Bentley of the University of Reading reading centre to 
help teachers to work out the Spache formula. They may seem a 
little complex but in fact they are soon mastered. 

• Count all letters and numbers in figures as familiar. 
• Proper nouns, or names of persons, places, are counted as familiar. 
• Count regular verb forms of words on the list as familiar. This 

incIudes only -ing, -es, -5, -ed and those changes involving doubling 
of the final consonarit, or dropping the final e or changing y to i . 
when adding a suffix. Derivatives of verbs involving internal 
changes in spelling, as ridti-rode, buy-bought, break-broke, are not 
familiar unless on the list. Verbs changed to nouns by adding a 
. suffix are not familiar unless on the list. 

• Count.regular plurals and possessive endings of nouns as familiar. 
Plurals in ~, -es,-ies are familiar; irregularly formed plurals, as in 
ox-oxen, goo5e-geese, are unfamiliar unless on the list . 

• Derivatives· of verbs that function as a noun or adjective, as 
build-building, burn-burnt, or nouns that are changed to function as 
an adjective, assleep~leepy, sun~unny, bravery-brave, are not familiar 
unless on the list. 

• Adjectival or adverbial endings as -ly, -est, -er, ily are considered 
familiar when the base word is On the list. For example, big, bigger, 
biggest, or brave, bravely, braver, bravest are all considered familiar 
since big and brave are on the list. 

• Count a word as unfamiliar only once even though it appears again 
or with variable endings later in the sample. . 

• A group of words, consisting of the repetition of a single word or 
exclamation, as oh, oh, oh and look, look, look, is counted as a single 
sentence regardless of punctuation. 

• Count hyphenated worl;ls as unfamiliar unless both parts appear in 
the word list.· . 

• Count contractions, as didn't, unfainiliar unless on the list. 
• Count hyphenated words, compound words and numbers in figures 

as one word. 



The Mugford chart (1970) 
Leonard Mugford's chart is the best of the 'intuitively' derived 

readability measures. It is the product of years of research and 
. classroom trials, and its letters-per-word variable takes account 
. of difficulties in monosyllabic words like strength which many 

formulae would ignore. This is how you work it out. 

Count a lOO-word sample. Treat words joined by hyphens, e.g. 
boat-house, as separate words. Count contracted forms, such as 
wouldn't, as one word only. Count each number expressed in figures as 
a word. . 

Make four lists of the words in the sample. List I contains the 
polysyllabic words (Le. words of three or more syllables). List 2 consists 
of the non-polysyllabic words (Le. words of one or two syllables) seven 
or more letters long. Lists 3 and 4 contain respectively the six-letter and 
five,letter nor-polysyllabic words. Do not list the same word more than .. 
once, btit always count derived forms separately from their base words; 
e.g. child, children, children's would all be listed separately. Proper 

Figure 3.1. The Mugford readability chart: word length section 
© Leonard Mugford 1970 

Number of 
words in list List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 

1 4 2 2 1 
2 8 5 3 2 
3 12 7 5 3 
4 16 10 6 4 
5 20 12 8 5 
6. 24 15 9 6 
7 28 17 11 7 
8 32 20 12 8 
9 36 22 14 9 

10 40 25 15 10 
11 44 27 17 11 
12 48 30 18 12 
13 52 32 20 13 
14 56 35 21 14 
15 60 37 23 15 
16 64 40 24 16 
17 68 42 26 17 
18 72 45 27 18 
19 76 47 29 19 
20 80 50 30 20 
21 84 52 32 21 
22 88 55 33 22 
23 92 57 35 23 
24 96 60 36 24 
25 100 62 38 25 
26 104 65 39 26 
27 108 67 41 27 
28 112 70 42 28 
29 116 72 44 29 
30 120 75 45 30 



• 

nouns, nonsense words, representations of animal noises, etc. should 
be classified in the same way as ordinary words, but numbers expres-
sed in figures should not be listed. 

When you have worked through the entire sample, count the 
number of words in each list. Find the word length score for each list 
from Figure 3.1, and then add these scores together to obtain the word 
length score for the passage. For example, an analysis of Text B, Sample 
3, yields 14 words in list I, 6 words in list 2, 10 words in list 3 and 8 
words in list 4, giving a word length score 

56 + 15 + 15 + 8 = 114 
Count the number of sentences. Note that· 

'Come here!' John shouted. , 
'Who is it?' he asked. 

would each count as one sentence only. 

Figure 3.2. The Mugford readability chart: conversion table 
© Leonard Mugford 1970 

Number of sentences Difficulty 
7 or more 6 5 4 3 or fewer index 

, 
142-146 133-137 124-128 115-119 107-110 20 
136-141 128-132 119-123 111-114 102-106 19 
130-135 122-127 114-118 106-110 98-101 18 
124-129 116-121 108-113 101-105 93-97 17 
117-123 110-115 103-107 95-100 88- 92 16 
112-116 105-109 98-102 91-94 84--87 15 
108-111 101-104 95-97 88-90 81-83 14.5 . 
104-107 98-100 91-94 85-87 78-80 14.0 
101-103 94-97 88-90 82-84 75-77 13.5 
96-100 90-93 84-87 78-81 72-74 13.0 

" 92-95 86-89 81-83 75-77 69-71 12.5 
88-91 82-85 77-80 71-74 66-68 12.0 
83-87 78-81 73-76 68-70 62--{;5 11.5 
80-82 75-77 70-72 65--{j7 6Q--{jl 11.0 
79 74 69 64 59 10.9 
78 73 68 63 10.8 
77 72 67 58 10.7 
76 71 66 62 57 10.6 
75 70 61 56 10.5 
74 69 65 60 55 10.4 
73 68 64 59 10.3 
71-72 67 63 58 54 10.2 
70 66 62 57 53 10.1 
69 65 61 56 52 10.0 



Number of sentences 
Difficulty 

7 or more 6 5 4 3 or fewer index 

68 64 60 55 51 9.9 
67 63 59 54 50 9.8 
66 62 57-58 53 49 9.7 
64-65 60-61 56 52 48 9.6 
63 59 55 51 47 9.5 
62 58 54 50 46 9.4 
61 57 53 49 45 9.3 
5~0 5>-56 52 48 44 9.2 
58. ' 54 51 47 43 9.1 

·56-57 53 49-50 46 42 9.0 
55 52 48 45 41 8.9 
53-54 50-51 47 43-44 40 8.8 
52 ·49 45-46 ., 42 39 8.7 
50-51 47-48 44 41 38 8.6 
49 46 43 40 37 8.5 
47-48 44-45 41-42 38--39 3>-36 8.4 
45-46 42-43 40 37 34 8.3 
43-44 41 38--39 3>-36 33 8.2 . 
41-42 39-40 36-37 34 31-32 8.1 
39-40 37-38 35 ·32-33 30 8.0 
37'-38 35-36 33-34 30-31 2S-29 7.9 
35-36 33-34 31-32 29 26-27 7.8 
33-34 31-32 29-30 27-28 25 7.7 
30-32 2S-30 26-28 2>-26 23-24 7.6 
27-29 26-27 24-25 22-24 0-22 7.5 
24-26 23-25 21-23 0-21 7.4 
21-23 19-22 0-20 7.3 
1S-20 0-18 7.2 
0-17 7.2 or less 

' .. : 

Find the difficulty index for the sample from Figure 3.2. Look down 
the appropriate column until you encounter the sample's word length 
score. The sample's difficulty index is on the same row. Difficulty . 
indices of less than 16 can be regarded as UK reading levels (us grade = 
UK reading level -5). 

If the difficulty index is '7.2 or less', make a single list of all the 
different words in the passage. Be careful not to list the same word 
more than once! When you have worked through the sample, count the . 
number of words you have listed and use Figure 3.3 to obtain the 
sample's difficulty index. 



Figure 3.3. The Mugford rudability chart repetition section 
© Leonard Mugford 1970 

Number of 
different Word length score 
words 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 U 13 14 15 16 17 

1-18 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.8 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.4 6.5 6.6 6.7 6.8 6.8 6.9 7.0 7.0 7.1 7.1 
19-21 5.6 5.7 5.8 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.5 6.6 6.7 6.8 6.9 6.9 7.0 7.1 7.1 7.1 
22-24 5.7 5.8 5.9 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.5 6.6 6.7 6.7 6.8 6.9 6.9 7.0 7.1 7.1 7.2 
25--27 5.8 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.5 6.5 6.6 6.7 6.8 6.8 6.9 7.0 7.0 7.1 7.1 7.2 
28-30 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.5 6.5 6.6 6.7 6.7 6.8 6.9 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.1 7.1 7.2 
31-33 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.5 6.5 6.6 6.7 6.7 6.8 6.8 6.9 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.1 7.1 7.2 
3-h16 6.3 6.4 6.4 6.5 6.6 6.6 6.7 6.7 6.8 6.8 6.9 6.9 7.0 7.0 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.2 
37-39 6.4 6.5 6.6 6.6 6.7 6.7 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.9 6.9 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.2 
40-42 6.6 6.7 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.9 6.9 6.9 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.1 7.1 7.1 . 7.1 7.2 
43-45 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.9 6.9 6.9 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.2 7.2 
46-48 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.2 7.2 
49-51 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.2 7.2 



, 

The- Fry graph (1977; Figure 3.4) 
This is one of the most straightforward ways of obtaining a 

readability index. The graphical form is helpful for a number of 
reasons: it saves time on making calculations; it offers visual 
information when numerical results might give a spurious 
impression of accuracy; the user of the graph can tell at a glance 
if a passage is in comparative terms more difficult than average 
in vocabulary or in sentence length. This final point is not 
generally realised, but. clearly if the curve represents normal 
texts, points above the line; or towards the top right quadrant, 
will represent passages with higher than average vocabulary 
difficulty, while points below the curve, towards the bottom left 
quadrant, will suggest greater than average sentence length. 
These are the directions for using the readability graph: 

• Randomly select three sample passages and count out exactly 100 
. words each, beginning with the beginning of a sentence. 

, •. Cciunt the number of sentences in the 100 words, calculating the 
length of the· fraction of the last sentence to the nearest one-tenth. 

• Count the total number of syllables in the lOO-word passage. 1£ you 
. don't have a hand counter av.ailable, an easy way is to simply put a 
mark above every syllable over one in each word, then when you get 
to the end of the passage, count the number of marks and add 100. 

• Enter the graph with the average numbers of sentences and syll
ables; plot a dot where the two lines intersect. The area where the 
dot is plotted will give you the approximate us grade level. The UK 

reading level is 5 + us grade. 
• If a great deal of variability is found in syllable count or sentence 

count, putting more samples into the average is desirable. 
• When counting syllables for numerals and abbreviations, count one 

syllable for each symbol. For example, 1945 is four syllables, IRA is 
three syllables, and £:I is one syllable. 

116 124 132 140 148 156 164 

Averege number of syllables per 100 words 
Figure 3.4. Fry's extended readability graph 

-

172 180+ 



The Dale-Chall formula (1948) 
The Dale-Chall formula, like the Spache formula, uses a word 

list as a basis for predicting vocabulary difficulty. The Dale list of 
3,000 words (Appendix A) was originally derived from research 
into the -words best known to American eight-year-olds. 
Although a few American words are clearly out of place in the 
United Kingdom (what is a bobwhite?), ID general the list has 
proved its worth in British research,. by counting as familiar 
those words spelt in the British way which appear in the 
American spelling on the list (e.g. colour,_ calor). The formula, 
though time-consuming to compute, has shown:up well in 
validation studies, and is as follows: 

us grade = (0.1579 x PERCENT UFMWDS) 

+ (0.0496 x WDS/SEN) 

+ 3.6365 
where UFMWDS = unfamiliar words (for definition, see 

below) 
and WDS/SEN = average number of words per sentence 
UK reading level = 5 + us grade 

. Ii'f the light of experience gained in applying their formula to 
passages of various types, and comparing the formula's predic
tion with the judgments of experts, Dale and Chall came to feel 
that the formula scores might be slightly underestimating the 
difficulty of harder materials. They therefore suggested that the 
formula score should be converted to a 'corrected grade level'. 
The 'corrected age levels' below represent the Dale and Chall 
transformation table, but, as usual, 5 has been added to turn the 
scores into age levels for UK schools. 

Dale-Chall formula score Corrected age levels 
4.9 and below 9 and below 
5.0-5.9 10-11 
6.0-6.9 12-13 
7.0-7.9 14-15 
8.0-8.9 16-17 
9.0-9.9 College 

. 10.0 and above College graduate 

As with the Spache formula, there are a number of rules for 
deciding what may be regarded as a 'familiar' word. 



Common nouns 
• Consider familiar all regular plurals and possessives of words on the 

list. For example, because boy, girl, church,' and army are on the list, 
boy's (possessive), girls, churches, and armies (regularly formed plur-, 
als) are familiar. 

• Count irregular plurals as unfamiliar, even if the singular form 
appears on the list; oxen is unfamiliar, although ox is on the list. 
However, when the plural appears as a separate word or is indicated 
by the ending in parentheses next to the word, it is considered 
familiar; goose and geese appear on the list and both are considered 
familiar. 

• Count as unfamiliar a, noun that is formed by adding -er or -r to a 
noun or verb appearing on' the word list (unless this er or r form is 
indicated on the list); burner-is counted as unfamiliar, although burn ' 
is on the list. Owner is considered familiar because it appears on the 
list as own (er) . 

Proper nouns 
• Names of persons and places are considered familiar. Japan, Smith, 

~nd so on, are familiar even though they do not appear on the word 
lIst. 

• Names of organisations, laws, documents, titles of books, movies, 
and so on generally comprise several words. 

(a) When determining the number of words in a sample, count all 
th~' ~ords in . t~e name of an organisation and the like. Chicago 
BUlldmg AssocIatIOn should be counted three words. Declaration of 
Independence should be counted three words. Special rule: When the 
title of an organisation, law, and so on is used several times within a 
sample of 100 words, all the words in the title are counted, no matter 
how many times they are repeated. 

(b) For the unfamiliar word count, consider unfamiliar only words 
which do not appear on the Dale list, except names of persons or 
places. Chicago Building Association is counted one unfamiliar word 
(Association) since Building and Chicago are familiar. Declaration of 
Independence is counted as two unfamiliar words-as of is on the list. 
Special rule: When the name of an organization, law, document, and 
so on is used several times within a sample of 100 words, count it 
only twice when making the unfamiliar word count. Security Council, 
if repeated more than twice within a lOO-word sample, is counted as 
four unfamiliar words. 

Abbreviations 
• (a) In counting the words in a sample, an abbreviation is counted 

as one word. Y.M.C.A., Nov., a.m. and p.m. are each counted as one 
word. 

(b) In making the unfamiliar word count, an abbreviation is 
counted as one unfamiliar word only. Y.M.C.A. is considered one 
unfamiliar word. Nov. is considered familiar because the names of 
the months are on the word list. U.S., a.m. and p.m. are each 
considered familiar. Special rule: An abbreviation which is used more 
than twice within a lOO-word sample is counted as two unfamiliar 
words only. C.1.O. is counted two unfamiliar words if repeated five 
times in a lOO-word sample. ' 



Verbs 
• Consider familiar the third-person, singular forms (-s, or -ies from 

y), present-participle forms (-ing), past-participle fQrms (-n), and 
past-tense forms (-ed, or -ied from -y), when these are added to verbs 
appearing on the list. The same rule applies when a consonant is 
doubled before adding -ing or -ed.For example, ask, asking, asked, 

. dropped and dropping are considered familiar, because ask and drop 
appear on the word list. 

Adjectives 
• Comparatives and superlatives of adjectives appearing on the list are 

considered familiar. The same rule applies if the consonant is 
doubled before adding -er or -est. For example, longer, prettier, and 
bravest are familiar because long, pretty, and brave are on the list; red, 
redder, and reddest are all familiar. 

• Adjectives formed by adding -n to a proper noun are familiar. For 
example, American, Austrian. 

• Count as unfamiliar an adjective that is formed by adding -y to a 
word that appears on the list. But consider the word familiar if -y 
appears in parentheses following the word. E.g. woolly is unfamiliar 
although wool is on the list; sandy is familiar beca use it .a ppears on the 
list as sand(y). 

Adverbs 
• Consider adverbs familiar which are formed by adding -ly to a word 

on the list. (In most cases -ly is indicated following the word.) 
Soundly is familiar because sound is on the list. 

• Count as unfamiliar words which add more than -ly or change a 
letter, like easily. 

Hyphenated words 
.• Count the hyphenated words as unfamiliar if either word in the 

compound does not appear on the word list. When both appear on 
the list,the word is familiar. 

Miscellaneous special cases 
• Words formed by adding -en to a word on the list (unless the -en is 

listed in parentheses or the word itself appears on the list) are 
considered unfamiliar; sharpen is considered unfamiliar although 
sharp is on the list; golden is considered familiar because it appears on 
the list gold(en). 

• Count a word unfamiliar if two or more endings are added to a word 
on the list; clippings is considered unfamiliar, although clip is on the 
list. 

• Words on the list to which -tion, -ation, -ment, and other suffixes not 
previously mentioned are added are considered unfamiliar, unless 
the word with the ending is included on the list; treatment is 
unfamilar although treat is on the list; protection is unfamiliar 
although protect is on the list; preparation is unfamiliar although 
prepare is on the list. 

• Numerals like 1947, 18 and so on, are considered familiar. 



The Flesch formula (1948) 
The Flesch formula is one of the best-known readability meas
\.ues. The formula uses the same variables as the Powers
Sumner-Kearl formula, but it does not immediately produce a 
us grade level. Since Flesch was primarily interested in asses
sing adult reading material, he chose a difficulty index which 
did not relate to grades, but to a notional comprehension score 
out of lOO. Thus a difficult passage would yield a score of below 
50, while a simple child's book would approach a score of lOO. 
This is the Flesch formula:. . 

Reading ease score = 206.835 
- (0.846 x SYLLs/l00w) 
- (1.015 x WDS/SEN) 

where SYLLs/l00w = syllables per 100 words 
and WDS/SEN = average number of words per sentence 

It is theoretically possible to produce reading ease scores outside 
the range 0-100, but these are rare . 
. For those who wish to relate the reading ease score to age 

levels Flesch provided a transformation table which is summar
ised in the centre column of Figure 3.5. This figure is a 
nomogrami that is, by using a ruler between the left-hand and 
right-hand columns of the figure the reader can save the bother 
of calculating the reading ease score by simply noting the 
point at which the central column is bisected. You can verify the 
accuracy of the reading ease scores in Table 3.4 by using the 
nomogram together with the data in Table 3.3. . 

Reading ease Flesch grade level (FCL) Reading level 
score (RES) 

Over 70 - ((IlES - 150)/10) FGL + 5 
Over 60 - ((RES - 110)/5) FCL + 5 
Over 50 - ((IlES - 93)/3.33) FCL + 5 
Under 50 - ((RES - 140)/6.66) FCL + 5 



SYllABLES PER 
100 WORDS 

120 120 

125 125 

130 130 

135 135 
READING EASE 

SCORE 
100 100 140 140 

Very Easy 95 9~ Very Easy 

90 90 
145 145 

Easy 85 85 Easy 150 150 
80 80 

Fairly Easy 75 75 Fairly Easy 155 155 
WORDS PER 
SENTENCE 70· 70 
5 5 

.. 
Standard 65 . 65 Standard 

160 160 

60 60 165 165 
TO 10 Fairly Difficult SS 55 Fairly Difficult 

50 50 170 170 
15 15 45 ·45 

175 175 
Difficult AO" .40 . Dillicult 

20 20 35 35 180 180 
3 30 

25 25 25 2~ 185 18~ 

20 20 

30 30 190 190 
Very Difficult 15 15 Very Dillicult 

"t" 
10 10 195 195 
5 5 

0 0 200 200 

iCll949 by Rudolf Flesch 

Figure 3.5. Flesch formula nomogram: a sample with 15 words per sentence and 
140 syllables per 100 words has a reading ease score of about 73 



Gunning's FOG formula (1952) 
This is one of the easiest of all readability indices to work out, 

and this fact does explain its popularity. Gunning noticed that 
the vocabulary variable of percentage of polysyllabic words (i.e. 
words of three or more syllables) was much quicker to count 
than the total number of syllables in a passage, and since this 
variable correlated highly with other vocabulary variables, it 

,seemed·reasonable to work from it in assessing readability. The 
problem· with this variable is that it does not discriminate very 
effectively between relatively simple passages of prose, since 
the percentage of polysyllabic words per 100 words will be 
uniformly low. The FOG formula (Gunning suggested that the 
acronym stood for 'frequency of gobbledegook') is as follows: 

us grade = 0.4 x (WDS/SEN + % psw) 

where WDS/SEN = 'average number of words per sentence 
and % psw = percentage of polysyllabic words 

UK reading level = us grade + 5 

" . 



McLaughlin's SMOG ·formula (1969) 
This is the easiest and quickest formula of all to work out by 

hand, since McLaughlin found an extremely clever way round 
the time-consuming business of counting every word in every 
sentence. This formula uses a single variable, the number of 
polysyllabic (i.e. three-or-more syllable) words in 30 sentences. 
This variable focusses on vocabulary, but clearly if the thirty 

. sentences are lengthy, there will be more opportunity to 
encounter long words, so sentence-length is taken account of 
indirectly . 
. The.fact that the SMOG formula (described by McLaughlinas a 
'simple measure of gobbledegook') contains a square root calcu~ 
lation need not alarm us. Most pocket calculators now carry a 
square root function, but even so, McLaughlin intended to spare 
us complex calculations. In his formula the square root is taken 
from the nearest perfect square to the actual number of polysyllabic 
words found in thirty sentences. Thus if 50 polysyllabic words 
were found, the calculation would proceed from the nearest 
perfect square, i.e. 49 (7 x 7). Similarly, for 31 we should 
proceed from 36 (6 x 6), and so on. As mentioned earlier, it is 
wiser to sample from more than one place in a book, and it 
would be common to select ten sentences from the beginning, . 
ten from the middle, and ten from the end. McLaughlin's SMOG 

formula is: . 

us grade = 3 + -Jp (i.e. 3 plus the square root of p) 

where P = the nearest perfect square to the number of polysyl
labic words (i.e. three-or-more syllable words) in thirty sen
tences 

UK reading level = us grade + 5 

Finally, it must be noted that McLaughlin stressed that his 
formula was attempting to predict the grade level necessary for 
100% comprehension of a text. This is a very difficult claim to 
examine or substantiate, but at any rate it would lead us to 
expect higher difficulty scores than on most formulae, which 
were originally validated against lower comprehenSion levels. 



The FORCAST formula (Sticht, 1973) 
This formula was devised by Tom Sticht and his collaborators 

on us Army projects. Its orientation is firmly towards functional 
literacy and not school learning, but Sticht's interests produced 
the only measure in this chapter which does not include any 
sentence-length variable. This fact robs the formula of some 
predictive validity, but it nevertheless can be useful in assessing 
forms, job materials or other print which is not in normal 
sentence torm, and which could not otherwise be assessed by a 
formula at all. It uses just one variable: the number of single- . 
syllab~e words in a 15Q-word passage. The FORCAST formula is: . 

us grade = 20 - (NOSW -;- 10) 

where NOSW = number of one-syllable words in a passage of 150 
words 

'. 



TEXT A. IRON AGE CLOTHING 

Sample 1 
After many more years, people called Celts came from the sea and 

brought another metal with them called iron. It made better knives, 
swords and tools because it was harder than bronze, which was still 
used for many things such as pins, brooches and bowls. 

Twisting wool into long threads is called spinning. This was mostly 
done by girls. 

The stick in the girl's right hand is called the spindle and the round 
weight on the end is the whorl. On her shoulder is the distaff with a roll 
of wool. She twists the wool with her fingers until she I has a piece long 
enough to tie on to the spindle stick, which spins round and twists the 
wool into thread. (121 words) 

Sample 2 
The threads were made into cloth by weaving. You can see in the 

picture that some threads are fixed down the frame to keep them 
straight, and the girl weaves her threads in and out across them. In this 
way they made woollen cloth. 

Flax, a plant with a pretty blue flower, grew wild in the woods and 
fields. The bronze and iron age people found that if they soaked flax 
plants in the river and dried them in the sun, they could pick out the 
silky part of the stems and spin it into thread. This was made into/a 
cloth called linen. (104 words) 

Sample 3 
They dyed their linen and woollen clothes with dyes made from 

plants and tree bark. At first, the bronze age people just wrapped the 
cloth round themselves and fastened it with pins and brooches. This 
girl has sewn her dress under the arms and she has a belt with a 
bronze buckle. Her hair is worn in a net, with long pins. This man wears 
a short tunic and a woollen cap. His cloak has no sleeves. They both 
wear skin shoes. The bronze buckles and brooches were beautifully 
made. Some ornaments were made of gold, which was found in I 
Britain at this time. (104 words) 



TEXT B. THE NITROGEN PROBLEM 

Sample 1 
Some seventy years ago, scientists were worried by what was called 

the 'nitrogen problem'. They discussed the problem at learned 
gatherings and wrote about it in learned journals. What was this 
problem and how did it arise? During the nineteenth century, agricul
ture had made great strides, thanks to better equipment and new 
farming methods. Chemists had investigated ways of raising the yields 
of crops and one of them, the German scientist, Justus van Liebig 
(1803-1873), had paid special attention to the use of fertilizers. Other 
scientists demonstrated that certain chemicals containing nitrogen, the 
nitrogenous fertilizers, could double or treble the / yield of grain crops. 

(104 words) 

Sample 2 
This was important because the population of Europe was growing 

rapidly and it was becoming necessary to grow more wheat to feed the 
people. Meanwhile the chemical industry was demanding more 
nitrogen to make dyestuffs and high explosives such as dynamite. 
Thus agriculture and industry were competing with one another for the 
available nitrogenous compounds. And seventy years ago nitrogenous 
compounds were not plentiful. They were obtained, often with difficulty, 
from different sources. Urine had been used as a source for centuries. 
Compounds from dung, with a higher nitrogen content, were also used. 
One of these was potaSSium nitrate (Saltpetre). (100 words) 

Sample 3 
This was imported mainly from India, and being expensive, was kept 

for the manufacture of black powder and nitric acid. Another was 
guano, the droppings of sea birds which had accumulated on the 
islands off Peru. Guano had been shipped to Europe from the 
beginning of the nineteenth century but by the end of the century, the 
deposits had been almosi worked out. Larger supplies of nitrogen 
gradually became available from two other sources, both of which are 
still in use. One was the gas and steel industries. The carbonization of 
coal to make gas and coke yields a by-product I called ammoniacal 
water. (103 words) 



Appendix A 
Dale's 3,000 word list 
a alllUlIIlt away beautify bit bow hurn 
able all awful(ly) beauty bite bowl I"",t 
aboard and awhile became biting how-wow bnry 
about angel ax because hitter box(es) bus 
abore angcr become black boxcar bush 
abscnt angry baa becoming blackberry boxcr bushel 
accer animal babe bed blackbird boy busincss 
acci cnt anothcr baby (ies ) bedbug blackboard boyhood busy 
account answer back bedroom blackness bracelet but 
ache(ing) ant background bedspread blacksmith brain butcher 
acorn any bacbvard (s) bedtime blame brake butt 
acre anybody bacon bee blank bran buttcr 
across anyhow bad(ly) beech blanket branch buttcrcup 
act(s) anrone badge beef blast brass butterHy 
add anything ba~ beefsteak blaze brave buttermilk 
address anyway ba e(r) beehive bleed bread butterscotch 
admire anywhere bakery been bless break button 
adventure apart baking beer blessing breakfast buttonhole 
alar apartment ball beet blew breast buy 
afraid aP7 balloon before blind(s) breath buzz 
after apiece banana beg blindlold breathe by 
afternoon appear band began block breeze bye 
alterward (s ) apple bandage beggar blood brick 
again April bang begged bloom bride cab 
against apron banjo begin blossom bridge cabbage 
age are bank(er) beginning blot bright cabin 
aged aren't bar begun blow brightness cabinet 
ago arise barber behave blue bring cackle 
:~ree arithmetic bare(ly) behind blueberry broad cage 

arm barefoot believe blucbird broadcast cake 
ahead armful bark bell bluejay broke(n) calendar 
aid army barn belong blush brook calf 
aim arose barrel below board broom call (er) (ing) 
air around base belt boast brother came 
airfield arrange baseball bench boat brought camel 
airplane arrive ( d) basement bend bob brown camp 
airport arrow basket beneath bobwhite brush campfire 
a!rship art bat bent body (ies) bubble can 
airy artist batch berry (ies ) boil(er) buckct canal 
alarm as bath beside ( s) bold buckle canary 
alike ash(es) bathe best bone bud candle 
alive aside bathing bet bonnet buffalo candlestick 
al\ ask bathroom better boo bug candy 
alley asleep bathtub between book buggy cane 
alligator at battle bib bookcase build cannon 
allow ate battleship bible bookkeeper building cannot 
almost attack bay bicycle boom built canoe 
alone attend be(ing) bid boot bulb can't 
along attention beach big(ger) born bull canyon 
aloud August bead bill borrow bullet cap 
already aunt beam billboard boss bum cape 
also author bean bin both bumblebee capital 
always auto bear bind bother bump captain 
am automobile beard bird bottle bun car 
America autumn beast birth bottom bunch card 
American avenue bcat( ing) birthday bought bundle cardboard 
among awake(n) beautiful biscuit bounce bunny care 



careful childhood cocoon cramps dart do dwarf 
careless children cod cflnberry dash dock dwell 
, ';Irelessness chill (y) codfish crank(y) date doctor dwelt 
cdrload chimney coffee cra,h daughter does dying 
,-arpcntcr chin coffeepot crawl dawn doesn't 
carpet china coin crazy day dog each 
carriage chip cold cream(y) davbreak doll eager 
carrot chipmunk collar creek da}'time dollar eagle 
carry chocolate college creep dead dolly ear 
cart choice color( ed) crept deaf done early 
carve choose colt cried deal donkey earn 
case chop column croak dear don't earth 
cash chorus comb crook(ed) death door east (ern) 
cashier chose(n) come crop December doorbell easy 
castle christen comfort cross( ing) decide doorknob eat( en) 
cat Christmas comic cross-eyed deck doorstep edge 
catbird church coming CrOw deed dope egg 
catch churn company crowd(ed) deep dot eh 
catcher cigarette compare Crown deer double eight 
caterpillar circle conductor cruel defeat dough eighteen 
catfish circus cone crumb defend dove eighth 
catsup citizen connect crumble defense down eighty 
cattle city coo crush delight downstairs either 
caught clang cook(ed) crust den downtown elbow 
cause clap cook ( ing) cry(ies) dentist dozen elder 
cave class cooky (ie )( s ) cub depend drag eldest 
ceiling classmate cool (er) cuff deposit drain electric 
cell classroom coop cup describe drank electricity 
cellar claw copper cupboard desert drawl er) elephant 
cent clay copy cupful deserve drawling) eleven 
center clean ( er) cord cure desire dream elf 
cereal clear cork curl(y) desk dress elm 
certain (Iy) clerk corn curtain destroy dresser else 
chain clever corner curve devil dressmaker elsewhere 
chair click correct cushion dew drew emJ:ty 
chalk cliff cost custard diamond dried en (ing) 
champion climb cot customer did drift enemy 
chance clip cottage cut didn't drill eng~ne 
change cloak cotton cute die(d)(s) drink engmeer 
chap clock couch cutting difference drip English 
charge close cough different drive(n) enjoy 
charm closet coul~ dab dig driver enough 
chart cloth couldn't dad dim drop enter 
chase clothes count daddy dime drove envelope 
chatter clothing counter daily dine drown equal 
cheap c1oud(y) country dairy ding-dong drowsy erase(r) 
cheat dover county daisy dinner drug errand 
check clown course dam dip drum escape 
checkers club court damage direct drllnk eve 
check cluck cousin dame direction dry even 
cheer clump cover damp dirt (y) duck evcning 
cheese coach cow dance(r) discover dne cver 
cherry coal coward (Iy) dancing dish dug evcry 
chest coast cowboy dandy dislike duI! evcrybody 
chew coat cozy danger( ous) dismiss dumb everyday 
chick cob crab dare ditch dump even'one 
chicken cobbler crack dark(ness) dive during cvcr),thing 
chief cocoa cracker darling divcr dust (y) evcr)'\vbcre 
chi'ld coconut cradle darn divide duty evil 



exact 6ddle follow (ing) gain gown ham hello 
except 6eld fond gallon grab hammer helmet 
exchange 6fe food gallop gracious hand hclp(er) 
excited fiflt-ell fool game grade handful helpful 
exciting fifth foolish gang grain handker· hem 
excuse fifty foot garage grand chief hen 
exit 6g football garbage grandchild handle henhouse 
expect 6ght footprint garden grandchildren handwrit· her(s) 
explain figure for gas granddaughter ing herd 
extra 61e forehead gasoline grandfather hang here 
eye 611 forest gatc grandma happen here's 
eyebrow 61m forget gather grandmother happily hero 

6nally forgive gave grandpa happiness herself 
fable find forgot (ten) gay grandson happy he's 
face fine fork gear grandstand harbor hey 
facing fmger form geese grapefs) hard hickory 
fact finish fort general grape ruit hardly hid 
factory fire forth gentle grass hardship hidden 
fail firearm fortune gentleman grasshopper hardware hide 
faint firecracker forty gentlemen grateful hare high fair 6replace forward geography grave hark highway 
fairy fireworks fought get gravel harm hill 
faith 6ring found getting graveyard harness hillside 
fake first fountain giant gravy harp hi11top fall fish four gift gray harvest hi11y 
false 6sherman fourtcen gingerbread graze has him 
family fist fourth girl grease hasn't himself 
fan fit(s) fox give (n) great haste(n) hind 
fancy five frame giving green hasty hint 
far fix free glad (Iy) greet hat hip faraway Baf freedom glance grew hatch hire fare Ba e freeze glass(es) grind hatchet his farmer flame freight gleam groan hate hiss farm (ing) Bap French glide grocery haul history far·off Bash fresh glory ground have hit farther flashlight fret glove group haven't hitch fashion Bat Friday glow grove having hive fast flea fried glue grow hawk ho fasten flesh friend(ly) go(ing) guard hay hoe fat flew friendship goes guess hayfield hog father Bies 

frighten goal guest haystack hold (er) fault flight 
frog goat guide he hole favor Bip gobble gulf head holiday favorite Bip·Bop from God(g) gum headache hollow front fear Boat 
frost godmother gun heal holy feast flock 
frown 

gold( en) gunpowder health(y) home feather Bood 
froze 

goldfish guy heap homely February Boor golf heart ing) homesick fed flop fruit gone ha heard honest 
feed flour fry good(s) habit heart honey 
feel flow fudge good.by(b)'e) had heat(er) honeybee feet flower(y) fuel good. looking hadn't heaven honeymoon fell flutter full ()') goodness hail heavy honk 
fellow By fun goody hair he'd honor felt foam funny goose haircut heel hood fence fog fur gooseberry hairpin height hoof 
fever fotyy furniture got half held hook 
few fa d further govern hall hell hoop 
fih folks fuzzy government halt he'll hop 



hope(ful) ink kettle leap lonesome malter mop 
hopeless II1n key learn (ed) long mattress more 
hom insect kick least 1001: llla),(M) moming 
horse inside kid leather lookout maybe morrow 
horseback instant kill (ed) leal'c (ing) loop mayor moss 
horscshoe instead kind(ly) led loose maypole 1110st(I)') 
hose insult kindness left lord mc mother 
hospital intend king leg lose(r) meadow motor 
host interested kingdom lemon loss meal mount 
hot interesting kiss lemonade lost mean(s) mountain 
hotel into kitchen lend lot meant mouse 
hound invite kite length loud measure mouth 
hour iron kitten less love meat movc 
house is kitty lesson lovely medicine movie 
housetop island knee let lover mcet(ing) movics 
housewife isn't kneel let's low melt moving 
houscwork it knew letter luck(y) member mow 
how its knife letting lumber men Mr., Mrs, 
however it's knit lettuce lump mend much 
howl itsclf knives level lunch meow mud 
hug I've knob Iibcrty lying merry muddy 
huge ~vory knock library mess mug 
hum IVy knot lice ma message mule 
humble know lick machine met multiply 
hum/r jacket known lid machinery metal murder 
hun red jacks lie mad mew music 
hung jail lace life made mice must 
hunger jam lad lift magazine middle my 
hungry !anuary ladder light(ness) magic midnight myself 
hunk lar ladies lightning maid might(y) 
hunt(er) jaw lady like mail mile nail 
hurrah ,av laid likely mailbox milk name 
hurried jelly lakc liking mailman milkman nap 
hurry jellyfish lamb lily major mill napkin 
hurt jerk lame limb make miller narrow 
husband Jig lam! lime making million nasty 
hush job lan limp male mind naughty 
hut jo~key lane line mama mine navy 
hymn lom language linen mamma mmer near 

joke lantern lion man mint nearby 
I joking lap lip managcr minute nearly 
ice iolly lard list mane mirror ncat 
icy lourner large listen manger mischief neck 
I'd joy(fu ) lash lit many miss(M) neck tic 
idea jo)'ous lass little map misspcll need 
ideal judge last live(s) maplc mistake needle 
if jug late lively marblc misty needn't 
ill juice laugh liver march(M) mitt Ncgro 
I'll juicv laundry living mare mitten neighbor 
I'm July law lizard mark mix neighborhood 
important jump lawn load market moment ncithcr 
impossible June lawyer loaf marriage Monday ncrve 
improve junior lay loan married money nest 
in junk lazy loaves marry monkey net 
inch(es) jnst lead lock mask month nevcr 
income leader locomotivc mast moo nc\'crl1lor~ 

inueed kecn leaf log master moon new 
Innian keep leak lone mat moonlight news 
indoors kept lean lonely match moose newspaper 



ncxt orchard partner pit present rainbow nng 
nibble order party pitch pretty raise np 
nice ore pass pitcher price raisin npe 
nickel organ passenger pity prick rake me 
night other past place pr~nce ram rising 
nightgown otherwise paste plain pnncess ran nver 
nine ouch pasture plan pr~nt ranch road 
nineteen ought pat plone pr~son rang roadside 
ninety our(s) patch plant pnze, rap roar 
no ourselves path plate promISe rapidly roast 
nobody out patter platform proper rat rob 
nod outdoors pave platter protect rate robber 
noise outfit pavement play( er) proud rather robe 
noisy outlaw paw playground prove rattle robin 
none outline pay playhouse prune raw rock(y) 
noon outside payment playmate public ray rocket 
nor outward peals) plaything puddle reach' rode 
north (ern) oven peace (ful ) pleasant puff read roU 
nose over peach (es) please pull reader roller 
not overalls peak pleasure pump reading roof 
note overcoat peanut plenty pumpkin ready room 
nothing overeat pear plow punch real rooster 
notice overhead pearl plug punish really root 
November overhear peck plum pup reap rope 
now overnight peek pocket pupil rear rose 
nowhere overturn peel pocketbook puppy reason rosebud 
number owe peep poem pure rebuild rot 
nurse owing peg point purple receive rotten 
nut owl pen poison purse recess rough 

own(er) pencil poke push record round 
oak ox pennrc pole puss red route 
oar peop e police pussy redbird row 
oatmeal pa pepper policeman pussycat redbreast rowboat 
oats pace pep~ermint polish put refuse royal 
obey pack per ume polite putting reindeer rub 
ocean package perhaps pond puzzle rejoice rubbed 
o'clock pad person ponies remain rubber 
October page pet pony quack remember rubbish 
odd paid phone pool quart remind rug 
of pail piano poor quarter remove rule(r). 
off pain (ful) pick pop queen rent rumble 
offcr paint(er) pickle popcorn queer repair run 
office painting picnic popped question repay rung 
officer pair picture porch quick(ly) repeat runner 
often pal pie pork quiet report running 
oh palace piece possible quilt rest rush 
oil pale pig post quit return rust(y) 
old pan pigeon postage quite review rye 
old- pancake piggy postman reward 

fashioned pane pile pot rabbit rib sack 
on pansy pill potato (es) race ribbon sad 
once pants pillow pound rack rice saddle 
one papa pin pour radio rich sadness 
onion paper pine powder radish rid safe 
only parade pineapple power(ful) rag riddle safety 
onward pardon pink praise rail ride(r) ~1id 
open parent pint pray railroad riding sail 
or park pipe prayer railway right sailboat 
orange part(ly) pistol prepare rain (y) rim sailor 



saint sent shout slipped speak (er) ,ting surprise 
5.1lad sentence shol'el slipper spear stir swallow 
sale separate show slippery speech stitch swam 
salt September shower slit speed stock swamp 
same servant shut slow(ly) spell (ing) stocking swan 
sand(y) serve shy sly spend stole swat 
sandwich service sick ( ness) smack spent stone swear 
sang set side small spider stood sweat 
sank selting sidewalk smart spike stool sweater 
sap settle sideways smell spill stoop sweep 
sash settlement sigh smile spin stop sweet( ness) 
sat seven sight smoke spinach stopped sweetheart 
satin seventeen sign smooth spirit stopping swell 
satisfactory seventh silence snail spit store sweftt Saturday seventy silent snake splash stories swi t 
sausage several silk snap spoil stork swim 
savage sew sill snapping spoke storm(y) swimming 
save shade silly sneeze spook story swin~ sal'ings shadow silver snow(y) spoon stove switc 
saw shady simple snowball sport straight sword 
say shake(r) sin snowflake spot strange(r) swore 
scab shaking since snuff spread strap 
scales shall sing snug spring straw table 
scare shame singer so springtime strawberry tablecloth 
scarf shan't single soak sprinkle stream tablespoon 
school shape sink soap square street tablet 
schoolboy share sip sob squash stretch tack 
schoolhouse sharp sir socks squeak string tag 
schoolmaster shave sis sod squeeze strip tail 
schoolroom she sissy soda squirrel stripes tailor 
scorch she'd sister sofa stable strong take(n) 
score she'll sit soft stack stuck taking 
scrap she's sitting soil stage stull tale 
scrape shear( s) six sold stair stu talk(er) 
scratch shed sixteen soldier stall stump tall 
scream sheep sixth sole stamp stung tame 
screen sheet sixty some stand subject tan 
screw shelf size somebody star such tank 
scrub shell skate somehow stare suck tap 
sea shepherd skater someone start sudden tape 
seal shine ski something starve suffer tar 
seam shining skin sometime( s) state sugar tardy 
search shiny skip somewhere station suit task 
season ship skirt son stay sum taste 
seat shirt sky song steak summer taught 
second shock slam soon steal sun tax 
secret shoe slap sore steam Sunday tea 
see(ing) shoemaker slate sorrow steamboat sunflower tcach(er) 
seed shone slave sorry steamer sling team 
seek shook sled sort steel sunk tear 
seem shoot sleep(y) soul steep sunlight tease 
seen shop sleeve sound steeple sunny teas~oon 
seesaw shopping sleigh soup steer sunrise teet 
select shore slept sour stem sunset telephone 
self short slice south (ern) step sunshine teH 
selfish shot slid space stepping supper temper 
seH f.hould slide spade stick(y) suppose ten 
send shoulder sling spank stiff sure(ly) tennis 
sense shouldn't slip sparrow still (ness) surface tent 



term tin trouble \'alentine weed wish young~tcr 
twihle tinkle truck valley week wit your(s) 
test tin\' true \'aluable weep witch you're 
th"n tip truly value wcigh with yourself 
th:lnk(s) tiptoc trunk \'ase wclcome without yoursell'es 
thankful tire trust vegetable well woke youth 
'i1lanh, tired truth vcll'et we'll wolf you've 

gIVing 'tis try very went woman 
that title tub vessel were women 
that's to Tuesday victory we're won 
the toad tug view west( ern) wonder 
theatcr toadstool tulip village wet wonderful 
thee toast tumble vine we've won't 
their tobacco tune violet whale wood(en) 
them today tunnel visit what woodpecker 
then toe turkey visitor what's woods 
there together turn voice wheat wool 
these toilet turtle vote wheel woolen 
they told twelve when word 
they'd tomato twenty wag whenever wore 
they'll tomorrow twice wagon where work(er) 
they're ton twig waist which workman 
they've tone twin wait while world 
thick tongue two wake(n) whip worm 
thief tonight walk whipped worn 
thimble too ugly wall whirl worry 
thin took umbrella walnut whisky worse 
thing tool uncle want whisper worst 
think toot under war whistle worth 
third tooth understand warm white would 
thirsty toothbrush underwear warn who wouldn't 
thirteen toothpick undress was who'd wound 
thirty top unfair wash(er) whole wove 
this tore unfinished washtub who'll wrap 
tho torn unfold wasn't whom wrapped 
thorn toss unfriendly waste who's wreck 
those touch watch whose wren 
though tow unhappy 

watchman why wnng unhurt thought toward (s) uniform water wicked write 
thousand towel 

United watermelon wide writing 
thread tower waterproof wife written 
three town States wave wiggle wrong unkind threw toy 

unknown 
wax wild wrote . throat trace way wildcat wrung 

throne track unless wayside will 
through hade unpleasant we willing yard 
throw (n) Irain until weak( ness) willow yarn 
thumb tramp unwilling weaken Win year 
thunder trap up wealth wind(y) yell 
ll1Ursday tray upon weapon windmill yellow . thy treasure upper wear window yes 
tick treat upset weary wine yesterday 
ticket tree upside weather wing yet 
tickle trick upstairs weave wink yolk 
tic tricycle up town web winner yonder 
tiger tried upward we'd winter you 
tight trim us wedding wipe you'd 
till trip use(d) Wednesday wire you'll 
time trolley useful wee wise young 



Appendix B 
Dale's 769 word list 
a bag book catch cover 
about ball born cause cow 
above band both cent cried 
across bank bottom center cross 
act basket bow chair crowd 
afraid be box chance crown 
after bear boy change cry 
afternoon beat branch chief cup 
again beautiful brave child cut 
against because bread children dance 
ago bed break choose dark 
air bee breakfast Christmas day 
all been bridge church dead 
almost before bright circle dear 
alone began bring city deep 
along begin broken class did 
already behind brother clean die 
also being brought clear different 
always believe brown clock dinner 
am bell build close do 
American belong building cloth doctor 
an beside built clothes does 
and best burn cloud dog 
animal better busy coal done 
another between but coat don't 
answer big butter cold door 
any bill buy color double 
anything bird by come down 
apple bit cake coming draw 
are black call company dream 
arm bless came cook dress 
around blind can cool drink 
as blood cap corn drive 
ask blow captain corner drop 
at blue car cost dry 
away board care could dust 
baby boat careful count each 
back body carry country ear 
bad bone case course early 



earth field go hill lake 
east fight God him land 
easy fill going himself large 
eat find gold his last 
edge fine golden hold late 
egg finger gone hole laugh 
eight finish good home lay 
either fire got hope lead 
else first grain horse learn 
end fish grass hot leave 
England fit gray house left 
English five great how leg 
enough fix green hundred lesson 
even floor grew hunt let 
evening flower ground hurry letter 
ever fly grow hurt lie 
every follow guess I lift 
everything food had ice light 
except foot hair if like 
expect for half 1n line 
eye forget hall Indian lion 
face forth hand instead lips 
fair found hang into listen 
fall four happy iron little 
family fresh hard 1S live 
fancy friend has it load 
far from hat its long 
farm front have jump look 
farmer fruit he just lost 
fast full head keep lot 
fat game hear kept loud 
father garden heard kill love 
feed gate heart kind low 
feel gave heavy king made 
feet get help kiss mail 
fell gift her knee make 
fellow girl here knew man 
felt give herself know many 
fence glad hide lady march 
few glass high laid mark 



• 

market neighbor own ready send 
matter neither page real sent 
may nest paint reason serve 
me never pair red set 
mean new paper remember seven 
measure New York part rest several 
meat next party rich shake 
meet nlce pass ride shall 
men night path right shape 
met nine pay ring she 
middle no pen river sheep 
might noise people road shine 
mile none pick rock ship 
milk noon picture roll shoe 
mill nor piece roof shop 
mind north place room short 
mine nose plain rose should 
minute not plant round shoulder 
miss note play row show 
money nothing please run shut 
month now point said sick 
moon number poor sail side 
more oak post salt slgn 
morning ocean pound same silk 
most of present sand silver 
mother off press sat smg 
mountain office pretty save SIr 

mouth often pull saw sister 
move old put say sit 
Mr. on quarter school six 
Mrs. once queen sea size 
much one quick season skin 
music only quiet seat sky 
must open quite second sleep 
my or race see slow 
myself other rain seed small 
name our ran seem smile 
near out rather seen smoke 
neck outside reach self snow 
need over read sell so 



- . 

soft sure to water work 
sold surprise today wave world 
soldier sweet together way would 
some table told we write 
something tail tomorrow wear wrong 
·sometime take tongue weather yard 
song talk too week year 
soon tall took well yellow 
sound taste top went yes 
south teach touch were yesterday 
space teacher town west yet 
speak tear trade what you 
spot tell train wheat young 
spread ten tree wheel your 
spring than true when 
square thank try where 
stand that turn whether 
star the twelve which 
start their twenty while 
station them two white 
stay then uncle who 
step there under whole 
stick these until whom 
still they up whose 
stone thick upon why 
stood thin us wide 
stop thing use wild 
store think valley will 
storm this very Win 

. story those visit wind 
straight though wait window 
street thought walk wing 
strike thousand wall winter 
strong three want wish 
such through war with 
sugar throw warm without 
suit tie was woman 
summer till wash wonder 
sun time waste wood 
suppose tire (d) watch word 



Appendix 4 

New Attainment Targets for Mathematics 



TATEMENTS OF ATTAINMENT 
OR MATHEMATICS 

KEY STAGE 1 and 2 
NEW ATTAINMENT TARGETS 

1991 REVISIOl\! 

AT1 
Using & Applying 

ATlL1a 
Use manema.tIcs as an 

- Integrill part 01 practical 
I classroom I<l!iks. 

ATlllb 
- Talk nboU floit CM'n work Md 
_ respond to q,JOsOOos. 

AT1l1c 
Make P.OOICUons basod on 

1 experience, 

ATll2a 
Select ne materials and !he 

L matlomaucs D use for a 
praalcaJ 1aSk. 

E AI1L2b 
V Talk. about ~ or ask 

quElslions using appropriate 
E mathematical Innguage. 
L ATll2c 

nespond _priolDly " Iho 
question Whal would hDppon 

2 11..,1' 

ATll3a 
Fnd wilfs 01 overccrnlng 
dillict~tio9 whon solvlno 
problerns. 
ATlL3b 

L Usa or in!cq>ret appropriate 
E malhcmotical lenns illld 

matamatica/ DSpoctS 01 
V overydny laruuago in a precise 
E wny. 

AT2Lla 

AT2 
Number 

Uso rurrb<Y In tla CDl!cxt of !he 
dasM>om and sdOO, 
AT2Llb 
Ad::I Md Slblract us.It'u a r.nnII 
rurrbor 01 cqElCl3, 

AT2l2a 
DorronstalD tIaI !toy [Ino,y Md 
CM use 0 rumbar 01 fads Indud
Ir9 00cf1lion 8'ld subtradlon. 
AT2l2b 
Salvo wtDlo-rumbor problems 
irM:IMrg aOflSal and subtrodbn. 
AT2l2c 
klanlily tilJvos ard quarDrs, 
AT2l2d 
Jlocog'liso 100 rood br slal"dard 
lIlilS' of mO<lsuromonL 

AT3l1a 

AT3 
Algebra 

Devise repeating pattorns. 

AT3L2a 
Explcro number putterns. 
AT3L2b 
Recognise the use 01 a symbol 
10 stand Dr an lri.rown 
number. 

AT4 
Shape & Space 

AT4L1a 
Talk. about modus they haYO 
mado, 
AT4L1b 
Fellow Of givo inslnJclions 
relalCd 10 mowmont and 
position. 
AT4Llc 
Comparo .,.., ",dot cXjElCI3 
without measuring. 

AT4L2a 
Usa mathematical lerms 10 
dosaibo canmon 2·0 and 3·0 
objects. 
AT4l2b 
Reoogrise dilleren\ rypes 01 
movement. 

( 

AT5 
Handling Data 

AT5L1a 
Sort a sel 01 objects des
oibing ailCria c:h,)sen. 

AT5L2a 
InlOrprel relevant data' \'I-hid'! 
has 0000 coIloc\Jxt 
AT5L2b 
Re<D£11lso that lhere is 8 
degree 01 uncertainly aboul 
!ha OUIoome 01 some events 
but nal others are eiher 
corlLlin or imr-osslblo. 

.-

r-' 
i . 
-

L 
to 
v .,. .. . 

• 
-1-, , 
1 

~. , 
!. 
E i 

~I 
I 

, 
., 

, 
< ,. ---

AT2l3a AT3L3a AT4L3a - AT5L3a '.' I \ 
Rem,· writo Md c:wdor /1Jn1:xn up Usa p<tuom In runbor ¥twn Sort shapos usin(J matrornatic:al Accoss inlommtion in a simple I 
D 1000. doh!] menial calaJliltions. ailOria and Oivo roasons. databuso. .' 
AT2L3b AT3L3b AT.L3b AT5L3b c I, 
DlrronstralO U\'ll !hey Iu'lON iIld Use invcrso opcmtions in a Rocognlso rol\ectlvo symmol/y. ConsIruCl and interpret t!..._ " 
can use rrul1iplicalion tJtics. simple context AT4L3c sllltiSlicol diagrams. 
AT2L3c Usa '10 eiOhllXlinls 01 tho AT5L3c S : 
SoIvo ~t'lcms irM:JIvIng mUtt- composs 10 show dileaion. Use l.IpllfOpriU\O Itrl{Junoo le. I V :; 
plicalOO or dMsioo, jtlslity ducisions whon placin{; \. ' I· 
AT2L3d tlV(:nls ill ordur 01 'II\wbhoocl'. -I E.I 
Muko cslin .. lIcs 00s0d on lanii<lr I ~. 

L Present rosulls in n doar Md L.ni~ of monstsomonl cflocMlo I ... ':~" 

~ __ ~~_f_~_L_;~ ___ W_._Y' __________ ~r~~£~~~~~S'~7_._m __ nn_._O_I_num ___ bo> ___ ln __ 1-__________ -----------+--------------------~,--------------------,-- ~3.·.:·~(\~ 
ATll3c 

InVOSliQillo gonoral aUl.Iomonls '1"-'- 'U 

by l1ying oul oomo ollumplos. !ho o::xll8Xl 01 moasuromnnl or 
money. 

AT1l40 AT2l4a AT3L4a ,AT4L40 AT5l4a 
Idcnafy nnd obtain Inloono\Jon Solve probloms INilhoul Ihe akj 01 Mako gcncrnl slutomonlS oOOuI Cms\tlIcI 2.0 or 3.D shnpos Inll.HOOill0 alld interprot dWiI • ,I 
necossruy 10 solYo problems, Do calOJIalX oonsiderirg reasorr pauorns. ard krloII assoao.\aoo in Do OOI11pLllOf dulilbase, .~ .. 
AT1L4b ableness 01 110 DIlSWOr. AT3L4b language. AT5L4b "I 

Inl0(1'I'01 c;j'mtions mati)O- AT2L4b Use simplo lomwIao ex.pressed AT4L4b Calduct U SlIM .. .,. on UIl issue ! 
L m<ltiUlIIy, using appropriate Dorronstralo an l6ldGrstandrg of in WOtds, Spocily location. or their choice. 1_' 11' 
E symbols or diagrams. tlc relaJionship oolWoon plaro ATJL4c AT4L4c AT5L4c 
~, AT1L4c vaIuos in Yvhdo rurrbcrs. Use IDoHfmles in 110 Hrs\ RCCOOnise rOlational symmetry, Use the mCilfl and rnnge of Cl 
IV Givo some justlficalion lor their AT2L4c quadrant AT4L4d set of dam. E-·· 
E rolulions \0 problems, Use fractions, decimals or r-ind perimotors, tl/'oas or AT5L4tJ V i 

AT1L4d perrentlg3s as ~\Q 10 volumes. Estlmo[o and justify Iho t 
L Make generalisations. descriOO sllJations. Pfobilb~ily of an even!. El: 

AT2L4d L : ' 
Sdva nLJ1i>er problems with tie !. 
aid 01 a caJOJIab' and interpret .~ )', 
the dsplay. t ' 
AT2L··"'-~i ' 
Make scndbto estim;:lIes of n \ .', 
faNUO 01 measures in reladon 10 • 
ovory~ objects. ; 

<1 

L ATll5a AT2l5a AT3L5a AT4L5a AT5L5a 
Carry ivOlJOh n task bj Uso [T1 approprinlo /lCIl-doJalIX Follow inslil.lCOOns b gencro,Io Use accurale meaUDmonl and Use a CX>I1l>Utcr database 10 L E breaking it down inlo smaller meth:xl 10 mu~ipy or dvide tHO sequonces. drawing in constrUClino 3·0 draw conclusions. 

V more matKlOenble I£Isks. numbers, AT3lSb models. AT5L5b to 
AT2L5b 

E 
ATlL5b 

Fird IrDOOs or pcrcc~es of 
t:: xpross a simple Junction AT4l5b Design and use a'l oOOcrva· V InlerprOl Inlormation presented symbolically. Uso propcnies 01 shapo 10 lion shoot to cntloo dam. 

L In a variely 01 mathematical quantities. justify explanlions. AT5l5c E 
AT2L5c lorms. 
Reftne es~malions t". '1Iial and 

AT4LSc Interpret s[atisllCai diagrams. L AT1LSc Uso roel'NOrks n solvo problems AT5L5d 

5 Make a genoralisa.1ioo and lost Improvemenr melhOOs. AT.L5d Use an aPPfC>p"ialO rrelhOO br -. 
it. AT2LSd Rrd areas 01 plano shapes or estimating probab~itios. 5 Use lJlils in oontext. 

...ulumes of regular solids. .' 

L AT1l6a AT2l6a AT3L6a AT4L6a AT5l6a , 
Pose !heir own quostions or CalrualO with Irnctions, decimals, Explore m.rnbor pattoms using Use 2·D representations of Dcsiryl and use a quesliorl· 

E design a task in a (jven percentages or ratio as 
romputor facilities or olherMse. 3-D objoCls. naire 10 survey opinion., \ t 

V context. oppropriato. AT3L6b AT4L6b AT5L6b F. 
AT1L6b AT2l6b Salvo (;im~o cqJations. Transfoml shapes usinO a Urrlcrsland and uso \ho basic 

E Examine crilicoDy tho malhe- Use esUmadCtl t:l cte<:X AT3L6c oompulCr, or otherwiso. ideas of corret<ltion. V 
L matlcal presentation 01 calculations. U50 and plot Cartesian 00- AT4L6c AT5L6c E 

Information. ordinates 10 represent UrderstWld and use bcarin!)s IdenDfy all Iho oulcomes of 
ATlL6c mappings. 10 define direction. combining two independcnt L 

6 
Make 0 gcnernJisntion Oiving AT4L6d evcnts. 
some degreo 01 tustification, Dcmonstalo that thay know AT5L6d 

and can use the formulae br Know that !Ill IOIa probabilir,o 6 
finding 1110 arcu und 01 un dlO rnutuillly OXC~JsivCl 

arrumferonce 01 cirdcs. outcOOlOS of an event is 1. , 



-EMENTS OF AlTAINMENT 
MATHEMATICS 

An A12. 
Using & Applying Number 
Il3a AT2l3a 
d VoQys d 0'0VtDTin0 dilDAiJs Re.:d,wr'.ID & am:. rlI.ITlx.ts t.p D llXD 
en £OWlg prd.J:wr&. AT2L1b 
IL1b DmDosIrao lh:J: r.hoy knoN a'"d C<n 

) a NsprU ~ m<.tm. use rrulp&::a\Dn ~ 
Im torrro ard ~ AT2L3c 
ICdJ of ~Tf WgU,'QO h a """'- ............ -"'" ""f. ~-1'-'< AT2L3d 
I5Or\I rrouts h a co.", ard MaNl CXlIImtus b..-wd on !;nU I.nb 
;N,od 'Kr(. cl Iro"'61J'onDnl ~ rooub. 
IL1d Anl30 
OOIom goroaI 6tcIEmlfU by hIeIp-U a raroe cl rurrtxn h 
:!!I: 01 GOn"O ogrpk:u, Iho CXJtext cl m:n>I.II'01'13r a fI'Ol(1{. 

lU. AT2U. 
rllly ard d:IIah ~cmu1k:n SoNo p'olDrn ~ Iho nkl 01 D 

:oss.ary to seMI pdJIoml. roIaJIaIor consldD~ ,easonmIcness 
lLAb d h:J 1I"&'o'.U. 
:rp'a alualnns rmlhom1llc.:IIy, AT2Ub 
'lg i"Jcprl:W syntllh 01' D:wTUl&\r;io md oorusr.'V"d thJ 
(IIDIT6. roL."1IIcnhp buwoal paw valos h 
Il4c 'Mlob nurrborl.· 
\l r.aro ~lIicaIiaJ 10- I10r AT2l4c 
JOns 10 p«ijotrn. Uso lrac1OrrJ,. ckJ:.irnaB or P'J!W1taoos 
IUd as ~ le dcw"bo a.&t.IOlbls. 
Jta (looorafGMons. AT2LAd 

SOW nl..ntla prcUom; wIh tOO akj d 
a c:aJoJalor ard hJocpra Iho dsplay. 
AT2L4o 
Malra &on>bb O$IhUos of B rM(lO d 
nnc:truros h 18~.kn le tNOI)Uay 
ot~OCIS. 

ILS. AT2L5a 
'ry Ihl'Ol.gh a lar;k bt t:roal<Sl(l i Usa an q-prqwltdo f1OO.C.<lb...CalOl 
III .110 foIll."l\.( rroru ~"tl> lIuthoJ to m.tj., 0' divlb 2 roolxr5. 

". AT2L5b 
l[5b Find Ir.tabn~lItX1 d quantabs. 
tp"ot 1,lorm:lloo [l'osoolod In a AT2LSe 
'Jty ~~ m .... llOIl\ll~~,. !oml>. nuirlll (L!lnulbf~ by 'fl~ ard ~rpl(M)· 

"Se Iluot . lIu11Kidl. 
OD (llJ'"lClaisalbrG ard 1osI. it. AT2l5d 

U$O mU 'n (OfiOXl 

r'ra. AT2L&. 
!:D !/lW OM! q!.Ulloo, Of c.b:I", Cab.J~1I0 will I(~b •• dodrrub, 
iak n a {jrIUl CO("(O:X'I, pMUlla()o:» a fillio as iJWi'cprb:o. 
IL6b AT2lfib 
mne a~ lhD rMt"Om:,1:;at Use osUlT1<loo 10 drodl. c:ak:l.r1.;tbrti. 
lOfllallon or hIotlMion. 
1L6c 
<8 a (p"D<*atbn 0M1J 6OIrO 

100 or ~bn. 

IL7a 11U2l1· 
":IN raN ineG or tnPtt !M\EI1 Mulpy ao:J dMOO I1""01Ia1y 6ilgb dia' 
tiliga.tng W1hh m.llhanit:c:s It;oI rrullptos 01 Bl1'f p<MU d 10.. .'" U5na rmh:nrnla to sot.oo AT2L7b 
)01,1 110 prcbbm Use a cabJl<:Cor oftwrtty vdlOfl 60Mrg 
ll7b probloms. 
nine ard o::mrmI CXJ\SIruC:WUy AT2l7c 
gmoralisaaG Of 6OUDlS. Ro::qJni>e Ita rroasuan:R is 

C{:p"OJlim.""do arrl chx:6o !ho doJlOO d 
t:r..rual:f <q.tOJrll1o Iof a paliiCUar 
purposo. 

".n. AT2LDa 
[t bJIc.aI ocmmlS u WCJk will G.""Ib.t..lIo >M:h mlTtXJS o~proosod irl 
;(1fl5 !or d-oim mdo. sl<w,diUU lorm 

".n. AT21.8b 
Jon;1..1nd Itn rob or COJl1!Jr· EvatJak) 1crmJ.la h2Jdrg Iho uso d 

"""" - lradiJre or I"IO{jiIm r.J1"Jbcq. 

oalsa!Ons 0' Il)1XltOOros, AT21.8e 
SOW 1"lIm.:t'c.1l pr<bk:m; dlocMlJ •• Itn IOSuis aro d lho liJI. on.!u(" d 
ml~kudo. 

IlOa AT2LOa 
O'dn."1O a rtJfThlI" d iealLfOS Of OGlinguish OOMoon (<licnat "'" ,b~os " sot.fl(l p-oix.fT6. rlalDnat nunixlI&. 
IL9b AT2l9b 
~Iy lhtJ'r 601J.ioos 10 prtbb'ns, Urdol$lafd Iho 6kJniti:::arco d 

M'!J a /lJ/T1lU" or to.:.LfOS or i1j:ploximalion. 
iabtus. 

llloa AT2L10a 
Ibo ~ a I"IIN arm d Ddarriro tha JX6sl:io dlOOs 01 arors 
IhGmlllIcs. on cokulal.ioos. 
1L10b 
-db rosltoc1 CXl~ d IYCd 

da,,_oo. 

KEY STAGE 3 and 4 
NEW ATIAINMENT TARGE:lS 

1991 REVISION 

AT3 AT4 AT5 
Algebra Shape & Space Handling Data 

AT'lu. AT .. U. ATSl3a 
tk.o p.ttm n rurtu v.hoo d:Xu Sort ~ usi"g ~ kross hbtmi:l'\ h a UI"'PJ 

L 
"""" -- a.ern m (jw toaSOfl5.. dalabaso. 
ATl1.3b AT4L..1b AT511b E 
Uso ffioI'So q)aaOlS n a sirrb Rocogniso rekdlve lyrrrroIly. CoosIrua. n irtD'Pl'U sr..bli;3 

V c.onluxt. AT413c dlaoriUT6. 
Ur.o 1tD tij-. paRs 01 110 '""""" ATSl3c E 
'" 1J0It cM.dixl. lM q"rq'J'ao brgw(p kI ).r.iIt;' 

dri;OIS wh., , ... UJa CMrts h L 
cro.. 01 1kLMJCU/. 

3 

AT:JU. AT4U. AT5U. 
Mnlu'l gtnllill ""CfTU11S """ Co--ctrud 2-D or 3-0 IhqxII an:l lfCorl'O!)ollo Md iO;uprU daa h a 
paUoms. Iql()N mscx:bUlad bnJuaoe. Olrrpl.tor dalwaso. . . 
AT:J14b AT4LAb AT5Ub 

, 
Ur.o slr!io fcrm.!"Il o:q>m.>so::I h Sped)" bc-Ilkn C.mcld a slI\'Oy on on Is5uo 01 It'oi L I w""". AT4lJlc choicu. 

E AT3L4c Ru::o'Jllbo rotillion~ lyrmTJtry. AT5Uc 

I WOfk wih axnIh1los In lhD first AT4Ud Uso lIu rro.lIl ai"d raroo cl a w rJ. V 
quadrant. Fm pcwnnlors. aroos 0' 1JOUros. datll. 

ATSLAd E 
, ElIrmo ard ).r5I1y Iho p-r.txtiitj cA L al lM(ll 

4 I .. I , , 
AT3LSa AT4LSI ATSLSa 1. I FUIoN nstnxJixls 10 l}UlCfalo l.1i.o acDJraIo IJUa::;i.llUIll.1I1 .. ...r lLu il u.rll_U U • .c..1I.J..r.o to (1:,111 

E I 
lioqUOnco:;. ()il'o'koO kl OOI"l:>IIWf\l 30 rn:xlw. IllrlClu:;iull:'. 

I 
ATJl..Sb Al4LSb AT5L5b V Exprws a 6irrpb lun:Jico syrrlxiKA1Jy. U:;o IJepll10s 01 sl\LlfXl to ,.stly IAJ.gn lIIld IJ~ iln w;((Vilrm si ...... 

o1ptimlloos. 10 oolk .. d dll,"l E 
AT4lSe ATSlSc 

L u~ rlUMuka IIJ w...... f-IIttiJrlU. ~IO'l)f"" :.lali.olW 1I~'!1i.11rc.. 
AT4l5d ATSUtJ 
Fro ilIl.ldS d p/."VIO Ih;l(lOS or tho .m ""Irq n',1u n .. UIOd ,.." . 
vo/'lIl"Ue 0/ '!llubr r.dk.Is. WIIr!1."J!.'.!I_'"o1j,~~ ___ .~._.t.Q_1 

A't3LGa A14L611 AnLGu \ 
E.llbo n ... ,bcr p'lft(l"'G u~"'.J Usa 2·0 14~'IiIUl"lo 01 :1 n l:luo\)!1 aid L~ .1 qll • .l.IulMiu III L' CIlI'lllJ(I" latiiba Of W~o. ohjocls. WlVOi c.pi.k:n. 
AT3L6b AT4lfib AT5L6b E 
SoNo &hplo ~Ibns. U&1ro a tn"rpJIu" or a1uww~, UiIJ.)n.I.vIII <lI\l tLr,o Ii'll base l.t00lS 

V AT3LGc 11at"r>lam 6hi1pos. 0/ C(X"fuIi.J.I01. 
Uso ard pb CMosIirI CIXllIInaoo le AT4L6c ATSI.6c E 
''''''''''' """"'" UrdolSlcn:J and use bo.:rtTgs la kbllity ill Ihu o..,lconDS or anOiroi"{t 

ddlno oroalcn. MO hd.f)l.nkd woots. L 
AT4lfid ATSlfitJ 
DoTonsltao lhai !he,' knew arxl CM I<n<MI !hill Iha la~ ptr:b;:tJiiy or ... , 
uso dlo ICX"ITlJI."ll br 100in(l1ho aim I/la rrull.lally oxdusMl OIAo::::froS 01 un 6 I arxl arurrtOlenro cl adt.6. (M.di.; I. 

AT3lill AT4l7. AT5L7. 
._, 

I 
Usa syrrb:)&: rolalOO 10 expross \ha Use COOIdi"Ia!es (x. y, z) Xl bcala OrI)<ll"l6a anj iItIcYyso d .... a. L I 
rum 0/ &C:q1.01CUl. pWOI i1 3-0. ATS17b E j, AT3L7b AT4L7b UndO'Sl.1rd and ,LO flll.:!lNo Iro:' 
SOW <qL.Ja!kn, or 6~rpIo hnlLDItioo. Dctornioo lhD bo..5 01 an w~ (JO"I(.Y as an I.I$\mi:IG or p'cb.:JUtaV. V 

whdl is rra.tlg 6lb;.a. lo a nJe. AT5L7c 
AT4L7c Gwn Iho prw.:otay 01 Ol(lrr.t.-o E 
Usa Py!ha(p'as' Ihoaam 0Yt01S Co<lbJ~~G Itvl prc.bablry 01 41 L AT417d (llrrt>ilod oYUl •. 
Cwy 00\ cala.Aa1bn; rr pbno am 

"""""""'- 7 -
AT3l0a ATUa. AT510. L i Mi11jlllLllo nlJcill:Lk; JomUilO. Uso m"1tnn:.i:::a silllmfy 10 ooMI Du.;i]l Md I/SU 01 1,.u:.I'aY\;,irU Of 

oqU.1tbns or wprossbro. ptoolOlm. (U:rui"'ull n 1(£\ Cl l"l'J1:x1tu.n. E 
AT3U1b AT4U1b ATSLDb 

V Sdvo irloqua.ios. Uso silo. ca;m Of lir"I[JOL1 ., 0Jtt· rA"nSlnI.1 md iJk)rp"oI a cun~;.o 
AnLOc atlJlOO 1ri.1n(]Ds.. Irtql!Ofq t1ItvO. E 
'n1orp-oI [1~ !Ml'd, tcproc.ort AT41..Oc ATSLDc 

L pa1IiuJlar lolalOnshipl. Dr:.IJ-gui:;h Ixtv.octl l(1"milo by r.aUJLlkl.'1O plci>oiJiity 01 a 
COIlsljoring ulrmrlSlons. W"MlW (NUl. oMm !ho p"cJxj~y 

8 d 00 ...... "0110111 tM.l1lS. 

AnlO~ AT4l9a AT5LOII L 
E,rpross OOlllml ~"M'S In 6yn-bdc Iorm Carrv OUI rlDlG (X)fTf.tJ) ca.bJlalars LW di1Jl<lll15, u"Ju or (.Qrp\AI.ll 

E AT3Lob In ~ or sc.6d &h<p:ls. p,JCki\j1J5 to i.Vk"llyso a SOl d CO'rr.bx 
SoNo D.1U. ... 00s usr~ glqfu1l AT4L9b drua. V rro!hods. Usa voaor rmh:x.ls to sd.o p"(bkwn. AT5LOb 
AT3LUc AT4l0c lk.o 5<lI1"liO:J to rMlStfJ<*J a E 
Use lho {Ir.LdoN:s d (lropOO Iot.nd by Uso silo. cosro a liIfIOO~ wlh 'pCIpulruio,,·. L 
COIlSll'UCling lilfI(lonts. MOOs et any lilzo.. ATSUlc 

-~ Uw coo,jfonai e!l;baJi~·os. 

ATJUOa AT4Ll0a AT5Lto.. 
Usa a cabJl<:Cor ()" 00ITpJ1of" kl SoWtl p'r:ii:Jm in 2-D or 3-0. [)(ro-bo 1110 tispJlsoo 01 a &01 or 
inYOslualo soquontos. '.a L 
AT3Llob AT5ll0b 
Manfx.j<:do ilQ:ttalc oxptOOSknI v.tlal: Inlolpu dia(lralTl' 6uc.fl as Iha;o E 
~ v.tJoo &c:hVn{I prdtIrro. USIXl ~l uihll p.1Ih ~1s or ~o.v V AT3UOe progtammlng. 
F"hI Iho lWIOxfm:O arm ~ a AT5L1Oc E 
(UVf) 1nl HiO tDaml.l! ;ut> IM'o\OU"1 

CriblL1tu tllO [l'oIllIlItj 01 any tNu L )y,{) inils ilId il'!YPflA Iho rosulls. 
ovants h'~.rl(lrl~. A 1:11 ' 
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